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THE FLOW OF THE NECHES
By Francis Edward Ahernethy
Deep East Texas, the real East Texas, lies bctween the Trinity River and
the Sabine. Some of East Texas might splash across these rivers onto Madison
County in the west and Louisiana in the east, but the heart of it is that red-land,
pine-forest region between those two river boundaries. And flowing through
the heart of East Texas is the Neches River and all the smaller waters that pay
it homage and tribute: the Angelina and the Attoyac - LaNana Creek and Wolf
Creek and Village Creek - Pine Island and Little Gray's bayous - Rose Lake
Drain, Cow Pen Branch, Walnut Run, Anderson Gulley, Sand Slough, They all
gi vc their all to the big Neches that gi ves its all back to the occans of the world.
The Flow of the Neches is rich and red and sometimes so muddy that a
Cajun could plant rice and raise a crop. Sometimes when the cicada calls, in
the dryness of late summer and early fall, the water almost clears, running
quiet and blue-green; and the Kentucky bass lie on the slow side of a down log
and flash out at passing spot-tails and Hawaiian Wigglers. At all times the
bream socialize in the brush piles, the drum croak at dusk in the deep bends.
and big ops and blues cruise the riverbed, fattening on crawfish.
There are places in it~ northern beginnings where the river meanders
through pastures and a smaJI boy could hop across it. Farther down it stops to
rest in ponds and lakes. Then it spills down a steep slope in Cherokee County,
cutting a trench so narrow that the water shoots through a tunnel of cut banks
and oak trees that shake hands and hug each other while the river passes
beneath.
Farther south the river bottoms widen out and huge gum and pin oaks and
white oaks join their crowns together and shade out all growth below. In some
places you can sec several hundred yards through the bottoms, and the waters tlow
lhrough on the big rises to feed the roots of the old giants and fill the ox. bows.
At the big bend at Hooks's camp, cypress trees line the banks and cover
the little islands, and knees poke up to get a little sun and air, Upriver, if you
hit the backwater in ApriL and the river rise is just right, you can float in on a
surface of red where the mayhaws cover the water as far as you can see. And
you can seine enough mayhaws in one haul to make two years of jelly.
The Attoyac joins the Angclina, and they both run down below Bevilport
to meet the Neches at Dam B in Tyler County. After a brief rest. the Neches
moves southward, making long, white-sandy beaches through the Big Thicket
National Preserve to the Golden Triangle, leaving behind lakes and sand bars
and old men sitting on the bank watching it all flow by.
The Neches gets big and slow and brackish after it tlows under 1-10 at
Beaumont. Swamps and bayous stretch out from the banks on one side, buildFE, Abernethy is distinguished regent.I' pro!e.I'.mr emeritus of EIlRlish 0.1 Stephen F. Austill State
University. This paper was pre.~ented at the Neches' River Symposium "Shall We Garher at the
Ril'"l'r: Llfl' Alon!: tlJe Neches," in October /996,
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ings and people on the other. Finally, it flows under the Rainbow-Sunshine
Bridge, glides past Port Arthur, and joins waters with its brother river, the
Sabine. Both have a happy reunion in Sabine Lake before they make their final
exit through Sabine Pa~s to join all the waters in the world's ocean.
The Neches River rises about one mile south of Colfax in eastern Van
Zandt County in Doyle Dove's cow pasture. The coordinates are N 32 29'
58.1" by W 095 44' 28.4," and the elevation is 545 feet, in case you are taking
notes. We ran that baby down to his hole! Julius Burkett in Math printed out
detailed area maps, and three of us - Pat Barton, Bill Clark, and I - cut its trail
every time it crossed a road. We had given up on finding its ultimate beginning when we saw this hill side pasture where, according to Julius' map, it
ought to begin. I knocked on the door at this house, and when this fellow came
to the door, T told him we were looking for the source of the Neches. He said,
"Let me get my shoes on." He was Doyle Dove and he gave us the grand tour
of the Neches springs - and a slab of beef when we left, by the way.
The Neches comes out of the ground in a white, sandy trickle about six
inches wide. Some hundred feet away, on the side of the same sandy hill, more
water seeps out of cow tracks in the black mud. It all goes down the hill. and
by the time these seeps and springs get to the hottom of the hill you have a
respectable spring branch that could provide several families with water.
It flows southeast for 416 miles to its mouth on Sahine Lake, serving as a
boundary stream and forming the county lines for most of the counties in Deep
East Texas. Two major reservoirs arc located on the Neches: Lake Palestine.
near Tyler; and Dam B (Lake B.A. Steinhagen), near Woodville.

The Neches has a drainage area estimated at 10,000 square miles.
Abundant rainfall in the basin results in a flow of some 6,000,000 acre-feet per
year.
Those are the statistics on the Flow of the Neches.
To really feel the Flow of the Neches "ye must be baptized" in it, totally
- like a Baptist, not splashed like a Methodist. You wade off of a
sand bar until it lifts you up into its current, you glide like an alligator with just
your eyes and nose and the top of your head showing, then you sink and roll
like an otter till you have thoroughly purged yourself of all your sinful city
ways and become a parl of the woods and the water.
immersed~

Or you can feel the Flow of the Neches if you float fifty miles of it with
no motor and one paddle. as Hubert Mott and I did for six days in Easter of
] 947, and found that for all its beauty it can test your endurance. The river was
on a rise, and the third day out we drifted off into an oxbow and spent the
entire day going around in a circle. At sundown we recognized a big down
cypress that we had pas~ed that morning; and we recognized our predicament
and frantically started looking for any piece of dry ground we could find in
those flooded bottoms.
Right at dark we finally located an island of mud about the size of a
Mexican blanket. It was six inches out of the water at its highest, topped with
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squishy, ankle-deep gumbo, and it harbored a prosperous snake population
that peckishly and with many a backward glance gave up their territory at our
insistence. We set up camp, such as it was. We had no firewood so we ate a
can of pork and beans cold, except that Hubert cut up an onion in his and had
inctigestion.
It was a long night because we went to bed early, thinking it was better to
lie in the mud than sit in it. We slept on two ponchos and under two blankets,
and every time one of us touched the other, we popped awake, certain that
snakes were creeping in amongst us. That was one of the longest nights I ever
spent. We were off that island by the first gray light of dawn and eventually
found the channel and a dry riverbank. We scrambled and ate every last egg
we had. We saw one other person that whole trip.
Or another way that you can feel the Flow of the Neches is if you live on
it like Old Man Ben Ramer did, who lived on the neatest river houseboat you
ever saw. His territory was from Weiss Bluff down river to Pine Island Bayou.
He frequently tied up where Village Creek runs into the Neches. During the
late 1950s and early 1960s, I fished Village twice a week, and when Mr. Ramer
was there we always visited a few minutes, not that he was all that sociable.
He livcd off the bounty of the Neches. He had trotlines l throw lines, and limb
lines out all the timc. He had traps set for 'coons, 'possums, and otters - whatever he could sell the hide and eat the meat. He had a feisty dog that helped
him to a squirrel stew whenever the mood hit him, and he took a hog or deer
off the bank any time he needed the meat. I visited him one afternoon right
after he had pulled one of his own teeth with a pair of pliers. He was a real
backwoodsman - one of the river bottom strain.
The Flow of the Neches, however is more than the water that glides
between its banks or the backwoodsmen and buck deer that live off its bounty. The Flow of the Neches is also its history that reaches back to its beginnings over 12.000 years ago at the end of the Time of Ice the Pleistocene, and
during the Time of the Great Melting and the Time of the Making of Rivers when the icc and snows thawed and ran down the sides of what we now call
America.
l

l

When the Neches was Pleistocene young, mastodons and mammoths,
sabre-toothed tigers. dire wolves, horses, camels, and huge homed bison
walked its banks and drank its waters. Soon thereafter, 10,000 years ago, the
Palco-Americans, the Old People, reached the Neches watershed. They had
spears and at~latls in hand, and were searching for food to eat that would not
eat them first. The Old People were hunters, and they lived among the big
Pleistocenes until that race of wooly giants disappeared from the earth. Then
they too disappeared, and that infinite variety of wanderers that we call Indians
arrived on the Neches.
From the source to the mouth of the Neches, four Indian groups are historically ai'isociated with the river. They were the Caddo and Atakapans, who
were here when Europeans first arrived, and the Cherokees and the AlabarnaCou5;hatta, who came later.
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Twelve hundred years ago, around 800 AD., an Indian culture now
known as Caddo became the people of the Neches. The land along the Neches
still furnished food for carnivorous homo sapiens in the form of deer and
bears, ·possums and 'coons and squirrels. and anything else that had meat on
its bones. The Neches was in the path of the central flyway that brought ducks
and geese by the thousands to the sloughs and backwaters. The river teemed
with bass and bream, with carp, drum, and buffalo, and with all the kinds of
catfish that still cruise those waters. The Caddos built elaborate fish traps and
backwater weirs, and the eating wa~ simply for the going and getting - fish
every Friday: turkey every Sunday! The Caddos were gatherers of grapes and
berries, pecans and walnuts and hickories and white oak acorns. And they
planted corn and squash and beans.
The Caddos created an agrarian-hunting-gathering culture that became
the most arnuent and most advanced Indian culture that Texas was ever to
know.
The Caddos called our river Nachawi. or Bois d'Arc. after the tree that furnished the wood for the Caddo bows. And the tribe of Tejas Indians that lived
along its bank were named the Nachawi, which became "the Neches." The
Neches River had many names during Spanish times: Mission River: St.
Michael's River; The Most Holy Name of Mary River; the Mexican River; and
the Nabedache. The Marquis de Aguayo in 1721 named it Nuestra Senora de
las Nieves, Our uuly of the Snm-t·s. and it was sometimes called SIlOW River.
That title honored a fourth century Roman manifestation of the Virgin, who
caused it to snow on a Roman hill in August to mark the site of a chapel in her
name. Good sense has prevailed, fortunately, and we remember it now by its
Caddo Indian name of the Neches.
The Caddos camped on the upper Neches. The Atakapans lived on the
lower Neches, from Hardin County to its mouth. The Atakapans believed that
they came from the sea. To ease the burden of life, Kutnahin. their sun god,
gave them sex and tohacco. The Atakapans were coastal hunters and clam diggers. They were described as squat and stout, with short necks and large heads.
From all reports they were smelly from their use of rancid alligator grease to
repel mosquitoes. The word Arakapall is Choctaw for "man eater," and they
were practicing cann ibals. both ritual istically and practically.
The Cherokees came late to the Neches River, arriving in 1820, aftu fleeing the advancement of the Anglos on the southeastern frontier. They settled
on the upper Neches and spent two decades as a political bouncing ball among
the Spanish, Mexican, and finally Texan authorities. Although Sam Houston
had tried to take care of his brother Cherokees, when Mirabeau B. Lamar
became president of the Republic his aim was to purge East Texas of Indians
to make way for Anglo settlers. On July 15, 1839, a large contingent of Texans
attacked the Cherokee camp on the Neches a few miles west of Tyler. The
Cherokees led by their Chief Bowles. held, then retreated up the Neches River
valley. On the second day the Indians were routed. losing over 100 of their
warriors. The Texans, led by Thomas J. Rusk. burned their houses and torched
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their fields and drove them across the Red River into Indian Territory. The
only hero of the Battle of the Neches was Chief Bowles, who, in the thickest
of the fight, conspicuously commanded his troops from his paint horse. In the
end, he was shot and killed as he turned to face his foes.
The Alabama and the Coushatta Indians came to the banks of the Neches
under the same Anglo pressures as the Cherokees_ Unlike the Cherokees, the
Alabama-Coushatta are still in East Texas at Indian Village in Polk County.
The two tribes began arriving in the Big Thicket in the 1780s, The Coushattas
settled on the Trinity around San Jacinto County. The Alabamas settled on the
Neches in northwestern Tyler County, Peach Tree Village being the main village. The tribes remained neutral during the Texas Revolution, but came to the
aid of the Texians during the Runaway Scrape that occurred after news of the
Alamo and Goliad reached the settlers. Chief Colita of the Coushattas was the
hero of that episode and is remembered in legend as swimming back and forth
on his white horse helping the settlers cross the swollen Trinity and Neches
rivers - and bringing them the good news after San Jacinto.
Like the Cherokee, the Alabama and Coushatta were moved during the
Republic at the whim of politicians and incoming Anglo ~eUlers, but because
they were passive, out of sight, and on undesirable land, somehow they were
allowed to stay. In 1854 they were finally given a reservation of their own in
Polk County, where they are today.
The Spanish were the first Europeans to come to the Neches, and they
were here in 1542. They were the ragged end of Hernando de Soto's expedition that had started out from Florida 600 strong in 1539. De Soto died and
was buried in the Mississippi, and Luis de Moscoso led the 300 tattered survivors to East Texas looking for a route to Mexico. The Spanish made an aimless loop through San Augustine, Jasper, WoodviHe, Livingston, Groveton,
and then up toward Nacogdoches and Alto and the large Caddo village of
Guasco, on the east bank of the Neches, in Cherokee County. In 1542, Guasco
- and its associated camps on the Neches, near where Highway 21 crosses the
river - was an Indian "metropolis ," the center of the most advanced Indian culture in the Southwest. And it remained so, at least for the next 150-200 years.
The Moscoso Expedition stopped at the Neches. It turned back to the
Mississippi and eventually reached Mexico by boat.
The Spanish came back to the Neches River 150 years later, in 1690. This
time they came to what they called "The Kingdom of Tejas." The first Caddos
they had met greeted them with the word "Tejas," which meant friend, and the
Spanish concluded that that was their name - and thereafter the land east of
the Trinity River was known as Tejas, which became Texas. And if anything
was ever "Deep in the Heart of Texas," the Neches River was. The first
European settlement in that Province of Texas of today's state of Texas, for
that matter, was in a Hasinai Caddo camp on San Pedro Creek, near where it
emptied into the Neches, This was the Mission San Francisco de las Tejas.
Soon thereafter they built another mission on the east bank of the Neches
called Santissima Nombre de Maria, The Most Holy Name of Mary. This part
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of the Neches in 1690 was still the center of the Hasinai Caddo world. as il was
when Moscoso came in 1542 and called it Guasco.
The Tejas on the Neches tired of the Spanish as soon as the gifts stopped
coming and their epidemics increased. The Tejas had absolutely no use for
Catholicism. They had religion that served them well and answered their
needs. They also had a well-structured agrarian society with a longstanding
culture that held it together. The only things they wanted from the Spaniards
were guns, axes, and blankets.
The Europeans brought guns, ax.es, and blankets, as well as priests and
Bibles, but they also brought epidemical deaths that continued the devastation
of the Caddos that had begun when the first Europeans came with de Soto and
Moscoso. It is estimated that there were 200,000 to 250,000 Caddos in 1542
when Moscoso came to East Texas. By 1690, when the missions were established on the Neches, European induced diseases had reduced the population to
around 8,500. That is a population loss of over ninety~five percent, if you want
to put pen to paper. Every European, every blanket and Bible, would carry death
with it, and before another century had passed a proud and prohfic Caddo
Indian nation on the Neches would be the tattered and scattered wandering remnants of a shattered past. The Atakapans to the south simply disappeared.

Hostility between the Tejas and the missionaries increased to such an
extent that the Indians warned the Spanish that if they did not leave they would
be massacred. so in October 1693 the religious buried the church bell and cannons, set fire to Mission San Francisco, and retreated into the night with the
Indians howling at their backs.
Guided by the Frenchman Louis St. Denis, the Spanish returned to the
Neches along EL Camino Real, The King's Highway, in 1716. They reestablished Mission San Francisco, this time on the east bank of the Neches among
the Neches Indians, and they built five more missions to the east. They were
met on the Neches by an Indian delegation, among whom was Angelina, a
learned Indian woman reared in Coahuila. Angelina, who lived on what was to
become the Angelina River, became thereafter the Spaniards' chief guide and
interpreter. She was obviously greatly valued by the Spanish, who named the
river after her, and she would have shaken her head in wonderment had she
known that a river, a county, a college, and a whole page in a Lufkin telephone
book would carry her name.
The Spanish lasted three years on this trip - until 1719 - before a threatening gesture by the French against the Los Adaes mission sent them all scurrying back to the newly constructed way station called San Antonio. At least
all scurried except Father Margil, the patron saint of Nacogdoches. The good
father who had retreated with his religious accoutrements packed on a donkey,
awoke one morning soon after crossing the Neches to find that a panther had
killed and eaten his donkey and that he was afoot. Invoking divine assistance,
Father Margil called the panther out of his Neches River bottom lair, made him
kneel, and then loaded him down with the dead donkey's burden. Then he
made that panther carry that load all the way to San Antonio. at which point
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he sent the panther back to the Neches bottoms after making him promise he
would never eat another priest's donkey. I'll bet he never did. The neo-classicist Stephen F. Austin ~aid that Margil legends must be true because several
old ladies in Nacogdoches said they were.
The Marquis de Aguayo returned to East Texas in 1721, this time to stay.
He had 500 soldiers, 137 settlers - male and female - 900 sheep, 4000 horses, 800 loaded mules, and 600 head of cattle - the first cattle drive in Texas.
And can you imagine the trail they cut by such a multitude of hooves! But the
Spanish had left the Neches as the center of their activities and had established
Los Adaes, near Robeline, Louisiana, as the first capital of Texas.
The Neches as the centerline of the Province of Texas was just another
river to cross in Spanish and, after 1821, in Mexican times. The SpanishMexican settlers remained in the eastern part of the Texas. But after 1800 the
Anglos were coming and spreading out all over East Texas. Territorial conflicts immediately arose, conflicts which eventually led to a declaration of
independence.
One Neches River legend grew out of that conflict.
The Orcoquisac Trail c:rossed the Neches in Tyler County at the Spanish
Fort Teran and Boone's Ferry. The Trail originally connected the Caddos in the
Nacogdoches area with the Orcoquisac Indians near Anahuac and with
Atascosito Post, that became the town of L1berty. In one of the engagements
in which the Anglos expelled the Mexicans from East Texas, the Mexican soldiers with all their goods headed south out of Nacogdoches on this trail. The
Anglos caught up with the Mexicans just as they were crossing the Neches at
Fort Teran, and a river battle ensued. Toward the end of the fight, the surviving Mexicans hauled one of the cannons up to a bluff overlooking the Neches
and pushed it into the deepest pool in the river. It turned out that they had
poured into the cannon a pay load of gold and a chest fu 11 of diamonds and jewelry, which they had looted. The cannon is stilt there. You take the road west
out of Colmesneil to Chester for about eight miles and tum north on the Fort
Teran road on the west side of Sunnydale Pasture, and if the weather has been
dry you can eventually get to the Fort Teran crossing. The cannon, often
sought but never caught, is still lying somewhere north of the Teran crossing,
and if you find it you will never have to hit another lick in your life. But if you
don't you will still have had a great drive down to the river, and you will be
going through the old hunting grounds of the Alabama Indians who lived in
Peach Tree Village and Fenced In Village for forty years before Anglos drove
them off in 1844.
In the first half of the nineteenth century the Anglos drove just about
everybody off except other Anglos. The Neches River drainage became the
territory of white, Anglo-Saxon Protestants, and this is the culture out of which
the hackwoodsmen arose.
Most of the Anglos who came and settled along the Neches and its tributaries early in the nineteenth century were Southern hunters and gatherers
whose generations had been moving westward through the woods since late 1n
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the 1600s. They hunted the plentiful deer and wild turkey that were parts of
the southern woodscape. They fished the waterways for food and trapped the
woods for hides to wear and to sell at frontier trading posts. They slashed and
burned and girdled to clear subsistence plots for raising com, beans, squash.
melons, and sweet potatoes - the same foods that the Indians raised. They
herded hogs and cattle, marked them as their own, and turned them loose to
feed and fatten on the mast and browse that the woods afforded.
These westerning Southerners were free rangers, moving on when the
land or the game played out or when others moved in - or when they got the
urge to sec new country. They owned little, the least of which was the land,
which they used as a commons, as did the Indians. And their cultural offspring
used it likewise until the stock laws closed down the free range in the 1950s.
The settlers became more settled when the East Texas frontier ran out,
when land became owned by others, when towns offered some families a better living. and when railroads and logging brought in an industrial way of life.
The woodsmen remain. fewer all the time, of course, and deeper into the
Neches and Angelina bottoms.
Most modern backwoodsmen are the remembrances of things past. They
are the remnants of that genetic command to live In and off of nature and of
that romantic inclination to live like the noble savage off the bounty of the
land.
We are all of one faith, totally immersed in the magic and romance of the
big woods and the river bottoms. and of the Neches River that is the heart of
the land that we love to our deep heart's core - that we suffer with in a scorching drought and glory in during a crimson fall and are resurrected by when the
dogwoods bloom white in the spring. The Neches is our river.
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TO DEFEND THE SACRED SOIL OF TEXAS:
TOM GREEN AND THE TEXAS CAVALRY
IN THE RED RIVER CAMPAIGN
by Gary Joiner

In March I &64, Union forces began their fifth attempt to invade Texas in
less than fifteen months. The commander of the Union Department of the
Gulf, based in New Orleans, was Major General Nathaniel Prentiss Banks.
With aspirations for the presidency, Banks was at that time arguably more popular than Abraham Lincoln. He needed a stunning, or at least a well publicized,
victory to vault him into office. The Union Navy had failed at Galveston Bay
on New Year's Day, 1863. 1 Banks' 19th Corps commander, Major General
William Bud Franklin. had failed miserably at Sabine Pass on September 8.
1863 and 2 again in October and November during the Texas Overland
Expedition.-' The fourth attempt at least landed troop~ on Texas soil, this time
on the barrier islands along the coast and at BrownsvilJe during November
1863, but no meaningful attempt was made to strike inland.-I The fifth expedition was the Red River Campaign, resulting in the largest combined anTIS
operation west of the Mississippi River during the Civil War, All of these
events convinced Texans that they were high on the priority list for Union
invasion, and they were not mistaken.
Most Texans at the time believed, and rightly so, that the battle to save
Texas should be fought in Louisiana. Once the war came to the Pelican State
in 1862, Texas became the obvious target of Union aspirations. In 1863 John
E. Hart of the 4th Texas Cavalry wrote, "The battles of Texas will be fought in
Louisiana ... And there it behooves us to strike for our homes,'" This need to
protect Texas from invaders outside its borders perhaps strikes at the core of
the Texas psyche during the nineteenth century and in some deep-seated ways
still exists today_ Texas was. of course, annexed as an independent nation. That
[act has never strayed far from the center of Texan social and poIi tical thought,
if there ever was something akin to a consensus on such matters. As one Texas
cavalryman wrote after the war, "To us, Tcxas was the 'nation': to her alone
we owed allegiance, We were allied with other Southern States, not indissolubly j()illed."~
The vast size of Texas and the relatively large distances between towns
spawned the need for cavalry units. Allhough some famous infantry unlts
served far from home during the Civil War, such as John Bell Hood's magnificent Texas Brigade, in the Anny of Northern Virginia, the state produced
morc cavalry regiments than any other Southern state. Most of these served in
the Trans-Mississippi Department, primarily in Louisiana, Texas, and Indian
Territory. The remainder served in the southeastern states of Tennessee,
Mississippi, Georgia, and the Carolinas.; It became ditlicult to obtain and train
mounts as the war progressed. and at least one third of these units were dismounted. though they retained their cavalry unit status. During the Red River
Gary Juiner reaches history at wuisiana Slate Univenity in Shre\'eport, Louisial/a.
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Campaign, the majority of forces arrayed against the Union invaders were
Texans. Some, such as Major General John G. Walker's First, or Texas,
Division of the Army of Western Louisiana, were already deployed in
Louisiana.s
Most of the cavalry units were held in Texas by the district commander,
Major General lohn Bankhead Magruder. Magruder did not want to release his
highly mobile force until he was absolutely certain that the invasion up the
Red River was not an elaborate feint to draw attention away from the major
assault. which he thought might be Galveston or Matagorda Bay.9 When
requested to release the cavalry for use by Major General Richard Taylor, the
District Commander for Western Louisiana, Magruder sent them, but the bulk
of the cavalry were positioned so far south, around Hempstead, west of
Houston, that they almost arrived too late to stem the tide of the Union forces.
Leading the cavalry was Major General Tom Green, already famous and
something of a national hero in Texas. Green was a graduate of the University
of Tennessee and of Princeton. Following graduation he had moved to Texas
and practiced law. During the Texas war for independence Green acted as a
gunner, manning one of the famous "Twin Sisters" cannons at the Battle of
San Jacinto. He also was the hero who had repulsed Union forces at Galveston.
Fearless, intrepid. sometimes reckless and hard driving, Green was one of
Richard Taylor's favorite officers. 1O He was fearless, loved, and admired by his
men. Green asked much from them and they responded in kind.
Green's cavalrymen and mounted infantry were famous for their individuality and the variety of their weapons and gear. Some were disciplined cavalry troopers but many were not. Most brought their own weapons and some
had to be given guns when they arrived in Louisiana. Most had bandalero belts
crossed over their chests and carried bowie knives for close fighting. Many
wore sombreros and sported long, drooping, handlebar mustaches. They rode
with abandon and could be compared to Russian Cossacks. 1I
Green's Cavalry Corps was divided into divisions. The first was actually
a brigade led by Brigadier General Hamilton P. Bee. This was composed of the
1st Texas Cavalry led by Colonel Augustus C. Buchel: the 26th Texas Cavalry
led by Colonel Xavier B. Dcbray; and Terrell's Texas Cavalry, led by Colonel
Alexander W. Terrell.
The other component was Major's Division, led by Brigadier General
James P. Major. This division consisted of two brigades. Lane's Brigade was led
by Colonel Walter P. Lane. It was comprised of the J st Texas Partisan Rangers,
led by Lieutenant Colonel R.P. Crump; the 2nd Texas Partisan Rangers, led by
Colonel Isham Chisum: the 2nd Regiment, Arizona Brigade, led by Colonel
George W. Baker, and the 3rd Regiment, Arizona Brigade, led by Lieutenant
Colonel George T. Madison. The second brigade was that led by Colonel Arthur
P. Bagby. This brigade was composed of the 4th Texas Cavalry, led by Colonel
William P. Hardeman: the 5th Texas Cavalry, led by Major Hugh A. McPhaill,
the 7th Texas Cavalry, led by Lieutenant Colonel Philemon T. Herbert, Jr., and
the 13th Texas Cavalry Battalion, led by Lieutenant Colonel Edward Waller, Jr.l~
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Perhaps the most unusual of these commanders was Colonel August
Buchel, late of the Prussian army. He commanded a regiment of cavalry raised
from the Texas Hill Country town of New Braunfels. Because the German
immigrants believed that they were fighting for their new homeland, they were
particularly enthusiastic. Their presence made Abraham Lincoln's hope of a
German-Texas counterrevolution ring hollow.
Before the campaign, rumors were intensifying of the anticipated Union
threat. Magruder repositioned forces to counter a threat from the east or the
south. He gathered his forces in areas where they might be deployed as rapidly as possible. Some or the units originally were stationed along the Gulf
Coast, such as Company E of J .B. Likens' 35th Texas Calvary Regiment, part
of Brigadier General Hamilton Bee's Brigade. The remainder of the 35th
Texas Cavalry was deployed nearby, in Matagorda County, countering a perceived threat to Matagorda Bay. n The regiment was sent to the Hempstead
area on March I, eleven days before the Union Navy opened the campaign by
entering the Red River. The distance was so great that the regiment did not
reach the fighting until after the battles of Mansfield and Pleasant Hill, but did
particlpate in the Battle of Blair's Landing and subsequent actions. '4
The majority of the cavalry corps was encamped in and around
Hempstead. This provided access to Louisiana via the three branches of the
Texas Trail. When Banks launched the Texas Overland Expedition in 1863.
Mab'TUder took the extraordlnary step of ordering outer defenses constructed
just inside Louisiana along the Texas Trail fords across the Sabine. The southernmost was located at Niblett's Bluff near Vinton in Calcasieu Parish. Next
was Burr's Ferry works in Vernon Parish, almost due west of Alexandria. The
northernmost were to be located at Logansport in DeSoto Parish, but these
were apparently never constructed. All three were designed to be tites de pont,
or heads of bridgesY Magruder believed that his cavalry would best be positioned at Hempstead to make a dash into Louisiana at Niblett's Bluff or, more
likely, at Burr's Ferry. III On March 6, upon request from Kirby Smith,
Magruder ordered the Texas Cavalry Corps under Major General Tom Green
to Alexandria. He was to proceed from Hempstead, "via Montgomery,
Woodville, Burkeville, Huddleston, and Hurston, La. to Alexandria, La."I,
This was the Burr's Fen)' route. The Union Navy moved so quickly in taking
Alexandria on March 15 that Green was diverted north to Hemphill, and from
there into Louisiana at Logan's Ferry (Logansport). This diversion forced a
hard ride through downpour-soaked roads as Green and his men moved around
the Sabine River swamp to link up with Richard Taylor. Taylor, always highstrung, was worried that his cavalry would not meet him in tlme to stop the
Union advance before it could spread out on more than one road, That point
was the town of Mansfield in DeSoto Parish, only forty miles south of
Shreveport. Green rode his men hard, crossing the Sabine River into Louisiana
at Logansport on April 6. After a short rest they joined Taylor at Pleasant Hill
and then rode ahead to find the location and activities of the Union forces.
Green's arrival was critically important to Taylor. The aggressive Texas
cavalrymen would perform the true task of cavalry - reconnalssance and
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intimidation. Without them, Taylor had little chance of slowing the Union column until he was prepared to meet jt. He could not readjly identify which units
he would be fighting without the cavalry's assistance. Green's cavalry confirmed that Banks was using only one line of approach and that he had hindered his own cavalry by forcing it to stay with its train. Advance parties of
the cavalry had first encountered the Union column ncar Crump's Comers
(modem day Bellemont). They then retrograded, only annoying the Union
cavalry. On April 7, the Union 19th Corps Cavalry Div.ision ran into four regiments of Green's cavalry at Wilson's farm, three miles north of Pleasant Hill. R
Green chose to change his tactics and charged the Union cavalry. The Union
cavalry commander, Brigadier General Albert Lindley Lee. could not estimate
Green's numbers. He fanned his men on both sides of the road and set up his
howitzcrs to provide support.
Green's charge forced the Union right back several yards, the
Confederates attacking with their customary Rebel yell. The first brigade of
Union infantry fired a volley into the Confederate ranks, which then fell back
into the field. Trec~ on Lee's right still contained an unknown number of
Rebels keeping up a withering fire. There was no way to charge them in the
dense woods. The Confederates fell back and Lee had held his ground. I " Union
casualties were seventy killed and wounded in an action that lasted half an
hour. 20 While the fight unfolded, the Federal column ground to a halt. Although
the battle "vas small compared to other actions during the campaign, it was
important to the Confederates. Green forced the Unjon cavalry into a new
mindset. From this point on, Lee was leery of every rise of ground and turn in
the road. The Union cavalry was much more cautious. Green effectively
slowed the Union column to a crawl, giving Taylor enough time to prepare his
forces for the next day. He identified which Union units were in the lead of the
column and how they would fight. While gaining this information he intimidated his opponents, making them apprehensive.
The Union cavalry slowly rode another four miles to Carroll's Mill. As
Lee's cavalry neared the mill, Green's Texans again made a demonstration,
which forced them to come into battle order. After a brief skirmish in the
diminishing twilight, the Rebels melted into the woods. Lee posted picket~ and
tinally halted for the night.~\
With constant skirmishing, a frustrated Lee pushed the Confederate cavalry screen back six miles on the moming of April 8. Green'~ mission was not
to bring on a full-scale battle but to buy Taylor time. He did this well.
Sometime between noon and 1:00 p.m., Lee and his men emerged from a thick
wood and found themselves at an intersection of the road on \vhich they were
traveling and one that went to the Texas line at Logansport. The intersection
was called Sabine Crossroads. The Confederate cavalry that had been a constant menace for the last two days seemed to disappear.

Green divided his force to protect the wings of Taylor's army, which had
formed into an ·'L" configuration about three miles long from tip to lip. During
the Battle of Mansfield, or Sabine Crossroads, Green's men effccti vely forced
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the Union line to roll back upon itself rather than extending their own positions
outward. The force of the attack by the Louisiana and Texas divisions and the
pressure placed upon the Union flanks destroyed the Union position in less
than an hour. Confederate infantry and cavalry pursued the Union soldiers to
their fallback position at the crossroads and it, too, collapsed in less than twenty minutes of fighting. The fighting ended with the Confederates controlling
the only water ncar the battlefield, but unable to drive the Federal forces from
a ridge after a pursuit of three miles.
At I :30 a.m. the next day, Taylor ordered Major General John G. Walker
to send Green and his cavalry to Blair's Landing in an attempt to cut off the
Union Navy. Later that day at the Battle of Pleasant Hill, Green and his men
held the Confederate left flank and eventually cut orf an escape route between
Banks' army and the fleet. As Banks evacuated his men from a bloody stalemate at Pleasant Hill, Green and about 2,500 cavalrymen rode to Blair's
Landing on the Red River. The Union flotilla was moving downstream after
receiving word of Banks' defeat at Mansfield. Early on the morning of April
12, they sorted out their convoy, repaired several damaged vessels and headed
down river.
Later on the 12th the fleet approached Blair's Landing, which was due
west of Pleasant Hill and approximately forty-five miles north of Grand Ecore.
Tom Green's cavalry had taken up positions on the western bank to harass, and
if possible, halt the progress of the fleet. Porter's fleet. transports and anned
vessels alike, passed the landing under cannon and small-arms fire.'"~ Some
naval personnel were wounded and the vessels received damage from the
Confederate artiJlery, which was well placed and concealed. Bringing up the
rear of the flotilla were the timber clad Lexington and the monitor Osage.
Strapped to the Osage was the transport Black Hawk. In making the tight turn
above the landing, the Osage slowed and ran aground. Green and his 2,500 men
were ncar the bank at this time, so they dismounted, tied their horses, formed
into three ranks and poured fire into the three boats. Banks' Black Hawk took
such devastating fire that forty soldiers on her decks had to be evacuated into
the safe confines of the cramped metal hull of the OSQfte. All hands aboard followed. Latcr Porter stated upon examination of the Black Ha~'k" ... that there
was not a place six inches square not perforated by a bullet."!~
Porter was fortunate that the unprotected wooden transports had passed
the landing earlier. If Green and his 2,500 men had had more artillery, the
result would have been much worse. Thomas O. Selfridge, Jr., commanding
Osage, wrote to Admiral Porter s.ome sixteen year~ later, recounting it as " ...
one of the most curious fights of the war, 2,500 infantry against a gunhoat
aground ."~4
The Osa!?e and the Black Hawk strapped together were still aground, with
the wooden surfaces of the Black Hawk riddled like Swiss cheese from musket and artillery fire. The vessels were forced to work the monitor off the bar
and allow the Lexington to carry on the fight. After an intense engagement of
over an hour with no hint of the Confederates' lessening the strength of their
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attack, the Lexington finally silenced Green's four-gun artillery battery with
her eight-inch guns.~5 Shortly before this duel, the OSQf!,e managed to move
from the bar on which she was grounded. She cut the lines to the Black Hawk
and Selfridge let the current move the boat close to the Confederates without
her engines running_ Selfridge brought one of his eleven-inch guns to bear on
the troops and, at a distance of only twenty yards, fired a load of grape shot
and canister directly at the officer on horseback who had been urging his men
on with fiery passion. This blast decapitated the unfortunate man, General
Green himself.!6 The Confederates broke ranks and moved away from the
riverbank.'! There had been few casualties, but Green's loss was catastrophic
for Taylor. Although Union estimates of Confederate casualties were 200 to
500 killed or wounded, Confederate losses were quite low, perhaps less than
ten. Union losses were also negligible. 2H
One of the cavalrymen present with Green was W.T. Shaw. Shaw wrote Lo
a fellow veteran in 1913, "1 was present at Blair's Landing charging the enemies Gunboats near where Gen. Tom Green was killed. One half of his skull
was taken off by a shell. As our Brigade retreated from that Engagement generally known as the Gunboat fight, Gen Green's body was carried out on horse
back held on by two comrades."29
The loss of Tom Green was impossible to overcome. Texas cavalry fought
at the Battle of Monett's Ferry as part of the Arizona Brigade. Unfortunately
for the Rebels. Kirby Smith had decided to seek glory in Arkansas and
removed three divisions from Taylor's command; among those sent north was
Walker's Greyhounds. Taylor had only his mauled Louisiana Division under
the Prince de Polignac - some of which was made of Texas troops - and the
Texas Cavalry Corps, then under General Major. There were inadequate
resources to trap either the Union Army or Navy, and thus the Federal forces
Iled to Alexandria and, after dams were constructed by Colonel Joseph Bailey,
escaped, fighting engagements at Mansura and Yellow Bayou.
Tom Green served as a martyr to keep the invaders from the Sacred Soil
of Texas. What is the legacy? Texas and Louisiana troops could honestly say
that they had protected their homeland. They had driven out the Yankees, who
never made another attempt at invasion for the remainder of the war. When the
South was defeated and her armies shattered, they alone could claim this final
victory.
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WILEY COLLEGE
THE GREAT DEBATERS
By Gail K Beil
Having won a fouT-year college scholarship based on a series of Marshall,
Texas' Central High School oratorical contests sponsored by the Black Elks
Clubs, James Farmer 1r.'s ability as a public speaker was established by the
time he entered Wiley College in September 1934. His father, Dr. J. Leonard
Fanner, had been a Bible professor on Wiley's faculty since 1933, Although
young James Farmer was only fourteen years of age, he was recruited immediately by English professor and debate coach Melvin Tolson for the college's
formidable debate team.\
Farmer, enrolled in Tolson's English class, was confronted by the man he
would later call the provider of "the banquet of my years at Wiley College."
Tolson taught Farmer to use his analytical mind to dig deeper, study harder.
and read wider than the average student. The ideas gleaned would be discussed
in class, where Tolson would play devil's advocate, forcing his students to
defend their ideas against opposing views. And if Farmer failed to do so,
Tolson said he would flunk him. Fanner was then offered a real challenge,
"Speaking of opposing views," Tolson said, "My varsity debaters come over
to the house every Tuesday and Thursday evening to prepare for the intercollegiate debate season, You come over too. Some of them, at least one, will try
to make hamburger out of you - a young upstart and Dr. Farmer's son - so
fight back, my boy, fight back." Thus was Farmer introduced to a skill that
would serve him well for the rest of his life. 2
Fanner already had spent two years on the Wiley campus, walking the
length of the campus every school day on his \vay from the family home on
the north side to high school on the southern edge. He knew Tolson by reputation and personally because Tolson and Dr. Fanner were friends.
Although it took Tolson seventeen years after he arrived at Wiley in 1923
- and the threat of dismissal if he did not - to finish his master's degrce from
Columbia University, he was considered a formidable scholar when he suggested strongly that Fanner, who was reading Tolstoy's ~tllr and Peace. "read
the meat of knowledge, not just the broth." Tolson had graduated in 1923 from
Lincoln University, in Pennsylvania, where his debate partncr was Horace
Mann Bond, who became one of the nation's leading educators.
Tolson began publishing poems while in high school and had several
accepted for publication by the time James Fanner enrolled in his English
class. Debate was never offered for academic credit at Wiley. It was an
extracurricular aetivily that Tolson coached in addition to teaching a full load
of classes. He was also the drama coach and founded the "Log Cabin Players"
for town, gown, and student theatre performers. His playwright and poetic
prowess caught the attention of men such as poet Langston Hughes and litcrGail K Bail i~· an independent historian in Marshall and a past president of the Easl Texas
Historical Association.
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ary critic and magazine editor Y.F Calverton. Calverton, though white, had
made a career of writing about the men and women of the Harlem
Renaissance. He considered Tol~on's creative abilities equal to those of other
writers of the time:1
Tolson organized a debate team shortly after arriving at Wiley College in
1924. The college published its first yearbook in 1925, and presented, in the
purple prose popular at the time, a de~cription of the team and its initial
accompli shments.
Believing that the science of argumentation was the greatest instrumentation that could be used in the cultivation of mental alertness, a small group of
students under the leadership of M.B. Tolson organized the Forensic Society
of Wiley College on October 28, 1924. Hubert Norman was elected president.
The activities of the organization resulted in the formation of a "New Era"
at Wiley and brought the first inter-collegiate debate to the campus. The Wiley
team, which had been well coached by Tolson, hosted a team from Bishop
College. Clearness and force, combined with oratory, brought an overwhelming victory to the debaters of the "Purple and White." Wiley took the negative
and defeated the Bishop team. The question they debated was: "Resolved:
That the Philippine Islands ~hould be permanently given immediately the
same privileges of self-government that Canada enjoys at present."1
In 1939 Tolson was asked to prepare a report on his department for Jewell
Allen, who wrote her master's thesis on Wiley College for East Texas Teachers
College, now Texas A&M at Commerce. Among other departmental activities,
Tolson described the debate program. Teams usually had three persons, even
though only two would debate per round. The third person was called "the
anchor man," according to Farmer, who usually took that role. "He was the
person Tolson could use on both sides of a question. He would know all the
arguments on both the negative and the affirmative."

Wiley College initiated intercollegiate debating among Negro institutions
in the Southwest. For ten years the forensic representatives of the college went
undefeated against debaters from Fisk, Morehouse, Virginia Union, Lincoln,
Wilberforce, ami Howard universities. The debaters also participated in the
first inter-racial debate ever held in the history of the South, held in Oklahoma
City against the University of Oklahoma City in 1930. Since that time Wiley
debaters have engaged in many such contests against Michigan University,
Texas Christian University, and the University of CaJifornia, Southern
California, and New Mexico. 5
One of those early debaters was Henrictta Bell from Houston, the first and apparently only - woman on a Wlley debate team. At the invitation of
Tolson, who told her he had always wanted to "try a woman," she joined the
team in 1930. Her scrapbook contains photos and the records of all the debates
in which she participated.
Unhke the modern practice where onc subject per year is selected by the
forensic fraternity Pi Kappa Delta, in the 1930s there were a number of possi-
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ble topics. The two coaches would agree on a subject prior to a debate, then
flip a coin to see which team would begin with the affirmative side, which with
the negative. In 1933, debate coaches were given four questions from which
to choose. Top vote getter was "Resolved: that the nations should agree to prevent the international shipment of arms and munitions." Second most popular
and one that also would have been debated in 1934-1935, was a topic about
limiting the income of the presidents of corporations: next question, whether
complete medical services should be provided at public expense, and finally,
should the federal government provide a policy of social planning. Debaters
had to prepare all possible topics.
"Our debate squad reads hundreds of magazine articles and scores of
books on government, economics, sociology. hlstory and literature," champion debater Hobart Jarrett wrote for an article on WEB DuBois' The Crisis.
"Then we must learn to handle our knowledge with readiness and poise growing out of mastery of the platform .... groping for words or an error in grammar is an unpardonable sin. Sometimes our coach will put a debater on the
platform during practice and cross-examine him for an hour. The debater must
escape from the most perplexing dilemmas and antinomies."6
Although it dictated policies for all colleges, Pi Kappa Delta was a segregated organization, a decision made by "gentleman's agreement:' according to
one of PKD's founders, J. Thompson Baker of Southwest College in Kansas.
In 1934, Baker wrote a history of the forensic organization which appeared in
successi ve issues of The Forensic, its monthly journal.
"One mystery grew out of the convention [of 19201 which has never been
explained .... The question of greatest interest was over the admission of
Negroes. It was argued heatedly in committee and general meeting. So evenly were the delegates divided that it was finally agreed not to write an exclusion clause into the constitution ... but to leave it to a gentleman's agreement
that no local chapter would recommend a Negro for membership. The chairman of the committee is positive that an exclusion clause wa~ never adopted."
Imagine his surprise some time later to see a new set of membership
blanks which specified that the applicant should not be of the African race. The
writer has never leamed by what right or upon whose authority this clause was
inserted. Observation through a number of years has now made it an accepted
practice of the society. Perhaps this Ex Curia method was the best way to settle this troublesome question.'"
Shut out of Pi Kappa Delta, Tolson created his own Greek-named speech
and debate fraternity, Alpha Phi Omega, which would serve historically black
colleges. By the time Miss Bell, called by Tolson simply "Bell," was asked to
join the five-member team, Wiley College and Tolson had established such a
fonnidable reputation that he was able to schedule debates with the best black
colleges and universities in the nation, institutions twice or three times the size
of Wiley, which had less than 500 students. From Chicago to Houston, his
teams could fill the largest halls available to them with paying patrons. Profits
from these encounters not only paid the team's expenses, important in the
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midst of the Great Depression, but also added to the general revenue of the
struggling institution they represented. R
By the spring of 1930, when his team was ready to go on tour, Tolson
decided it was time to break new ground. Somehow he managed to schedule
a series of non-decision debates with the law students of the University of
Michigan, an all-white institution. "It was the first time, as far as Tolson knew,
[that] colored debaters met a northern university of the Anglo-Saxon race," a
triumph duly noted in the Wildcat in 1930. Bell and her partner, junior Harry
Hines, met the white students at Chicago's massive 7th Street Theatre, the
largest black-owned hall in town, because no white-owned facility would host
a racially mixed audience. Miss Bell remembers the auditorium being so full
some had to stand. In addition to Hines and Bell, Tolson brought along Henry
Heights as the anchor man in case he determined Heights better prepared on a
subject or side than his varsity team. Heights was never used. His day in the
sun would come four years later.~
Michigan was not the only white team Tolson's team encountered that
year. On March 21 ,1930, Wi ley College debated Oklahoma City University, a
Methodist-affiliated college, as was Wiley. "This was the first time that white
and colored students ever discussed a proposition in the South from the same
platform," Tolson wrote in a column for The Washington Tribune. "Avery
Chapel was packed with hlack and white citizens who came to see the signal
event. When the two teams took their places on the platform, they were
received with tremendous applause. The vast audience seemed to realize that
history was being made." Shortly thereafter Texas Christian University invited Wiley to its campus in Ft. Worth. "Dr. True had a splendid tearn, and we
were never received more agreeably anywhere."lo
By the time Farmer joined Wiley's team, Tolson was having trouble finding black colleges to debate. "[Negro] schools were afraid of debating us.
Every time they did they got their pants kicked. How do you think they felt,
getting spanked by a little Jim Crow School from the badlands of Tex.as," said
Benjamin Bell - no relation to Henrietta Bell - in an article in the American
Legacy Magazine. Bell was a member of the 1936-1939 team. He is also the
unfortunate source of a recent widely spread rumor that Wiley Col1ege met and
defeated Harvard College, with Felix Frankfurter as one of the judges. The
story fina appeared, with Bell's attribution, in Sherman's American Legacy
article. There is no evidence that a debate between Wiley and Harvard ever
happened. Fanner, Melvin Tolson, Jr., Hamilton Boswell, Hobart Jarrett, and
Henrietta Bell Wells all say the debate Bell remembers was probably with
Oxford University of England. "If dad's teams had debated Harvard, I would
know it," said Tolson 1r,II
The most memorable Wiley College debate was not with Oxford or Harvard
but with the national champion, Southern California Trojans. By the time the
school year began in 1934, Tolson was an experienced debate coach. Tolson and
his team of Farmer, Jarrett, and Heights, scheduled a second tour through the
Southwest. Included on their extended schedule were debaters with teams from
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The University of New Mexico, the University of California at Oakland. and
San Francisco State Teachers College. The climax came on the night of April 2,
1935, before an audience of 2.200 in Southern California's Bovard Auditorium.
The night before the debate Tolson would not let his team leave the doml rooms,
ac<.:ording to Farmer. He was afraid the team would be intimidated because the
speech department of the University of Southern California \vas bigger than the
whole of Wiley College. He need not have been concerned. 11
The teams, dressed in tuxedos, took the stage with Wiley on the affirmative side. The Pi Kappa Delta-sponsored question for 1934-1935 was the one
concerning the prevention of international shipment of munitions. "From the
time Floyd C. Covington, who presided, opened the program until its clo&e the
vast audience was held in rapt attention by the scholarly presentations of both
teams;' described Tolson. Using what became known as "the mighty Tolson
method," the Wileyites were victorious. Tolson spent a great deal of time training his debaters in the tactics and strategy of argumentation. "He drilled us on
every gesture. every pause," Jarrett wrote in an article for the May 1935 issue
of the NAACP magazine The Crisis. "Our debate squad reads hundreds of
magazine articles and scores of books on government, economics, sociology,
history and literature. We are taught to be prepared for anything.""
Hamilton Boswell, who had graduated from a Los Angeles high school,
was in the audience that night. He was so impressed with the Wiley team's perfonnance that he decided to enroll at the obscure little college in Marshall. He,
too, became one of Tolson's debate stars.
Tolson saw the interracial debates, which consistently drew larger audiences than segregated ones, as a breakthrough in the troubled race relations of
the country. "When the finest intellects of black youth and white youth meet,
the thinking person gets the thrill of seeing beyond the racial phenomena the
identity of worthy qualities." For that hour, maintained Tolson, the mixed
audience seemed to forget their differences, applauding one team as readily as
it applauded the other. "In the South 1 have seen ex-slaves shaking hands with
the grandsons of the masters after the debate,"'4
Jarrett, who eventually played a major role in the civil rights movement
as chief negotiator with Nashville's merchants following sit-ins hy Fisk
University students in 1960, also saw interracial debates as a signal event in
his college career: "Interracial debates are a real adventure for both Negro
youth and white youth. For centuries the Caucasian has believed that his superiority lies in his brainpower. Debates involve a direct clash of intellects. There
was a time when white colleges thought that debating against a Negro institution was mental dissipation, but that view has passed forever. Negro teams
have shown that they are as capable as their white opponents despite the
library handicaps that limit research. 1 know several instances personally in
which white coaches and debaters of white universities have admitted the
superiority of certain Negro dehate teams."I<
Negro teams faced an obstacle never encountered by whites. Almost every
debater during this period either observed or was threatened with lynching.
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Jarrett's experience occurred on the way to Memphis. "The Wiley debaters are
on the road and the road leads through the tremendous circle of mobsters. But
there is a mulatto in the car. Coach Tolson tells him to take the steering wheel.
The darker debaters [and Tolson, who had a dark complexion] get down in the
car. The night is friendly, protecting. The mulatto salutes nonchalantly the grimfaced members of the mob, allaying theiT suspicions. And the debaters reach
Memphis and read about the mob in the morning newspapers."
Boswell told of being warned of a lynching in progress in Carthage,
Texas, while returning to Marshall from a debate in Beaumont. At first Tolson
elected to detour around the town, but later changed his mind and decided to
travel straight through town with Boswell, also a mulatto, driving. Benjamin
Bell accompanied Tolson to Ruston, Louisiana, for Tolson to make the commencement address for a high school graduation. He excoriated the audience
on the implications of the lynching, the previous day, of four blacks in a nearby town. Tolson ended the speech with, "Where were you good folks when
these men were lynched?" Bel1 said that the sheriff, chief of police, and several members of the school board. all white, were in the audience. The local
black residents advised Tolson and Bell to leave as quickly as possible by a
back road. 1b
The phenomenal success of Tolson's teams, who rarely lost a debate
whether their opponents were black or white, was attributed to that mighty
Tolson system, Farmer said. Tolson himself described it in a column for the
Washington Tribune. "That wise old bird Emerson said there's a crack in everything God made, and I was going to find the crack in the systems of other
coaches." Twice a week Tolson gathered his debaters in his living room, arguing points and practicing until late in the night. Melvin,Jr., still in grade school,
hid behind a screen in the corner of the room and listened until he fell asleep.
"Those sessions were exciting and they were as emotional as you can get. The
word "tactics" was always coming up. 'What are you going to do? What strategy are you going to take?'" Farmer remembered. Tolson, finding the cracks in
other debater's cases, plotted the debating strategy, according to Farmer.1!
Tolson said after the debate with Southern California that he realized that
there was more to life than winning debates. He wrote, "1 had taught my boys
to go after the ugly truth and let the judges and respectable audiences go hang.
That's not so easy as you think. It endangers one's job." He also taught them
debate skills that would be useful the rest of their lives, something Farmer discovered late in the 1960s when Malcolm X's Black Power rhetoric threatened
the non-violent path to integration advocated by Farmer, Martin Luther King
Jr., and others. "I debated Malcolm X four times and beat him," Farmer said.
"I'd think, 'Come off it Malcolm, you can't win. You didn't come up under
Tolson.'''18
The debates with Oxford University were probably anti-climactic. The
first time the Oxford debaters toured the United States was in Septembcr and
October 1924. They drew great crowds wherever they went but they tended to
bc more showmen than true debaters. As the Englishmen prepared to tour
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again in 1937, the year Wiley College was scheduled to meet them, The
Forensic published an article about English debaters. "This year .. , the Oxford
team has scheduled twenty-six debates." Another group of British debaters,
from Cambridge, also toured the United States. They tended to be older, having finished their undergraduate degrees. Speaking of the Oxford team, The
Forensic continued, "They require a financial guarantee to cover their expenses [as high as $300 per appearance]. Many institutions have found the investment a profitable one." The English style was to entertain, so debates were
often witty, funny, but tended to get off the subject. 19
In one of his "Caviar and Cabbage" columns in the Washington Tribune,
Tolson wrote of two incidents on one of the trips through Arkansas on the way
to Fisk University in Memphis about "things I could not explain." Farmer,
who was along on the journey, also remembered them. Tolson and four
debaters were packed into Tolson's undependable Ford. "Fog covered everything - everything. Our choking, coughing car moved along at a miserable ratc
of speed. Suddenly we came to a huge sign which infonned us 'Railroad
Crossing ahead.' We rode on and on. The young man at the wheel. who was
an inexperienced driver, kept looking for the crossing; then someone cracked
ajoke about the slow train through Arkansas. Unexpectedly we came upon the
headlight of a train, barely visible. I thought nothing of this for the train was
so far away. I simply dropped the remark, 'A train.'"
"The young driver stopped the car. At that spl it second the Memphis
Express thundered by, filling the night with the sound of some prehistoric
monster. Nobody spokc for at lcast five minutes. The driver's hands were paralyzed at the wheel.. .. And the curious thing is this: the old car had stallcd at
that very instant and thc drivcr had not intended to stop.... We learned later
that the Memphis Express was making a trial run to secure the right of carrying the United States mail. At that particular crossing the train was averaging
69 miles an hour."
Later on the same trip Tolson said that one of the men, sound asleep,
began screaming - obviously having a nightmare - flung open the door and
leapt from the car, causing the driver to stop again. Only then did they discover they were twenty yards from a broken levee on the Mississippi River. "We
had stopped the car twenty yards from death. We were on a road that plunged
into an abyss. I had a cold sweat and my knees buckled."i')
Farmer was only eighteen years of age when he was graduated from
Wiley in 1938, an event he called ""anticlimactic." His father had accepted a
position at Howard University School of Religion. teaching New Testament
and Greek. Farmer said he remembered Dr. Benjamin Mays, dean of the
School of Religion, arriving on the train in Marshall where his mission was to
recruit Dr. Farmer.
James Farmer, Jr. studied for the ministry. When the Farmer famlly left
the campus they gave the family piano to the Tolsons. Less than ten years later,
Melvin Tolson left Wiley to teach at Langston University in Oklahoma. By
then, debate was no longer a popular activity.II
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STRANGE BEDFELLOWS: "LONGHAIR JIM" COURTRIGHT
AND POLITICAL INFLUENCE IN FORT WORTH
By Harold Rich
By most standards Timothy [siah Courtright fit the popular image of a
western lawman. Courtright certainly looked the part, standing well over six
feet tall, sporting a distinctive moustache, and wearing a two-gun holster with
the pistol butts faced forward. He also lived the life. surviving dramatic exploits
as a soldier, a lawman, a guard for mines and railroads, and a gambler. Even
Courtright's death in 1877, the result of a shootout with fellow gambler and
gunman Luke Short, read like a Hollywood script, including his dying lament.
"Ful, they've got me." One of the frontier's heroic figures and Fort Worth's
best-known lawman, "Longhair Jim" personified the popular western ideal of a
man of action who relied on a rigid code of ethics and a ready six-shooter. I
]n contrast, a recently recovered remembrance suggests that Courtright's
rather rapid rise to city marshal, or chief of pollee, had less to do with qualities that define popular images than with crass municipal politics, especially
elite manipulation of elections. That does not, of and by itself, constitute a
major crlticism of Courtright, whose participation involved more opportunism
than corruption, more happenstance than planning, and whose standing actually imparted stability and respect to a police department with neither. It does
damage the image, but images are often shaHow and easily shattered. The
salient issue was not what the event said about one person but what it said
about the pervasiveness and transferability of power politics in the American
West, that non-democratic influences capable of corrupting the electoral
process existed at an early stage.~
Courtright, born in the American Midwest in the mid-1840&, fought for
the Union during the Civil War at FOlt Donelson and Vicksburg and suffered
wounds at Belmont. Following Appomattox he went west as an Army scout,
earning the nickname of "Longhair Jim" after foregoing trims, an act of bravado in defiance of scalping threats, then drifted as a buffalo hunter/gambler
before marrying. Martial responsibilities prohably played a large role in bringing Courtright and his new bride to Fort Worth in 1873 and in his move into
wage labor as a fireman, jailer, and. by 1875, deputy city marsha1. J
Port Worth, incorporated that same year, was still a frontier community
struggling to support the structure of city government. In April 1873, Ed S.
Terrell, a former trapper and reputedly the area's first settler and first saloonkeeper - at The First and Last Change - defeated five challengers to become
chief of four law enforcement officers who worked twelve hour shifts, seven
days a week, two patrolling by day and two by night. Even that meager force
fell victim to economic depression on May 10. 1873, when declining revenues
forced discharge of the four deputies. Marshal Terrell continued in office until
October 1873, when he resigned following bitter wage dlsputes, and shortly
thereafter all municipal administration ceased.4
Ilarold Rich is
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The marshal's office soon reopened, but struggled in the face of chronic
unprofessionalism and higher turnover. Tom Ewing, Fort Worth's second marshal following an election in April 1874, was a local physician who continued
his medical practice, at times incorporating the tricks of that trade into his new
calling. Dr. Ewing often incapacitated aggressive drunks by drugging their
drinks, a method that may have been inventive and effective but which displayed a degree of official ineptitude. Ewing resigned after only eight months,
and was succeeded by H .P. Shiel, one of the first four appointed officers, who
triumphed in a special election in December 1874. only to resign after only tcn
months of complaining about wages.s
Yet another special eJection on October 25, 1875, made Tom P. Redding
Fort Worth's fourth marshal in thirty months. Redding proved the worst of a
remarkably poor group. He had some experience. having served as an unofficial marshal during the Civil War, but was best known as the town barber, a
trade that he continued after assuming office. "Uncle Tom," as he was popularly known, represented such a low level of authority and public standing that
toughs commonly chased him off the street with lariats or by shooting at his
feet. On February 8,1876, after just three months. the city council suspended
Redding pending a hearing to determine the wisdom of filing formal charges.
Redding resigned the next day amid reports that his "disgraceful conduct"
would lead to a permanent suspension, which precluded a public report. 6
The resulting campaign and election appeared to be just another unremarkable exercise in a process made common by the revolving door nature of the
city marshal's office. Following Redding's resignation in February 1875, the
council appointed Deputy John Stoker intcrim marshal, opting to wait two
months until the regularly scheduled municipal election. The ensuing campaign
hardly made a ripple in the local press; as late as two weeks prior to voting the
local press listed only one candidate for marshal- Stoker - and no reports concerning Redding or the incident leading to his suspension ever appeared. At the
polls Timothy Courtright defeated Stoker and four others, outpolling the nearest competitor with a plurality of only three votes, 106 to 103. By all accounts
and appearances Courtright's victory was an unremarkable expresslon of thc
democratic process and unrelated to Redding's departure. Almost exactly thirty years later, in 1907, those perceptions were challenged with allegations that
collusion and political payoffs fixed the election for Courtright. charges that. if
true, posited the existence and vitality of an early Fort Worth elite with sufficient political muscle to call the election in 1876. 7
The allegations focused on an incident first reported by the Fan Worth
Democrat on December 18, 1875, and the Fort Worth Standard on December
23, 1875, the Standard was a weekly, which accounted for the delayed reporting. On the afternoon of December 16, 1875, two young men, William Nance,
described only as a teenager, and Bingham Feild, nineteen years old, entered
the Club Room Saloon at 22 Main Street. Because of their ages and advanced
state of intoxication, the bartender, Lem Grisham, refused service, continuing
to do so even under threats of bodily injury. Enraged by the rejection and hav-
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ing their bluff called, Nance and Feild fired several random shots in the street
and continued the rampage as they entered an alley between thc City Bakery at
23 Main Street and an adjacent bowling alley. Deputy Marshal Courtright.
responding to the sound of gunfire, found the two still in a four-foot wide alley
enclosed on one cnd by a fence, Courtright approached from the alley's open
end, advancing despite warnings and threats to shoot. Nance relented, surrendering his weapon, but Feild refused, stating he would rather die. Courtright.
perhaps motivated by Feild's youth, tried to disarm him rather than answer the
challenge, a decision that almost proved fatal. As the two struggled, Bingham's
pistol discharged, striking Courtright's abdomen and traveling upwards
towards his right shoulder. Several onlookers, led by David Crawford, broke
down the fence, subdued Feild, and marched both miscreants to jaiL~
Contemporary newspapers agreed that Courtright sustained serious
injuries. The Democrat claimed "little hope is entertained" of recovery while
the Standard expressed deep sympathy, describing the wound as dangerous
and otlering faint hopes of recovery. Despite the similarities, a letter to the editor in the Democrat from "B" on December 25, ] 875, took the Standard and
a third local newspaper, the Mortar, no longer extant, to task for exaggerating
Courtright's wounds. The polemic noted that Courtright never considered the
injuries life-threatening and that he laughingly refused when asked to make a
dying statement, insisting that Nance and Feild were friends and calling the
shooting an accident occasioned by the struggle over Feild's pistol. The "letter" may have been a disguised editorial - newspapers often used the fa~ade
of letters to the editor to hide editorial opinions.~
The matter remained closed, without further entry in existing records,
until 1907, when J.B. Roberts, a reporter with thirty-five years experience,
recounted the incident in a newspaper article commemorating the leveling of
the city hall built in the 1870s. Roberts first noted that one of the two youths
was then a practicing physician in Oklahoma Indian Territory and that the
other had died. He verified the initial fatal prognosis for Courtright but
recalled that the melee began on Main Street at Bohart's Saloon when Marshal
Redding, not Deputy Courtright, responded to the sounds of Nance and Feild
shooting at flies on the ceiling. The two drunkards chased Redding out of the
building hy firing at his feet, causing the hapless marshal to jump "like a cat
on a hot griddle" and as he retreated to city hall, where Mayor G.H. Day
ordered him to return and arrest both men. Perhaps realizing the marshal's limitations, Day suggested that Redding seek thc assistance of Courtright, who
the mayor knew to be "game." Roberts contends that Courtright was not then
a deputy marshal and had not taken any part in municipal affairs but that he
agreed to help after Redding found him chopping wood on the nearby Trinity
River bottom. Courtright, unarmed, approached from the rear of the alley
between Bohart's Saloon and Byrne's Place - Henry Byrne was the proprietor
of the Club Room Saloon - calling for the two to surrender. According to
Roberts, both Nance and Feild then fired, with one shot striking Courtright
"through the body." Courtright, although seriously wounded, subdued and disarmed both men before walking them to jail and collapsing. lo
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While the later report differed slightly [mm the contemporary accounts,
its major impact lay in revelations concerning the shooting's aftermath.
Roberts claimed that the suspects were scions of two of Fort Worth's most
promincnt families and their criminal culpability in such a serious offense presented quite a dilemma for their kin and the rest of Fort Worth society. If tried,
the two, clearly guilty of a felonious assault, surely would have been convicted and scntenced to the state penitentjary, possibilities that Roberts tenned out
of the question due to their community standing. One of the two, already a
doctor according to Roberts, proposed to use the influence of both families to
elect Courtright city marshal if the matter was dropped. When Courtright
agreed the families forced Redding's resignation, opening the door for a new
election in which Courtright became marshal. I I
Many problems existcd wlth Roberts' version of the events, including what
proved to be a time corrupting memory. Clear and irrefutable evidence exists
that Courtright had served several functions in the city's employ, including firefighter and jailer, and that he was a deputy city marshal prior to and during the
shooting. On November 18, 1875, less than a month before the shooting, the
Standard reported that "Deputy Marshal Courtright" had broken his right forefinger shooting a man the previous Saturday. The historical record also argues
against the idea of Redding's forced resignation to accommodate an election.
Although the particulars of the suspension remained hidden, the press did
report that it stemmed from an incident occurring on February 7, 1876, several
weeks after December 16,1875. Of course, the undescribed incident could have
been manipulated, but that seems unlikely since it was not necessary. At the
time all city positions carried one-year appointments, with cl~ctions the first
week of April. Therefore, removing Redding in February accomplished nothing. In addition, in contemporary press reports Courtright stated that the wound
happened during a struggle, contradicting Roberts' claim that Courtright was
shot as he approached. Also, it was unlikely that either Feild or Nance held a
medical degree in their teen years. 12
Hero worship also may have corrupted Roberts' memoI)'. Courtright's
bravery in the face of fire approaches legendary status but it would have been
foolhardy for any unanned person to approach aggressively intoxicated men
who had fired on the city marshal. Also, for all his attributes, Courtright
remained mortal and it stretches credulity to believe that he, while seriously
wounded, subdued two young men and then walked several blocks to the city
jail. Exaggerations oftcn develop around persons of notoriety, and several
apocrypha surround Courtright, including a report that he twice knocked down
heavyweight champion John L. Sullivan in the fighter's prime,ll
Those exceptions noted, considerable circumstantial evidence supports
the critical part of Roberts' account. that the two families arranged
Courtrights' election to carn and reward his silence. Courtright won the election despite facing a lengthy recovery and having entered the race rather late,
Late in January 1876, reports surfaced that he was only beginning to walk and
no public mention of his candidacy appeared prior to voting. yet he triumphed
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over four other opponents, including the acting marshal. Of course, Courtright
probably received significant popular support by virtue of his heroism and
resulting injury, but the neatness of the developments suggests machinations. 14
In addition, all we know indicates that Courtright was not the sort to let
even a minor slight pass without retribution, making it unlikely that he would
laugh off a serious personal attack. However, he did so, calling the shooting an
accident owing more to drunkenness than intent and even stipulating in the
event of his death that the two not face prosecution. Courtright's atypical forbearance suggests that ulterior motives might have played a major roleY
A rather curious phenomenon following the shooting tends to support the
prominence of the suspects' families. From the first, press accounts demonstrated a curious level of support for actors who had critically injured a local police
officer. The Democrat adopted a conciliatory tone, writing that the ·'boys" were
friends of Courtright, that it was Feild's first "spree," and that the shooting
would not have occurred if they had not heen "crazed" by liquor. The paper
spoke of "a feeling of deep sympathy that pervades the entire community for
the unfortunate youths and their friends and relatives," expressing hope that
mercy would be shown the "unfortunate boys." The Standard excused the matter as a youthful episode gone wrong, reporting that drunkenness would be the
defense. Calls for leniency. published excuses. and discussion of defenses probably were visible effects of the high status suggested by Roberts .1(,
Professional advertisements in the local papers and city directories also
support the prominence of the families and their possible political connections,
especially that of Bingham Feild. A Dr. J.T. Feild shared an office with Dr. W.P.
Burts, Fort Worth's first mayor, at 53 Main Street at Third Street, relatively
close to the scene - ironically they treated Courtright just after the shooting.
Another physician, J T. Feild, had an office at 74 West Belknap Street. Tn addition. W. Henry Field maintained a law office at Main and Second streets. Henry
Feild was not just any lawyer; he was the Forth Worth's city attorney. No evidence definitively ties the professional Feilds to Bingham, but the shared,
uncommon surname and indications that he became a physician strongly hint at
connections to a family with strong assoeiational links to eity haJl./ 7
The true scope of the matter was much larger than Jim Courtright and a
couple of wayward but prominent sons of Fort Worth society. At its core, it
involved the stale of democratic values and development in frontier urbanization, a subject not unknown to existing historiography. Manipulation of elections for private interests offers ties to the argument of Lawrence Larsen and
Ronald L.P. Davis that little was unique or new about the new young Western
cities, and that they mirrored the social, economic, and political values of earlier municipalities in that they were driven not by democratic ideals but by
exploitatlon for private gain. Developing that process leads to Timothy R.
Mahoney's stress on the importance of the middle class in the urban West as
well as a faint linkage to Patricia Limerick Nelson's dismissal of the West
defined by hardy independence. Those connections remain tenuous. largely
due to the lack of concrete information on several key points, especially con-
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cerning how the elite influence operated to ensure electoral victory. Still, the
preponderance of the evidence suggests an elite dynamic at work in early Fort
Worth politics involving one of the West's quintessential gunfighters.'~
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THE TEXAS HERITAGE MUSEUM AT HILL COLLEGE,
HILLSBORO, TEXAS
By T. Lindsay Baker
The Texas Heritage Museum at Hill College in Hillsboro, Texas, is the
home for the museum galleries and collections, the Historical Research Center,
and the Hill College Press. The research center and press are known widely for
their contributions to Civil War history in Texas, while the museum interprets
the experiences of Texan~ during wartime and explores how these experiences
affected present-day Texans. All three components of the museum trace their
origins to the activities of Colonel Harold B. Simpson and are built both literally and phi losophically on foundations which he laid from 1963 to 1989. 1
Born in Hinsdale, Illinois, on April 3,1917, Harold B. Simpson grew up
in the Oak Park suburb of Chicago, where he attended school and as a teenager worked in a bank. He studied at the University of Illinois. where in 1940 he
received a baccalaureate degree in business administration, Always an avid
sportsman, he played as a pitcher on a university baseball squad which included "Hoot" Evers, later an outfielder for the Detroit Tigers, and Lou Boudreau,
later shortstop for the American League pennant-winning Cleveland Browns
in 1948. Though Simpson had to work his way through school, he lived in a
fraternity chapter home and found time during his junior and senior years to
serve as social chairman for Pi Kappa Phi Fraternity. Having been a member
of the Reserve Officer Training Corps at the University of Illinois, he was
commissioned a second lieutenant in the cavalry of the U.S. Army on graduation in 1940. 2
Only months after Simpson received his commission, the Army disbanded the horse cavalry. "Part of the Cavalry was put in the Air force and the rest
in the Army," Simpson related. After training for the Army Air Corps, he
shipped out for the Southwest Pacific, spending thirty-one months in New
Guinea and elsewhere in the Pacific Theatre of Operations. After the close of
the war. in 1945 Simpson received a regular commission and decided to make
a career in the military. Seeing duty both s[ateside and in Gennany, he voluntarily retired as a colonel on August 31, 1963. The reasons for his retirement
went baek to his days as a boy in J1]inois.
Harold Simpson's ancestors served in the Union Army during the Civil
War and stories of their adventures sparked his boyhood imagination. "My
great-uncles fought in Tennessee and Georgia[,] and when 1 was growing up,
my grandmother would tell me storieI'. of the war that her brothers had told her.
That's how I became interested in the war." His hunger to know more was fed
unexpectedly during his service in the Pacific during World War n. "I was in
a tent in New Guinea, and my tent mate had a copy of Lee's LieUlenants that
someone had sent him," he related. "I read those three volumes, and that
renewed my interest. Following the war, I started to collect books on the Civil
T. Lind:wv Baker, W.K. Gordon Endowed Chair in History and Director of W.K. Gordon Center
for Industrial History of Texas, Millgll~·, Texas.
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War." The airman not only gathered and read books on the conflict, hc also
joined with others in forming chapters of the Civil War Round Table organization in Alabama and Gennany, where enthusiasts could present papers and discuss the war. 3
It was not enough for Harold Simpson to read books and discuss the Civil
War with other history buffs. He wanted to do more. After the World War II he
returned to graduate school at Harvard University, the University of Alabama,
and George Washington University, earning master's degrees in personnel
management and public administration, but he chafed at not being able to
study history. As a military officer he taught college-level classes on personnel management and U.S. military policy at Wiesbaden, Germany, for the
University of Maryland overseas program for armed services personnel from
1956 through 1958. He squeezed in the Civil War at every opportunity. His
supervisor noted, "Colonel Simpson was an amateur authority on the
American Civil War and was able, thus, to bring a large personal library to the
attention of his class in Military Policy," Simpson's last duty station before
retirement in 1963 was at Waco, Texas, where he served as the comptroller for
the Twelfth Air Force. l

From Waco Simpson began commuting to Fort Worth, where he entered
the doctoral program in history at Texas Christian University. With his prior
teaching experience for the University of Maryland, he soon became a TeU
instructor in U.S. history while he took more and more classes and seminars.
Back in Waco before retirement, Simpson had enjoyed long visits with local
publisher Bill Morrison. "We need something on Hood's Brigade," Morrison
told the colonel, who decided that he would be the one to write a book on the
famed group, the only Texas unit to fight in the eastern theater during the Civil
War. "I decided this would be my contribution to the local community," he
declared. Studying under Professor W.C. Nunn. noted TeU historian of the
Civil War and Reconstruction, Simpson followed his instincts and began
preparing a dissertation on "The History of Hood's Texas Brigade, 18611865;" he was graduated in 1969.~
In the meantime, other events in Hillsboro, Texas, shaped the remainder
of Harold B. Simpson's career, After having been closed for a dozen years,
Hill Junior College was reactivated in 1962. When College President W.
Lamar Fly began recruiting faculty members for the second academic year in
1963, among his candidates was the forty-eight-year-old Harold B. Simpson
of Waco. Preparing to retire from the Air Force and already taking courses in
history at Texas Christian University, Simpson agreed to join the faculty at the
community college."
President Fly, himself a Civil War history enthusiast. knew that he had
made a major acquisition in securing the services of Harold B. Simpson.
Everyone who knew Hal Simpson realized that he threw his indefatigable
energy into anything he determined to do. Since the late 1950s, Waco and area
newspapers had been filled with articles about Simpson's history-related activities. He already had published his first book, Brawling Brass, about feuds
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among Civil War generals, and he was working on his second. on the history
of Hood's Texas Brigade. He had been active in organizing Civil War Round
Table groups in Texas and had presented programs on the war. He even had
promoted Civil War history on the local television station. Governor Price
Daniel had appointed Simpson as the only oon-Texan and the only military
man to serve on the Texas Civil War Centennial Commission.?
Starting a few days before his fonnal military retirement, Simpson began
teaching classes at Hill Junior College wearing his Air Force blue uniform.
Tmmediately the students started calling him "Colonel:' and the appellation
stuck for the next twenty-six years. Simpson continued commuting to graduate history classes at Texas Christian University, also serving as an instructor
there as late as 1974, but his heart remained with the community college in
Hillsboro.
Early in 1964, Colonel Simpson indicated to College President W. Lamar
Fly that he would be willing to donate his own personal collection of Civil War
books to the school if Fly would designate an area in the college library as a
Confederate Research Center. The president agreed. Then historian Roger
Conger of Waco also donated a collection of photographs, documents, and
about 300 books to the new Research Center. President Fly invited Lieutenant
Governor Preston Smith to come to Hillsboro as the principal speaker for the
dedication of the new Research Center on September 25, 1964. Since that time
through the efforts of Colonel Simpson and others, the Research Center has
grown to possess the largest collection of printed materials on the Civil War in
a public repository in Texas, as well as holding a growing and important collection of books on World War II and other conflicts."
From the first days of his efforts at Hill Junior College, Colonel Harold B.
Simpson collected and exhibited three-dimensional artifacts. These ranged
from Civil War firearms and sabers to World War II helmets and pistols. Only
two years after the dedication of the Research Center, he formally opened what
he termed the "Gun Museum" at Hill Junior College. Exhibiting weapons
belonging to the college as well as those borrowed from local fireanns collectors, the exhibits attracted increasing numbers of visitors to the college campus. Demonstrating ties with the regional museums community, Hill Junior
College hosted the quarterly meeting of the Central Texas Museum
Association on May 1, 1982. 4 In addition to military weapons, the museum
exhibited small sculptures, models, historic clothing, and even a .22 caliber
rifle used as a boy by World War II hero Audie Murphy.tO
Along with the research center and museum, Colonel Harold B. Simp~on
created a third entity at the school. He wanted Hill Junior College to become
an academic publisher specializing in Texas and Civil War history. In 1964, the
same year that the research center began operation as part of the college
library, the college's board of regents approved the creation of the Hill Junior
College Press. now the Hill College Press. Its first volume, Touched with
Valor, edited by Colonel Simpson, presented papers and casualty reports from
Hood's Texas Brigade. The limited edition sold out in a matter of months, and
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the Hill Junior College Press became a financial success. Since that time it has
averaged publishing approximately one cloth-bound scholarly book a year. l !
Colonel Simpson was never satisfied with just running the research center.
museum. and press. He carried a full teaching load of hi5.tory classes and administered the Liberal Arts Department for Hill Junior College.'~ OfT campus he continued his efforts to promote the Civil War Round Table movement. organizing
new chapters in Dallas. Waco, and Wichita Falls. 11 He constantly spoke for both
scholarly and popular organizations, sometimes as distant as Kansas City and
Chicago, and often presented addresses during the dedication of historical markers.!J In Hillsboro he served as the chair of the citizens' committee that wrote the
charter under which the municipal government sti]] operates;'
Through the many personal contacts that Colonel Simpson made over his
years of research on Hood's Brigade, he concluded that it would be advantageous t()r Hill Junior College to reactivate the Hood's Texas Brigade
Association. This group, begun in 1872, originally consisted of the actual veterans who had served in Hood's Texas Brigade during the Civil War. They met
until early in the 1930s. Simpson promoted its reactivation as an organization
of descendants of individuals who had fought in the unit in 1967. The descendants began meeting every second year at the Hillsboro campus t()r a luncheon and presentations on Hood's Brigade. In time the meetings grew far larger and more complex, with three days of events that included papers on Civil
War history, military bands, drill teams, reenactments of fighting, banquets,
and even movies about the war. Not only were the descendants attending, but
with them came members of Civil War Round Tables, the Sons of Confederate
Veterans, and the United Daughters of the Confederacy, as well as members of
the public. By 1978 Simpson felt that he had developed sufficient momentum
with the biennial reunions that he did not want to "break sttide" by waiting two
years for the next one. He consequently organized the first Hill Junior College
Confederate History Symposium in the spring of 1979. These military history
symposia, which have taken place in April since then, have become one of the
preeminent Civil War history gatherings in Texas, each year drawing several
hundred participants from multiple statcs. 1h
With the research center, museum, and press growing and reaching
increasing audiences, the future looked unlimited for history at Hill Junior
College. Plans had been proposed as early as 1970 for the construction of a
new building to house the center. Years passed. however, before the physical
expansion occurred. In February 1983, the board of regents of Hill College
approved a much-needed increase in size for the Research Center and its associated museum and press facilities. Having occupied a cramped, 740-squarefoot corner of the college library for almost twenty years, the structural addition to the building provided 2,260 more square feet. This meant the addition
of four rooms to the two existing rooms. Officials broke ground on the expansion in May 1984 and completion followed in October. Military historian
Frank Vandiver, at the time president of Texas A&M University. spoke at the
dedication ceremonies. l ?
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Late in the 1980s it became apparent to many of Colonel Simpson's closest friends and associates that he was not feeling well. In time they learned that
he was suffering from cancer. His good friend and fellow Civil War enthusiast, Dr. B.D. Patterson, began assisting him more and more in the operation of
the history center, but the colonel insisted that he continue teaching his full
load of classes. Managing to complete the spring semester in 1989, he passed
away on May 3J. College President W.R. Auvenshine asked Dr. Patterson to
assume duties as the director of the history center. He was succeeded in turn
by Auvenshine himself and later by John Versluis. IH
After the passing of Colonel Simpson in 1989. his successors took the
research center, museum, and press into important new areas. [n all these
developments, they considered the vision provided by the founder during his
lifetime. The annual springtime symposia have continued, and each autumn
from 1994 to 2006 the center hosted ~eminars in support of Civil War battlefield preservation. The Hill College Press became activated with support from
the Summerlee Foundation, and under the directorship of Dr. Odie B. Faulk
and then Dr. Earl Elam, resumed issulng its annual offerings of scholarly
books on the history of Texas and the Civil War. 19
Most impressive to the public has been the expansion of physical facilities. In summer of 1997 the college made available funds for the conversion
of the former college library and faculty building, where the history center had
operated in a 3,OOO-square-foot comer for over a decade, into a modem, stateof-the-art special collections library and public museum. The col1ege
employed a professional museum staff and exhibit designer who worked with
architects and contractors to undertake a complete renovation of the former
academic building into a modern museum and special collections library facility. The effort enabled the research center staff to make available to
researchers boxes of materials which for years had been in storage for lack of
shelf space, while at the same time giving the researchers greatly increased
space for their work.
Occupying about three-fourths of the Harold B. Simpson History
Complex building, the museum, operating under the name of the Texas
Heritage Museum, provides visitors with large exhibit galleries on the experiences of Texans in the War Between the States, World War II, and the Vietnam
War, a specialized weapons gallery, and a multipurpose theater presenting documentary films on Texas military history. In 2000 it received the Museum
Award from the Texas Historical Commlssion for its "Texans in Blue & Gray"
gallery as the best new museum exhibit in Tex.as for 1999. In an administrative reorganization in 2007, the Historical Research Center and the Hill
College Press became individual components with the galleries and collections in the Texas Heritage Muscum.20
Sitting on the Hill College campus overlooking Interstate Highway 35,
the Tex.as Heritage Museum is posed for further growth and service to the public in the decades to come. Fort Worth journalist Bob Ray Sanders visited the
facility in 2000, and recommended to his readers, "This is a museum that
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every Texas history teacher should visit, and I would hope they would take all
their students_" The museum staff agrees and wants everyone of them to
come?
~'OTES
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LIFE IN THE SHADOWS OF OIL DERRICKS
By llta S. Hall
Without a doubt, my grandmother was a colorful character. As a child, I
can recall my Granny recounting stories from her childhood through the time
she moved to Houston in 1946. These stories, filled with adventure, tragedy,
and humor, astonished me as a young girl. On many occasions my mother
would add her memories of the same incidents, tamed down, yet still exciting.
Some of my favorites among Granny's recollections involved her early married years living in the East Texas oil fields. With much assistance from my
mother, I have recorded these wonderful memories of life in the shadows of
the oil derricks.
My Granny was born Elsie Lesteen Vest on July 28, 1906, in Dawson,
Texas, which is located twenty-one miles southwest of Corsicana. She was the
first child of her sharecropper parents, Eula Florence Cagle and Thomas (Tom)
franklin Vest. She endured a childhood typical of most poor children; she
worked long hours picking cotton, attended school sporadically, and helped
her mother care for four younger siblings. Between growing up with a harsh
father who demanded arduous work and often doing without basic necessities,
Elsie emerged with a strong, survivalist personality and a desire for recognltion and appreciation for her accomplishments.
Granny's family moved to Raleigh, Texas, when she was twelve years old.
Her father worked as a blacksmith and on farms owned by others, hoping to
save enough money to get into the cattle business. Tom went broke when his
previous herd had to be destroyed due to blackleg disease. He could not get
another loan at the bank to buy more cattle because he already owed too much,
and the bank foreclosed on his land and his home. The only other occupation
that Tom knew was farming, so he had to resort to sharecropping to provide
for his family. As the oldest girl, Elsie was needed at home, making school
attendance low on the list of priorities. When she was fourteen, Elsie played
on the girls' basketball team and met a handsome twenty-year-old spectator
named Robert Price. He was a cousin of her friend and he worked on his family's farm a few miles down the road from Raleigh.
Elsie and Robert (called Ott by his family) both attended the local
Methodist church in Raleigh, and they soon fell in love. It was not unusual for
teenaged girls of Elsie's age to get married because they were mature enough
to handle a household on their own. Elsie was also anxious to get away from
her father's harsh rules and the hard work on the farm. Elsie's parents agreed
to the young couple's plan to marry because it meant one less mouth to feed.
Family members and friends attended Ott and Elsie's wedding at the preacher's house on June 19, 1921. There were so many people in the house to witness their vows that the wooden floor fell in from the weight!
The newlyweds moved into a two-room wooden shack near Raleigh. OU
worked in the fields while Elsie stayed at home keeping house and canning.
lila S. Hall lives in

Hou.~con.

Texas and enjoys Texas history.
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On June 18, 1924, the day before their third anniversary. Elsie and Ott became
the parents of a baby girl. Elsie wanted the baby named after her, while Ott
wanted to name the baby Pauline because he liked the name Paul. After much
discussion. they named their daughter, my mother. Elsie Pauline, but Ott
always called her Pauline.
The young family struggled to make ends meet and fanning work for Ott
was slow. Many northeast Texas folks were farmers and the competition triggered low agricultural prices. Also. many people had no money to buy food
and grew their own crops. Elsie and Ott helped their families on their farms
often, especially during cotton-picking time. Elsie grew tired of the laborious
life and just scratching out a living. She wanted a heHer life for herself and her
daughter, so she pressured Ott to get a better job, one that paid more money.
A few of his unemployed friends were hired in the oil fields. Ott had grown lip
around Corsicana where oil was discovered in 1894 as contractor's drilJed
artesian wells to help the local fanners. He had seen oil derricks all over the
town, as well as a refinery that produced kerosene and later gasoline for automobiles. 1 To please Elsie. Ott began (0 look for a manuallahor job in the oilfields.
When Pauline was three months old, Ott heard that drillers were hiring
workers in the oilfield in Mexia. The discovery of oil in Mexia four years earlier had created a massive growth spurt for the little town in Limestone County.
The population increased from near 3,.'. )00 to almost 35,000 in a few years, and
the frenzy caused martial law to be established there for a short time.-'Ott landed a job stacking pipe in the derricks. Drill pipe came in thirtyfoot joints that were connected as the bit drilled deeper, pulled out and stacked
when the cuttings needed to be removed from the hole, and then rejoined as
drilling continued. 1 The job was considered dangerous and most workers did
not want to take such a risky position. Ott accepted the risks since it paid we11.
Elsie later boasted that it paid much more than what her brother Roy made
working for the Works Progress Administration (WPA). With their few
belongings, Ott brought Elsie and Pauline to the Wortham lease. where they
lived in a tent house, a one-room structure with walls three-foot-high topped
by a tent. They joined other fonner sharecroppers who set up tent cities or "rag
towns" to call "homc."4 Here, the family celebrated the baby's first Christmas.
Not satisfied with living in a tent, Elsie persuaded Ott to move to a small
house located next to the railroad tracks in the middle of the Wortham Oilfield
in February 1925. A big oil strike there the previous November led to the
drilling of 300 wells in one year. Production and profits were high.'> Ott made
enough money to purchase a used Buick touring car with a canvas top. Elsie
learned to drive and visited her family in Raleigh to show off her new car and
baby. let them see how well she was doing. She packed up and, in her ignorance, placed Pauline on the floorboard so that she would not fall off the seat.
Upon their arrival at the Vest farm, Elsie's family reprimanded her for subjecting the baby to gas fumes. Undaunted. she paraded Elsie and the car in front
of all her relatives before returning to Wortham.
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Many oilfield workers, including Ott, found that when the oil drilling
began to decline. they had to look for other work, any work. In August J926.
Ott took his family back to help with the harvest at the Price's family fann
between Frost and Rale1gh. They rented the old Vincent place and tried to
make another go of sharecropping. After the harvest, the landowner kept most
of the profit and refused to honor the deal he had made with the farmers.
Unhappily, Ott and Elsie had to depend on help from their families to keep
going.
Work in the oilfields picked up again in early 1929, but the closest
employment that Ott found was near LuJing. For a short wh1le, the family lived
in a two-room yellow house next to a house where Elsie's cousin and his wife
were renting. Young Pauline received a little broom for Christmas. When she
was sweeping the porch one day. the landlady's donkeys came up next to the
house and frightened her. Instinctively, she poked her little broom at them; one
of the donkeys grabbed it and ate it. causing Pauline to cry for hours.
There were only a few other children to play with Pauline. The landlords'
children were occasional playmates but much of the time she played alone.
When Pauline went with her mother to visit Ott on the derricks, her father
would let her climb on the drill pipe and play in the "doghouse" where the
workers changed clothes. The only place where she was not allowed to play
was on the rig Door. Elsie boasted that Pauline spent more time 1n the oilfields
than most workers.
When the stoc:k market crashed in October 1929, the country's economy
suffered. Many Texans became unemployed and families were hungry.~ The
Great Depression had little eflect on Elsie and Ott, who managed well enough
since they had little money anyway. Many people were desperate after the
stock market crash, but ollfield labor was about the most lucrative work to be
found. Ten major oil companies operated in Texas in 1929. and many independent oil companies also employed ollfield workers. Also, there were
1mportant refiner1es in Port Arthur and Baytown. 7 Ott continued to get steady
work in the oil patch.
Elsie's talents and ingenuity helped her manage during the Depression.
She made Pauline's clothes on a borrowed sewing machine. Outgrown clothlog was sent to her brother Roy's daughter. Thcre was no problem getting food
on the lease because Ott had steady employment. He and Elsie bought coffee,
flour, sugar, and other things that could not be grown on the farm to send back
to their families along with some money.o
When the weBs were all completed, Elsie and Pauline stayed with the
Vests a few weeks until Ott found another job in Van, twenty miles northeast
of Tyler. The Pure Oil Company used seismograph soundings to direct their
drilling and discover oil in Van in October 1929. This find attracted several oil
companies that signed ajo1nt agreement wlth Pure Oil for unitization to reduce
competition and promote conservation. 7 Ott took a position as a roustabout,
tighten1ng and loosening the joints of the drill string.
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Shortly after the move to a boarding house, Elsie received a message that
her mother was ill and in the hospital in Corsicana. Elsie took Pauline and
drove to her mother's bedside. That day, Elsie's mother passed away at the age
of forty-two from a ruptured appendix and gangrene. Her death was a blow to
a family with two children still at home. Elsie tried even harder to send any
extra funds home to her little sisters.
In the fall Pauline began attending kindergarten and gave Elsie the opportunity to seek her own job rather than spending her days at home canning fruit
and vegetables. Elsie had never enjoyed staying at home. It was unusual for a
wife to be employed and no other females in Elsie's family had ever worked
outside the home, but she was bored there. Ajob gave her a chance to get out
of the house, find adventure, and earn money of her own. She worked at
Thompson Commercial Company in Van in the dry-goods department. She
enjoyed meeting people and saved some of her money to buy her own car. She
could buy fabric at a discount and sew for Pauline. The little girl was dressed
well, with bloomers to match every dress. Having only one child, which was
uncommon for most families, Elsie kept up her duties at home while enjoying
her job. Most wives of oilfield workers stayed at horne on the lease to raise
their children and perfonn household chores. Many of the workers were young
men who had not yet married. These single men found accommodations at
"cot houses" or boarding houses.
Employment in Van began a period when the family moved wherever Ott
could find work for independent contractors on another well. He heard about
an Oklahoma promoter named <LOad" Joiner who spudded wells in Rusk
County. Joiner, using only his intuit.ion, had leased 10,000 acres in East Texas
and began drilling, on his third attempt, the Daisy Bradford #3, he struck oil
in October 1930. His discovery was followed by two tremendous strikes and
the vast Ea~t Texas oilfield began production of over six billion barrels of oil
in the next few years. Joiner attracted investors to the area and many independent drillers. called "wildcatters," began their own wells in search of a big
strike. Ott worked as a roustabout whenever and wherever he could find work.R
For the first two or three months, the Price family lived in a rooming
house and ate meals with the owners and other boarders. The family had to
move often because the rigs were drilled in a set number of days and when
they were completed, the crews moved on. Wherever the next contract
required them to drill was where they would live, sometimes in the same to"m,
other times twenty or thirty miles away. A possessive woman, Elsie never
wanted Ott out of her sight when he was not working. This attitude drove her
to follow him to every oil lease. Elsie and Pauline would trail the group of
roustabouts in their car, find a place to spend the night, and then locate a place
to live. Because of the hard economic times, most people with a spare room
would rent it, whether in a rooming house or a private home. Such frequent
moves meant that Ott and Elsie had no furniture of their own. Nothing could
be accumulated because they did not stay in one place long enough. Perhaps
this was the reason that my Granny amassed so much "stuff' in her later years.
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Every place the family lived, Ott planted a garden. They often had to
move before anything was produced, but Ott enjoyed growing food. It gave
him pleasure to give produce away and he enjoyed leaving the garden for the
next renters. Between the garden and the lease store, food supplies were not a
problem, although there may not have been a hig variety. When Ott, Elsie, and
Pauline visited the Vest fann, Grandpa Vest slaughtered hogs and sent them
home with ham, bacon, and sausage from the smokehouse. On occasion, they
bought chickens to add to the staples they purchased at the lease store.
Pauline went to school wherever they lived, During one four and one-half
month period, she attended seven different schools, each one not long enough
to learn the teacher's name or get a report card. Most of the schools were two
rooms, one for first through third grades and the other for fourth through sixth
grades. Teachers were available but some were not well educated. Children
such as Pauline, who come from the oil Icases, were put in the grade that their
mothers thought they should attend. Pauline would find a chair and follow the
other children's lead until it was time to move again. She learned to read, and
Elsie listened to her read aloud and help her with the more difficult words if
she knew them, The children were taught phonics and their books usually consisted of a reader, speller, and a math book.
Ott continued to work wherever he could. The East Texas oilfield was the
largest oilfield in the United States, covering parts of Gregg, Rusk, Upshur,
Smith, and Cherokee counties. 1I1 Ott found employment on the Cook #2,
owned by Mr. W.H. Cook, in December 1930; then for the Sun Oil Company
at the l.W. Akin #1 site, and later on the T&P RR Company's Fee #1 site,
among many others, He worked as a roustabout on several wells but because
of his experience, he held the position of derrick man on a wildcat well near
Troupe, Texas. He stood on crossed boards on the derrick where he grabbed a
snap hook, pulled up a link of pipe, stacked it, and continued the process in
and out of the hole. On one well between Gladewater and Longview, Ott
assumed the position of driller. He always worked on rotary rigs, which were
becoming more common than the traditional cable rigs. Rotary rigs required a
minimum of five workers per shift. The "boss" of the rig was the tool pusher,
followed by the driller, the derrickman, and two roughnecks,ll
The more Ott worked, the more Elsie hounded him to make more money,
putting stress on their marriage. Occasionally, Ott went to local beer joints
with co-workers at the end of the day, only to come home to Elsie's fury. Elsie
gave up her job at Thomp:;on's in Van to stay in closer proximity to Otto. They
lived in several communities, including Troup, Arp, Overton, Henderson,
Greggton, and Gladewater.
When the market became flooded with East Texas oil, prices fell from a
dollar a barrel in 1930 to eight cents a barrel the following year. Also, because
sma)) producers controlled the East Texas oilfields, the major oil companies
called on the Texas Railroad Commission to limit oil production. The independent producers countered by marketing "hot oil" in defiance of the
Railroad Commission's limitations. 12 "Hot oil" was a term used to describe oil
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that wa.<;; produced beyond the restrictions of the Railroad Commission or
obtained illegally by siphoning from pipelines. 11 A volatile situation existed in
the East Texas fields, and jobs with independent producers were harder for Ott
to find. so he took whatever positions were offered to him in order to provide
for his family, even if they involved "hot oil.'·
When Pauhne started the third grade. Ott got a job as a lea~c foreman for
Stroube & Stroube. turning wells on and off as the Railroad Commission
would allow. This independent company had made a tremendous strike in
1930 only 600 feet north of "Dad" Joiner's Daisy Bradford well, when oil
prices were high and large profits common. 14 Ott received top pay and he perfonned his duties independently of any crews. The family moved into a company house on a lease in White Oak, located east of Gladewater near Kilgore.
This allowed them enough stability and purchased their first pieces of furniturc. Elsie and Ott opened a chargc account at the grocery store and could pay
at the end of each month. Then Elsie could buy groceries without having cash
and she allowed Pauline to buy ice cream or milk on their account, but never
candy. The family never worried about what they did not have and they were
relatively happy, except for incidents involving Ott's "drinking with the boys,"
which collided with Elsie's aspirations for a better life.
In 1933, Elsic's youngest sister Mackie came to live wlth the family and
go to school because their father had remarried. She stayed until another sister. Evlin, got married and settled and Mackie went to live with them so that
she could be closer to the rest of the family and her friends. With Pauline and
Mackie attending school in White Oak, Elsie became involved with the Parent
Teacher Association. The PTA put on plays and sold tickets to the community
to raise funds for school projects. Elsie found her place in the limelight by acting in the plays and occasionally forcing a reluctant Pauline to take part. A
highlight for Elsie occurred when Mackie won a trip through the 4-H Club to
A & M College in College Station. Elsie accompanied Mackie as a representative from Gregg County.
On a visit to Grandpa Vest's farm, Pauline fell in love with a little brown
goat. She hegged to take it home, so Grandpa Vest put it in a gunny sack with
its head sticking out and Pauline rode home sitting on the floorboard of the
backseat, holding the goat she named Billy. Pauline played with the goat after
school. They chased each other across the long front porch. One day, Elsie
hung a pair of blue rayon pajamas she bought to wear on the College Station
trip on the clothesline to dry and Billy ate one of the pajama legs. Elsie was so
angry that she called a man to come and get Billy and barhecue him. When the
man returned with a large pan of barbecue, the family, along with cousin
David, who was staying with them, sat down to eat. Suddenly, David said
"Baaaaa" and Pauline burst into rears. She felt betrayed by her mother, but
Elsie felt no remorse. The meat was returned to the man and no one ate that
night.
OU and his family spent almost three years in White Oak. Other oilfield
workers and their families continually moved on and off the lease, living
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wherever space was available. Oilfield boomtowns rarely had paved streets.
The streets turned to mud whenever it rained and the big trucks transporting
pipe kept the roads in a quagmire. In the leased company home, Ott, Elsie,
and Pauline adjusted well. Many of the larger oil companies provided housing
for their workers on their leases. These homes were rented to employees for a
nominal costs and encouraged company loyalty and discouraged labor union
support. 15
At the lease house, as usual Ott planted a garden. They had no running
water, but there was a well on the end of the porch. There was an outhouse in
the back and Pauline was assigned the job of scrubbing it with hot water and
a broom every Saturday. Pauline despised the job, c!\pecially with the spiders.
At White Oak School, there was no electricity, and the children pumped
their own water in the front yard into tin cups brought from home. One day, a
hoy who did not have a tin cup of his own tried to pump water into a snuff
glass. In the process. the snuff glass broke so the boy threw the pieces and one
hit Pauline in the arm, causing a surge of blood. The hoy's father paid to get
the wound stitched and Elsie sent Pauline back to school the next day.
Often guests or family members came to visit Ott and Elsie. Adults spent
the evcning playing dominoes or talking. The children were shielded from
most "grownup talk." Most of the crime in the area was limited to petty thefts,
hut they never talked about crime, sex, or having babies around children. Elsie
and Ott bought a radio, first with earphones and then later one without them
to hear the latest broadcasts. Every Sunday the family attended church,
returned home, and killed a chicken. They cleaned and fried it, accompanied
by potatoes, and ate lum:h around 2 P.M. They killed additional chickens when
anyone else showed up for a visit.
As Pauline progressed in school, she enjoyed the traveling shows that perfanned at the schools once a month. Children could attend the shows for tcn
or fifteen cents admission. depending on the perfonnance. Sometimes they
would be entertained by bands or minstrel shows. Once, an expert archer
demonstrated trick shots, including one where he shot objects out of a child's
hand. The most memorable visits for Pauline were a performance of
Shakespeare's "As You Like It" and an appearance by some members of
Admiral Richard Byrd's expedition.
Elsie became more involved with social activities in White Oak. In addition to working with the school PTA, she joined the local Rebekah Lodge,
which was the women's division of the Oddfellows. Because Elsie would not
leave her daughter alone at the lease house, Pauline went along to all the meetings and sat in the anteroom with other members' children. Out of boredom
during the two-hour meetings, they "hollered" at people who passed the window and Pauline stayed in constant trouble with Elsie.
Elsie did a great deal of community service work. She sewed dresses for
neighbors and clothing for their children if they purchased the cloth, usually at
a nickel a yard. She cut up worn men's shirts and made clothing for babies.
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She cooked meals and took them to those in the area who were in need. Elsie's
humanitarian and social pursuits took up much of her time, so naturally, she
could not handle all the duties of the household. A local black man told her that
he had a daughter that needed to work and Elsle agreed to let Geneva do her
housework and live with the family. She placed a cot in the comer of the
garage for Geneva to sleep. Elsie treated Geneva well otherwise and enjoyed
her cooking and cleaning abilities.
After Geneva arrived. one of Pauline's school friends showed her some
white rabbits. Pauline asked Ott if she could have some rabhits since she was
the only child on the lease and had no one to play with. He bought her two pairs
and a double hutch. The rabbits multiplied so OU bought another hutch. Elsie
insisted that Pauline be in charge of their care since they were her pets and she
did not want them to he eaten. When there were more rabbits than the hutches
could hold, Ott built a pen on the ground for them. Elsie got angry with her
daughter for trying to get Geneva to help her clean the pen, so she went OUl in
the yard, lifted the side of the pen, and herded all the white rabbits, about seventy-five of them, into the nearby woods. Their descendents probably still live
in the forests of East Texas, Pauline cried. but OU was not concerned because
the cost of feeding the rabbits was taking a toll. After this incident, Geneva's
father discovered that his daughter was sleeping in a drafty garage, so he told
Elsie that Geneva's mother needed her help and he took her home.
Working on the oil derricks had many dangers. Several times there were
oil well fires on the leases. Ott and other workers took great risks in controlling the fires. Once while in Whlte Oak. there was a heavy rain and the runoff
flowed into a slush pit that contained oil from a well that had just come in. A
bolt of lightning struck near the pit, igniting the oil. The water began to boil
and the burning oil overflowed. Pauline followed her father as he and other
workers heard the calls for help and tried to extinguish the flames by shoveling dirt over them. As the streams of overflowing oil and fire ran downhilL Ott
called for Pauline to get back. The fire grew so fierce that it blocked her view
of the men. Pauline watched with increasing uneasiness, then panic, fearing
that the inferno had engulfed her father. Eventually, she could see Ott and the
others through the !lames that surrounded them as they continued shoveling
dirt on the fire. Pauline believed that she saw angels in the ~ky above the
flames and that God had sent them to save her father from harm. None of men
suffered major injuries that night.

By 1934, the Great Depress ion had begun to have negative effects on the
oil industry. Prices for petroleum continued to decline and oilfield jobs were
scarce. Ott was temporarily promoted to a position reading gages for Stroube
and Stroube Oil Company. He gauged oil in the tanks and turned valves on
when required. running oil in the pipes to the refinery.
Disagreements between OU and Elsie grew, and On's drinking increased.
brought the fraglle marriage to the breaking point and Ott and Elsie separated. Ott had learned that he would lose his job, so he helped Elsie move into
a rental house across the highway. Ott packed his duffle bag and joined some
Thi~
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of his friends at a rooming house. Within six weeks, Elsie packed her car and
moved their furniture to a four-room, yellow rent house on Eastview Street in
Longview. Wasting no time, she went to work at K. Woolens in dry goods and
enrolled Pauline in the fourth grade at the elementary school. Elsie's cousin,
Dora Cagle, came to live with them for a short time and shared expenses.
Shortly after their divorce was final, Elsie began dating again. When a
gentleman came to the house for dinner, Pauline was instructed to be on her
best behavior. But, in the middle of the meal, Pauline got tickled at something
that was said and strangled, spitting tea all over the table. The suitor never
came back.
Elsie would not let Ott see Pauline often unless he brought money to help
her. He went back to work on the derricks again, often as a driller, whenever
he could find work, and he brought money to Elsie whenever he could. Elsie
and Pauline lived in Longview for a year and a half until Elsie remarried. Her
new husband, George, provided plenty of food for them because he owned an
interest in a butcher shop at Grcgg1.on. The new family rented a house close to
Pine Tree School, where Pauline attended the sixth grade. Unfortunately,
George and his partner lor.;t their lease on the butcher shop, so the family relocated to Overton for a short time, and then to Kilgore when George took a job
at the Wickham Packing Company processing meat, including wild game.
George bought Pauline a horse because of their joint love of animals. The
bay had been a bucking horse in the rodeo in Fort Worth that had lost his desire
to buck, so he was a good deal. George and Pauline both enjoyed riding him
while Elsie had a cow for milk. A few years later, Elsie had to have all her teeth
pulled, so Pauline was allowed to drive her mother's car to school. Pauline
attended Kilgore High School and was graduated in 1940, just before her sixteenth birthday. She sold her horse to help finance her first year at Kilgore
Junior College. Then George accepted a job in Tyler at Rose City Packing
Company, and the family moved into a nice brick house.
When Pauline completed her education at Tyler Junior College, she
became a telephone operator for $15 a week. She lived at home until she
moved to Georgia to accept a job making $50 a week and to experience freedom and adventure. After a while, Elsie joined her there. She and George had
divorced, for which she offered Pauline no explanation.
With the beginning of World War 11, Elsie and Pauline returned to East
Texas. Elsie got a job at the Post Exchange at Camp Fannin and Pauline
worked in a grocery store there. Elsie pretended that she and Pauline were sisters to meet soldiers at the camp at a dance featuring Ozzie and Harriet Nelson
and their orchestra. One evening, Pauline went to the Post Exchange to have
dinner with her mother. While waiting, Pauline met a wonderful young soldier
from Louisiana. Pauline and John, the young soldier, fell in love. They married and moved to Houston after John's discharge in 1945.
Pauline and John arc my mother and father. They raised four children who
were entertained by Granny every day after she bought a house two doors
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away and married another a soldier who grew up in Chicago. Granddaddy Ott
and his new wife lived in East Texas, Midland, and Louisiana, where he continued to work for oil companies, lastly as a tool pusher, until his retirement in
1962. We grandchildren heard many stories about the oilfields whenever he
visited, but none could compare with the tales with which Granny amused us.
They have both passed away now, but their stories of life in the shadows of the
East Texas oil derricks Ii ve on as we share their experiences with our children.
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EAST TEXAS NEWS AND NOTES

By Scot! Sosebee
William Seale delivered the Eleventh Georgiana and Max S. Lale Lecture
at Stephen F. Austin State University on September 27, 2007. Seale. a native
East Texan, is an independent historian who specializes in the restoration of
historic houses, including work on The White House. His lecture was a hvely
and well-recelved talk on "the people'5 house," and included wonderful
vignettes on the famous residents of 1600 Pennsylvania Avenue, their families,
and even their pets. Once again, with help from Association members and the
faculty, staff, and students of Stephen F. Austin State University, the Lale
Lecture was held {o a full house.
Nacogdoches and the Fredonia Hotel once again hosted the Association's
Fall 2007 meeting on September 27-29, and for the third consecutive year we
had over 200 members and guests attend the gathering. Beverly Rowe, chair
of the program committee with assistance from Ken Howell, John Crain, Mel
Johnson, Jonathan Garland. Scott Sosebee l Kevin Brady, and Ricky Dobbs,
arranged an outstanding program with twenty-three sessions involving ninetythree scholars/presenters/chairs. A highlight of the meeting included a session
that celebrated the publication of The Devil's Trianf?le: Ben Bickerstaff,
Northeast Texans, and the War of Reconstruction in Texas by James
Smallwood, Kenneth HoweH. and Carol Taylor. The Devil's Triangle is the
second issue in the Bob and Doris Bowman East Texas History Series.
President Dan Utley was unable to attend the meeting due to a medical emergency, but Cynthia Beeman read President Utley's address during the Friday
evening banquet with resounding success. Noted historian Robert Utley delivered the keynote speech at the Saturday luncheon/business meeting, a full talk
entitled "The Texas Rangers: Then and Now."
On Saturday, the Association also held its annual fall awards ceremony.
Karen Kossie-Chemyscv's "Constructing Good Success: the Church of God in
Christ and Social Uplift in East Texas, 1910-1935" was selected as the best
article to appear in the Spring 2006 edition of the East Texas Historical
Journal. The Ottis Lock Award Committee presented research assistance
awards to Carol Taylor. Jennifer Brancato, and John Garbutt. The Lock
Committee's Best Book Awards went to Jack Selden's Return: The Parker
Story, and Freedom Colonies: Independent Black Texans in the Time of Jim
Crmt', by Thad Sitton and Jim Conrad. The Ottis Lock Educator of the Year
was John Storey, chairman of the Department of History at Lamar University.
Mattie Dellinger of Center received the Best of East Texas Award. Miss
Dellinger is a legendary East Texas personality who has been active in radio
and journalism. The East Texas Fellows Committee named Ty Cashion of Sam
Houston State University as a Fellow of the Association. Cashion is a past
president of the East Texas Historical Association and an award-winning
Texas history author, whose works include A Texas Frontier: The Clear Fork
Country and Fort Griffin. 1840-1887 and Pi~skin Pulpit: A Social History of
Texas High School Football Coaches.
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The Association will hold its spring 2008 meeting in Tyler. The date!'> are
February 15-16 and we hope all members will attend. Program chairs Jeffrey
Owens and Linda Cross have prepared a great program as well as made superb
local arrangements. The Holiday Inn Select will serve as the host facility, an
exciting venue for our meeting as it is Tyler's finest hotel. The Holiday Inn is
conveniently located at 5701 South Broadway and is adjacent to numerous
restaurants and shopping opportunities.
Our West Texas cousins have once again demonstrated the grace to invite
East Texans to their spring meeting. The 2008 West Texas Historical
Association conference will be held on April 4-5 in the beautiful Panhandle city
of Canyon. If you have never visited Canyon this is a perfect opportunity to see
this "'hidden gem." Canyon is the home of West Texas A&M University, the
superb Panhandle-Plains Historical Museum, and is the gateway to scenic Palo
Duro Canyon State Park. There will be an ETHA session at the gathering with
members Joe Early and Bill O"Neal tentatively slated to give papers. The West
Texans are still formulating plans and a program, so for additional infonnation
contact the WTHA offices at either wthayb@ttu.edu or (806) 742-9076.
Another spring event of note to ETHA members is the Twelfth Annual
Cotton and Rural History Conference on April 19 at the Audie
Murphy/American Cotton Museum in Greenville. The event will be from
9:30-1 :30 P.M. and our own James Smallwood wi]] he the keynote speaker.
There is a registration fee of S10, but the price includes a catered harbeque
buffet. Advance reservations may be made by contacting the Audie
Murphy/American Cotton Museum, 600 Interstate 30 East. P.O. Box 347,
Greenville, TX 75403, or by calling (903) 454-1990 or (903) 450-4502.
Contact Kyle Wilkison (kwilkison@ccccd.edu) or Jim Conrad (james_conrad@tamu-commerce.edu) for more information.
The Association has undergone a personnel change. A~sociate
DirectorlManaging Editor Mark Barringer has had to step down from his position. Last year Mark accepted a new appointment at SFA as associate dean of
the College of Liberal and Applied Arts, but he continued his tireless and self..
less work for the Association. As the fall semester began, Dr. Brian Murphy,
SFA's new dean of Liberal and Applied Arts requested that Dr. Barringer
accept a full-time assignment as associate dean. Unfortunately, the new job
meant that Mark had to leave his Association position. We all wish Mark the
best in his new responsibilities and heartily thank him for all his efforts on
behalf of the Association. He will be missed in his former duties, but Mark will
no doubt continue to be involved in the Association in other capacities.
To fill Dr. Barringer's position, the Association board accepted Executive
Director Archie McDonald's recommendation that Scott Sosebee become the
new associate director/managing editor of the Journal. Sosebee came to
Stephen F. Austin in the fall of 2007 to fill the position of Texas/Southern historian and he is sure that his limitation as a native West Texan will in no way
hinder his newfound ardor for East Texas.
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The Association website is currently undergoing a number of major
changes. Members can now register online for all meetings as well as purcha!\e
books in the Bob and Doris Bowman East Texas History series and the Ann
and Lee Lawrence East Texas History series. Other changes are in the works;
visit the site often at http://www.easttexashistorical.org/ to view the construction as it occurs.
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BOOK NOTES
By Archie P. McDonald
We are grateful for the energy and production of the many presses that
continue to publish Texana. Reviews by individuals provide evaluations for
the majority of books received. but some are noticed in this column, often with
personal comments by the editor. Note, also, the "guest" commentator on the
Big Thicket book.
Those who attended our Spring meeting in Beaumont in February 2007
were introduced to Betting, Booze, and Brothels: \lIce, Corruption, and ./ustice
in Jefferson, County, Texas From Spindletop to the 1960s (Eakin Press, P.O.
Drawer 90159, Austin, TX 7R709-0 159. 2(06), when co-author Wanda
Landrey presented a paper on this subject. Laura C. O'Toole and Landrey produced this volume after discovering the other's work on the subject. And what
a subject! Beaumont and Port Arthur, principals cities in the county, were "wide
open" for the first six decades of the twentieth century. Prostitution, gambling,
and liquor violations went unpunished because of the corruption of such public
officials as the district judge, district attorney, county sheriff. chief of police.
and chief of detectives, and a hroken grand jury system. Individuals who cnmplained found themselves demoted or out of ajob altogether. Then three honest
citizens took a stand and a legislative investigating committee led by
Representative Tom James exposed the cooperation between office holders and
the madams - especially Sheriff Charlie Meyer and Rita Ainsworth, keeper of
the Dixie Hotel in Beaumont - and the gamblers. Indictments and resignations
resulted; some would claim that the county had cleaned up, others that the vice
had only spread out. I remember those days, even remember seeing the white
envelopes passed to policemen by the proprietor of the Texas Club where
Gerald, Don, Glenn, and I stopped by after school to shOal pool. We were far
under the legal age to be in that place, but the policemen never even seemed to
notice us. Downtown Beaumont died soon after the clubs and pool halls and
houses closed. Maybe it wasn't due to suburban shopping malls after all.
Cathy C. Post's Hurricane Audrey: The Deadly Storm oj 1957 (Pelican
Publishing Company-tOOO Burmaster St, Gretna. LA 70053, $24.95). rekindled memories of the first hurricane that made a significant impression on me.
I was in Beaumont on June 27,1957, attending Lamar Tech, when Audrey paid
us a visit. High winds whipped a large elm tree in the back yard as if it were a
twig; heavy rain flooded our street; and the atmosphere was so still after the
storm had passed, Then, forty-eight years later. we survived Hurricane Rita de javu all over again. Post is from south Louisiana but now lives in Las
Vegas, where there are no hurricanes. She chronicles Audrey through the experiences of the Battie, Brous~ard, Cagle, Carter. Clark, DeBarg, Griffith,
Marshall, Meaux, and Welch families who lived in Cameron and Calcacieu
parishes, directly in hurricane Audrey's path; some survived and some did not,
but even the survivors were scarred forever by memories of collapsing houses, riding out the storm on flotsam - usually a part of a roof - seeking sanctuary in trees, and battling snakes. The narrative focuses on June 27 and the
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immediate aftermath of the stann, but a concluding chapter tells the reader
"the rest of the story" for survivors. This is a good book. Rarely does the written word moisten my eyes, as this one did. Perhaps you had to be there.
Ecology is the study of nature's big picture, of all the plants and animals
and how they get along in the soils and the weathers of their environment.
Geraldine Watson 's Bi~ Thicket Plant Ecology (University of North Texas
Press, P.O. Box 311336, Denton, TX 76203-1336. 2006. P. 136. $14.95.)
shows how that relationship exists in southeast Texas' Big Thicket. Watson
recognizes that three Big Thickets exist: the traditional bear hunter's Thicket
along Pine Island Bayou; the ecological Big Thicket that occupies the basin
between the Trinity and Sabine rivers; and the Big Thicket National Preserve
that consists of 96,200 acres of related plant and wildlife areas set aside by the
national government as a public preserve. Watson relates the ecology of these
three areas and shows how soils and climates all came together to create a
unique environment, onc friendly to all kinds of life, from dry land cacti to
swamp land bladderworts. Ecologies came together in the Big Thicket to create a biological crossroads of plant life, F.E. Abernethy
Lines in The Sand: Congressional Redistricting In Texas And The
Downfall Of Tom DeLay. by Steve Bickerstaff (University of Texas Press, P.O.
Box 7819,Austin, TX 7&713-7&19, $34.95), is the most interesting and significant book I have read this year. Bickerstaff teaches and has practiced law for
thirty years, and so is in an ideal position to understand and interpret the
sequence that began with DeLay's efforts to engineer a Republican takeover of
the Texas legislature in elections in 2002 - specifically to insure the selection
of Tom Craddick as speaker of the Texas house of representatives, and then to
usc that speaker and his majority for mid-decade congressional redistricting to
guarantee a Republican majority among the state's congressional delegation.
Bickerstaff offers evidence that a majolity of Texans were opposed to redistricting at that time but that DeLay, Craddick, and eventually Governor Rick Perry
and Lieutenant Governor David Dewhurst made it the priority of the legislative
session. This obsession, plus Democratlc efforts to thwart redlstrictlng, occupied the legislature's time to the injury of solutions for significant problems
such as public school finance. Bickerstaff does his best to remain neutral
through most of the text, and in the end, condemns both political parties and all
the players - with a little more condemnation reserved for DeLay. UT Press
made it hard to read with little-bitty print, but the yield is worth the effort.
1001 Greatest Things Ever Said About Texas, (The Globe Pequot Press,
P.O. Box 480, Guilford, CT 06437, $12.95), and You Know You're in Texa~·
When ... 101 Quintes.~ential Places, People, Events, Customs, Lingo, and Eats

of the Lone Star State ((The Globe Pequot Press, P.O. Box 480, Guilford, CT
06437, $9.(5), have much in common, including Donna Ingham as
compiler/editor. Both are page-by-page compilations, the first of quotations
about Texas and the second vignettes of history and culture. First example: "I
feel safer at the race track than I do on Houston's highways," said AJ. Foyt.
Second example: "you know you're in Texas when ... you're boot scootin' to
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a Willie tune," followed by a one-page bio sketch of Nelson's career. Fun stuff.

'Tit the Fat wd.v Sings." Classic Texas Sports Quotes, by compiled by
Alan Burton with illustrations by Kent Gamble (Texas Tech University Press,
P.O. Box 41037, Lubbock, TX 79409-1037, $9.95), is a similar work, except
the concentration is exclusively on sports. Here arc a couple of samples:
"Some players would complain if they were playing on Dolly Partin's bedspread," said Jimmy Demaret in Golf Magazine (p. 97); and "During my
career, I covered four professional teams ... the Dallas Cowboys, the San
Diego Chargers, the Denver Broncos, and the University of Oklahoma
Sooners," claimed sportswriter Frank Boggs (p. 200).
<t • • •

New Texas History /l,1ovies, drawings and text by Jack Jackson (Texas
State Historical Association, 1 University Station 00901, The University of
Texas at Austin, Austin, TX 78712, $9.95), is a reconception of the original
Texas History Mnvies published and distributed in the public schools earlier in
the last century. Both tell the story of Texas, through the nineteen-century, in
cartoon fashion reminiscent of comic books or the "funny page" of newspapers. Jackson's version - and the original as well - do not try to be "funny," or
comedic; instead, he relates the familiar and heroic story of immigrants bringing civilization to the wilderness. Gone are pejorative racial references that
abounded in the original, but the familiar story of the Texas epic is preserved.
You can almost hear the soundtrack with "Giant" or 'The Yellow Rose Of
Texas" playing in the background.
Since Bob Bowman shed most of his public relations business, his historical activities have increased, including two books puhlished in 2007. The
first, with Doris Bowman as co-author, is The Forgotten Towns of East Texas,
Volume 1 (The Best of East Texas Publishers, P.O. Box 1647, Lufkin. TX
75902, $25). Years ago Bowman publi~hed several collections on ghost towns
in our region. "Volume l" means, says Bowman, that East Texas has so many
dwindling or already abandoned communities that two or three more volumes
wiJl be forthcoming to accommodate their stories. This first volume presents
civic biographies for sixty-four locations divided into sixteen categories,
including Earliest, Farmer, Religious, Resort, Oddly-Named, Ethnic, Old
County, Teacher, Riverport, Sawmill and Logging, Ferry, Tough, Hard Luck,
Fort. Iron-Oil-Coal, and Railroad towns; most are covered in three or four
page sketches and a black-and-white illustration. Late in the year, Bowman
produced Making Music For The Snarkfi: The Story Of The Famous Hoo-Hoo
Band of Lufkin, Texas (The Best of East Texas Publishers, P.O. Box 1647,
Lufkin, TX 75902, $25). The Hoo-Hoos originated in Gurdon, Arkansas. a
product of the boredom shared by Bolling Arthur Johnson and George Kimball
Smith while attending a lumberman's convention in that city. They dreamed
up the "Cooncatenatee Order of the Hoo-Hoo" to enliven the proceedings,
intending only to have fun; then the organization grew into a separate, national, lodge-style order. Though Lufkin lacked an official connection until the
19505, members of that city's community band, then known as the "Trib
Band" because a local newspaper sponsored it, traveled with Johnny Bonner
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to a national Hoo-Hoo. Hoo-Hooers so enjoyed their music that they named
the group their "official" band. Evidently their performances were quite entertaining and for a decade or so the band played in venues throughout the United
States, A "snark," by the way, is Hoo-Hooese for president of the organization.
The Hoo-Hoos must be the lumber industry's answer to the Shriners.
Looking at House of Plenty: The Rise, Fall, and Revival of Luby's
Cafeterias, by Carol Dawson and Carol Johnston (University of Texas Press,
P.O. Box 7819, Austin, TX 78713-7819, $21), one expects a standard husiness
history that celebrates an anniversary or some such event. Some of that is here,
but co-author Dawson's experience as a novelist incorporates suspense building bridges, murders, suicides. thefts, and family disputes and other dramatic
episodes in the corporate life of Luby's and of the Luby family. The other
author, Carol Johnston, is a daughter of Charles Johnston, one of the founders
of the corporate Luby's and a principal actor in the development of the company's mystique. Patriarch Harry Luby founded the company on the simple
formula of providing "Good Food for Good People" with consistent, cookedfrom-scratch (and predictable) preparation at a fair price. His son and nephew
continued that tradition for much of the twentieth century before the company
fell victim to 1990s-style corporate greed, which ruined it. The two Carols
hope that the Pappas brothers will restore the company to ~ome measure of its
former significance. Those who grew up dining at Luby's will find this an
interesting story.
Susan Gibler's Texas Wildf70wer Postcard Collection (Voyageur Press,
P.O. Box 338, Stillwater, MN 55082, $8.95), arrived the day Lady Bird
Johnson was laid to rest on the LBI Ranch. A Ben Sergeant cartoon that day
featured a field of bluebonnets, and, says one, "Are there bluebonnets in
Heaven?" Another bluebonnet responds, "There will be now." Bluebonnets
were Lady Bird's favorite wildflower, and no one did more to populate and
popularize the Lupinus texensis and all its cousins in the wild world of flora
than she. So thi~ book was particularly welcome when it arrived and will be
for flower lovers whenever and wherever they find it. The small book consists
entirely of postcards that feature a wonderful photograph of Texas wildflowers; these may be detached and used as postcards. This must be a reprint, for
its credits claim the copyright was issued in 1989, and I wonder why (even
though I know), it was published in Hong Kong. "Whatever," say the young,
the pictures are Texas purdy.
More on Wild Texas: A Celebration of Our State:\' Natural Beauty
Pres~, P.O. Box 338, Stillwater, MN 55082, $31.95) with text and
photography by Richard Reynolds and foreword by Victor Emanuel. Must
contain 150-200 breathtaking photos of Texas' wild scenes divided into
regions, including East Texas Pineywoods, Texas Gulf Coast and Costal
Prairies, Hill Country and Edwards Plateau, Panhandle Plains, South Texas
Plains, The Trans-Pecos, and Oak Woods and Prairies, plus units on Preserving
Our Heritage For The Future. Naturally, Tlooked over the East Texas chapter
closest and found it fine; J also really enjoyed the photos ot"Palo Duro Canyon,
(Voyageur
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the other prettiest place in Texa5.. These photos are spectacular and spectacularly "wild," as in natural. for there is not a thing of violence in them, only with
humans - cowboys driving cattle toward EI Capitan in Guadalupe Mountains
National Park, plus four with human institutions such as an abandoned adobe,
a road, wagons, and a windmill. Beautiful. This one was printed in China.
Finally, a trip to Amarillo and a drive along a preserved portion of Route
66 made me more than ready for Peter B. Dedek's Hip To The Trip: A Cultural
Histor.v of Route 66 (University of New Mexico Press, MSC 04 2820, 1
U ni versity of New Mexico, Albuquerque, N M R7131-0()() 1, $19.95). Dcdek
claims, and I agree, that Route 66 became and remains the most famous federal highway in our nation's history. We remember the National Road, and
especially here in Texas, 1:.'1 Camino Real, but what other road had a novel
written by John Steinbeck about its use (The Grapes of Wrath), a song by
Bobby Troup ("Get Your Kicks On Route 66"), and its on television series
("Route 66"), with Buzz and Todd and their classy and classic Corvette'!
Dedek reminds us that the route followed the rails, especially the Atchison,
Topeka & Santa Fe, and had a ready-madc tourist clicntele long before
Steinbeck's Okies and Arkies hit the road. Sometimes Dedek almost seems to
be saying don't make too much of it, it was just one more road put out of business by interstates and airlines. Maybe. But even that mile or so in Amarillo
makes an old-timer smile. remembering. Good color photos here of some of
the route's artifacts, if not of Buzz and Todd.
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BOOK REVIEWS
After The Massllcre: The Violent Legacy of the San Saha Mission, Robert S.
Weddle (Texas Tech University Press, P.O. Box 41037, Lubbock, TX
79409-1037) 2007. Contents. Map. Photographs. Appendices. Notes.
Biblio. Index. P. 196. $32.95. Hardcover.
Once again Robert Weddle, Spanish Knight of the Order of Isabella
Catolica, has proven why he is called the "Dean of Texas Colonial History."
In this small but impressive volume (196 pages), Weddle gives fresh insight
into eighteenth-century Texas. Through a meticulous research and expertly
crafted narrative, he makes us part of the expedition - the heart of the story.
We move with him through modern Texas, tracing the route of the expedition
over today's geography and march with the expedition as we read Captain
Juan Angel De Oyarzun's diary. De Oyarzun wrote detailed descriptions of the
flora, fauna, and geography along the march. Carol Lipscomb's expertly and
beautifully done translation. along with Weddle's detailed notes, transports us
to mid-eightcenth-century Texas in the fall of 1759. As \ve read the diary in the
book's appendix, we cannot help but feel part of the expedition.
Despite problems interpreting syntax in the original documents, the finished project is readable. Weddle carefully explains the rationalc behind the
punitive expedition of 1759, especially the massacre at the San Saba Mission
near Menard, Texas, which he describcd in detail in The Sun Saba Mission:
Spanish Pivot in Texas. The present book tells '"'the rest of the story," as radio
commentary Paul Harvey would say.
The author does not stop with a recounting of the expedition and a translation of De Oyarzun's diary. He includcs the back-story - the political and
economic forces and their complexities that led to the massacre and the expedition. These complexities include Europcan (Spanish and French) and
Nativc-American (Comanches, Apaches, Taovayas, Wichitas. Iscanis,
Tawokonis, and others), alliances and antagonisms. We are presented with a
picture of how these circumstances precipitated the events and affected the
area'5 inhabitants and Texas in mid-eighteenth-century America. The circumstances included such events as the Seven Years (French and Indian) War, and
even the American Revolution. For continuity Weddle carries the story into the
early nineteenth century with Anglo-Americans became an increasing factor in
Spanish Texas.
Whether one wishes to read the book from the beginning, read the diary
first and then the narrative, or, as I found myself doing, going back and forth
between the two, you will be drawn into the story. The reader will ex.perience
the rain falling on the troops as they draw near their objective. He will also be
part of the battle between Spanish and Indian forces whi(;h, thanks to De
Oyarzun's abundance of detail and Dr. Lipscomb's skillful translation. comes
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alive on the pages of the book. One will find themselves, as I did, wishing the
author had not waited so long to write this book and thankful he has finally
done so.
I assume some criticism of the book is required to balance the flow of
praise. I did notice a couple of typographical errors along the way. One dealt
with the weight of the meteorite commented on In the book, and the other was
the use of 1685 instead of 1785 when speaking of Vial's diary, It was evident
as to what they were - typos - and in no way do they distract from the book
and its story. That done, I can only say that for all who are interested in this
period of Tex.as history, this is a must read, as arc all of Weddle's books. Even
those who have only a passing interest in the period, but enjoy Texas history,
will find the book worth reading. Publishing of this book confirms that there
are still treasure nuggets of historiographic interest from this period to be
found and brought to light.
Paul E. Sturdevant
Paris Junior College-Greenville

Peace Came in the Form of a Woman: indians and Spaniards in the Texas
Borderland.\·, Juliana Barr (The University of North Carolina Press, 116
S Boundary St, Chapel Hill, NC 27514-3808) 2007. Contents. llius.
Notes. Biblio. Index. P. 397. $19.95. Paperback. $59.95. Hardcover.
Arguably, one of the most far-reaching hi~torical events of the last millennium was the centuries-long invasion of the American continents by
Europeans. The period 1680 to 1780 was the crucial time for this cultural
encounter and exchange played out in the Spanish borderlands of Texas as the
invasion swept our hemisphere. Juliana Barr, of the University of Florida.
brings us a brilliant re-analysis of the interactions of Native Americans and
Spaniards across the frontier from "the kingdom of the Tejas" in the east to
San Antonio de Bexar and San Juan Bautista in the south and San Saba to the
west in her new volume Peace Came in the Form of a Woman.
With remarkable insight and cultural perspicuity, Barr filters the early
Texas story through a new historical lens. She distinguishes the biases of traditional European male-oriented accounts from the indigenous perspective
that viewed cross-cultural interactions in light of different gender and kinship
relationships. From the book's opening Introduction, the reader is stunned
with the inversion of historical understanding. Barr asserts that the driving
foree of Eighteenth-Century interactions was one of "Indian dominance" (p.
7), that forced the Spaniards into retreat, accommodation, and resistance.
Spanish missionaries, military officers, and diplomats found themselves in a
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land where they were permitted affiliation only on the grounds of unfamiliar
poJitical rules of engagement - rules that involved gender-nuanced kinship
and group identity. For Indians, the presence of women suggested peaceful
intentions and the avenue to alliance.
Above all, Peace Came in the Form of a Woman is a first-rate historical
study with layered and detailed argumentation written by a scholar possessing
an astonishing command of the primary documents. This volume should win
a frequently used spot in the libraries of Texas historians, ethnologists. and
anthropologists. Students of East Texas history will find relevant passages in
all three major sections of the book. Of special interest is the first section that
focuses on the early Spanish and French contacts with Caddo groups of our
region, highlighting the fonner's failures and the latter's successes.
Tom Middlebrook
Texas Archeological Stewardship
Network, THe
Nacogdoches, Texas

The Secret War for Texas, Stuart Reid (Texas A&M University Press, 4354
TAMU, College Station, TX 77843-4354) 2007. Contents. lIlus.
Appendix. Maps. Note~. Biblio. Index. P. 235. $29.95. Hardcover.
Intrigue, adventure, and shadowy figures living in and exploiting a frontier region has consistently fascinated historians, and is always fodder for a
fine talc. No frontier has contained so many such elements as Mexican Texas,
particularly on the eve of and during the Texas Revolution. Texas of the early
nineteenth century was the object of filibuster, land speculation, and the often
thinly veiled American attempts to claim the Mexican province as its own just the sort of plots that attract historical inquiry. Stuart Reid's The Secret War
for Texas adds an additional chapter to the drama, a treatment of Dr. James
Grant and his role in the Texas Revolution and the abortive invasion of
Matamoros in ] 836.
Grant and his role as the leader of the proposed Matamoros expedition
previously received little examination. The scholarship that does exist generally characterizes Grant as an opportunist who used the chaos of the Texas
Revolution to cast his personal escapade in land speculation as a patriotic and
essential element in the Texian revolt. Reid makes a provocative counter to
such an argument. He argues that Grant was not simply another filibuster who
used revolt as an excuse to profit, but instead was part of a larger British plot
to use Texas as a "buffer" to American expansion and dull the ardor of the
growing concept of Manifest Destiny within the United States. Mexican inde-
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pendence had created anxiety for the British foreign office. While Spain was
no British ally, its possession of Mexico had served to check American expansion. But the near anarchy in Mexico after 1821 had emholdened American
efforts to expand to the Pacific. and Mexican failure to secure its northern
frontier not only made such efforts possible, but likely. Already embroiled
with the U.S. over Oregon, British diplomats detennined that the only avenue
that would prevent American seizure of Mexico's northern territories was to
separate that region from Mexico and form a new British client state in the
middle of the continent. The key to such a scenario - Texas.
Great Britain could hardly send "official" agents to accomplish their goal,
so the Colonial Offlce used unofficial agents, ostensibly private profiteers to
conduct "secret" operations to accomplish British aims. James Grant, along
with other men such as Arthur Wavell and John Hunter took advantage of the
chaos in northern Mexico (including Texas) to foster rebellion. The narrative
of British involvement in Texas in the 1820s is one of Reid's most valuable
contributions. He has uncovered seeming British involvement in the
Fredonian Rebellion in Nacogdoches, actions that after retlection answers a
number of questions concerning why the Edwards brothers reacted as they did.
After Fredonia, British agents, including James Grant. by necessity moved
their operations to the northern Mexican states of Tamaulipas and Coahuila
and began to exploit the simmering Federalist-Centralist dispute within the
Mexican government.
Grant was not a resident of Texas; he owned and lived on a hacienda in
Coahuila. He was also one of leading Federalists in the state and served in the
Coahuila legislature. When Santa Anna declared for the Centralists and dissolved Mexican federalism. Grant lost much of his holdings and became a part
of Federalist plots to overthrow the Centralists in Coahuila. However, Grant's
ambitions were larger: he envisioned an independent federalist republic consisting of "Greater Texas" - the entire northern Mexican region. For Grant. the
Texas Revolution was simply a small part of a larger rebellion, the first step in
creating the vast federalist outpost that would be independent of Mexico and
also serve the British aim of hindering American expansion. The Matamoros
invasion, to him, was not a Texian action in the Revolution but part of a
grander scheme.
Reid's narrative i~ intriguing and well researched, but in the end somewhat unconvincing. Could the uprisings and discontent in Texas been part of
a larger British plot? Was Dr. James Grant actually an unofficial British intelligence agent attempting to create a British dominated nation in North
America? The possibilities certainly exist, but Reid is forced to make large
leaps in logic to convince his reader. Just as much probability exists that Grant
joined the Texas Revolution simply to recover his lost property. The men of
his "army" were certainly motivated more by plunder than revolutionary zeal,
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which Reid readily admits. Also, in defending and resurrecting Grant, Reid
falls into the often convenient trap of becoming anti-Sam Houston. Grant
needed a foil and Houston was the most logical candidate. Houston exemplified the entire American plan of exploitation, greed, and Manifest Destiny in
Texas and Grant had to stand alone to thwart such naked aggression. Such a
view paints with a much too broad brush.
The Secret War for Texas, despite its shortcomings, is a valuable work.
Reid has raised challenging questions that deserve fuller answers. Scholars
and students of Texas history should add Reid's monograph to their bookshelves as it adds to the texture of the Texas Revolution and provides an
appealing alternative to traditional scholarship on the subject.
Scott Sosebee
Stephen F, Austin State University

Stonn Over Texas: The Annexation Controversy and the Road to Civil War,
Joel H. Silbey (Oxford University Press, 198 Madison Ave. New York,
NY 10016-4314) 2005. Contents. Tllus. Notes. Biblio. Index. P. 230.
$15.95. Paperback.
Joel Silbey's Storm Over Texas examines the Texas annexation crisis from
a national perspective and contends that the political controversies surrounding the admission of Texas into the Union fractured America's political parties
into northern and southern factions. According to the author, the central issue
involved in the debates over annexation was slavery. Unlike previous crises
involving the South's peculiar institution where cross-sectional partisanship
had prevented seCtlonal factions from overriding party unity, the debates over
the admission of Texas in the 1840s divided the Whig and Democratic parties
along sectional hnes and created a dominant political issue which ultimately
led the country down the path to civil war. To reinforce this point, the author
reveals how the annexation issue influenced David Wilmot to propose his
famous proviso during the war with Mexico. transfonned slavery into the
dominant political issue during the 1850s, and established the tone of the
debates over major pohtical controversies such as the Compromise of 1850
and the Kansas-Nebraska Act.
Though Sibley has produced one of the best single volume studies of
Texas annexation, scholars will likely find Storm Over Texas problematic.
Students of Texas history will be disappointed to learn that Sibley has devoted little space to Texas political leaders. For example, Sam Houston, who
played a prominent role in securing annexation, is only mentioned on two
pages. Additionally, the book devotes more attention to how the annexation
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issue transformed the Democratic Party, especially northern Democrats
(Barnburners), and provides fewer details on how the crisis impacted Whigs
and later Republicans. Finally, the author overemphasizes the role that annexation of Texas played in transfonning the nation's political parties and in leading the country to civil war. While the annexation crisis was certainly intertwined with the debates over slavery, it seems a stretch to say that it was the
pivotal issue which destroyed the Jacksonian party system and was the first
step on the path to the Civil War. Similar to the crisis involving the admission
of Missouri in ] 819, and the Missouri Compromise of 1820 which followed.
many of the lingering concerns over Texas were solved with the Compromise
of 1850. Perhaps the true pivotal moment was the passage of the KansasNebraska bill in 1854. Despite these criticisms, Sibley's Storm Over Texas is
a thought-provoking study which wll1 be of intcrest to scholars and students
who want to know more about the pol1ties of Texas annexation.
Kenneth W. Howell
Prairie View A&M University

War Crimes Against Southern Civilians, Walter Brian Cisco (Pelican
Publishing Company, 1000 Burmaster St, Gretna, LA 70053-2246} 2007.
Contents. lllus. Notes. Index. P. 220. $24.95. Hardcover.
Historians of the American Civil War have spent a century and a half analyzing battles and leaders. Only in recent years has the nature of the war
become a popular topic of study_ Walter Brian Cisco has joined those authors
who focus on the darker side of the conflict. War Crime5 Against Southem
Ci,,'ilians is a compilation of official reports, letters, diaries, stories, and anecdotes rCl:ounting wartime atrocities. While the title of the hook obviously
states the author's thesis, it does not go far enough. The title shOllId have been
War Crimes Against Southern Civilians by Union Soldiers.
The author does not shy away from making it clear that this book is written from the Southern point of view. War crimes against Northern civilians

were, by the very geography of the fighting, limited. But modern scholars have
not failed to point out that Robert E. Lee's two invasions of the North were not
with damage to farms and towns in the army's path. Moreover, Confederate
cavalry often pillaged Southern farms as much as their Northern counterpart.
Cisco covers all of the expected topics, including the guerrilla war in
Missouri, Ben Butler in New Orleans, William T. Sherman in Georgia and
South Carolina (but not Sherman's devastating Meridian. Mississippi, campaign), the destruction of the Shenandoah Valley, ending with the abuse of
African Americans by Northern soldiers. No competent historian would deny
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that African American civilians were mistreated, but to be fair it should be
noted that while the North freed the slaves, Confederates returned captured
runaways to bondage.
Cisco does not cover new ground, he simply brings together accounts that
are well-documented. Without a doubt war crimes occurred in the South and
without a doubt Southerners suffered greatly. Still, not all readers will agree
with the author's decision to omit the other sidc of the story.
Anne J. Bailey
Georgia College & State University

The Cherokee Nation in the Civil War, Clarissa W. Confcr (University of
Oklahoma Press, 2800 Venture Dr, Norman, OK 730(9) 2007. Contents.
Illus. Maps. Epilogue. Notes. Biblio. Index. P. 199. $24.95. Hardcover.
The Cherokee Nation in the Civil War is a welcomed addition to the growing body of Civil War scholarship that focuses on events in the Trans-Mississippi
West. Clarissa Confer provides her readers with a broad overview of the war
from the perspective of the Cherokee people. Focusing primarily on social and
political issues, thc author details how the war devastated the Cherokee Nation
by dividing its people into pro-Union and pro-Confederate contingents, by
destroying tribal land and property, and by eroding Cherokee sovereignty.
One of the more important aspects of this study is Confer's explanation of
why the Cherokee people divided into Union and Confederate factions. The
author explains that centuries-old culture infonned the Cherokee's decisions,
with influences as varied as matrilineal descent, clan association, and economic status combining to characterize the Cherokees reaction to the war.
Furthermore, Confer reveals that elite Cherokee leaders, such as John Ross
and Stand Waite, were inllucntial in shaping the political decisions of individual tribes within the Cherokee Nation. These men were torn betwecn the
preservation of their own economic wellbeing and the protection of Cherokee
sovereignty. In the end, Cherokee leaders officially signed treaties of alliance
with the Confederacy, believing that their Southern neighbors were better situated to aid in the protection their private property and were more willing to
tolerate Cherokee political autonomy.
Confer suggest that the Cherokee people's wartime experience was similar to that of white Southerners in the Trans-Mississippi West. The Cherokees
experienced suffering, shortages, enemy occupation, guerilla raids, and forccd
relocation. The author also reminds her readers that the Cherokee experience
was unique in many ways, especially considering that the Cherokees were a
sovereign nation prior to their entry into the war. Additionally, the cost of
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defeat weighed heavier on the Cherokee people than it did on their white
Southern allies. After the war, the Cherokee Nation laid in ruin. In the wake of
their defeat, the Cherokees lost their sovereignty and their tribal lands.
Clarissa Confer's The Cherokee Nation in the Civil War is an excellent
study of how one minority group in the Tran~-Mississippi West experienced
the Civil War. Both scholars and laypeoplc will find this book accessible as
well as informative.
Kenneth W. Howell
Prairie Vicw A&M University

Beyond Redemption: Texas Democrats After Reconstruction. Patrick G. Williams
(Texas A&M University Press, 4354 TAMU. College Station, TX 778434354) 2007. Contents. Notes. Biblio. Index. P. 234. $29.95. Hardcover.
The political hi~tory of Texas from the end of Reconstruction to the beginnings of Progressivc rdoml has been one of the most neglected topics of
scholarly research among historians interested in the states past. Scholars have
shown some interest in the political protest movements of the period. but other
than Alwyn Barr's Reconstruction tn Reform: Texas Politics. 1876-1lj06
(1971), Walter Buenger's The Path to a Modem Smith (2001), and a few biographies of key actors, scholars have paid little attent.ion to the central story of
the era, that of the dominant Democratic Party. Patrick Williams' Beyond
Redemption offers a welcome insight into this institution and the role that it
played in directing the state's destiny, focusing on the Redeemer Democrats
from their regaining control of the state legislature in 1872 through the end of
the first term of Governor John Ireland in 1884.
Williams' study is divided into two parts. The first examines how
Redeemers consolidated their hold over state and local government between
1872 and 1876. The second explores the characteristics of Redeemer policies,
especially their system of taxation, effort5. at promoting economic growth, and
programs for advancing social well being. Williams sees the Texas experience
in each area as different from that of other former Confederate states and
attribute~ the difference to the influence of unique conditions that prevailed in
Texas. He sees the influx of white immigrants from other Southern states, the
rapid development of new white-dominated communities on the frontier. the
ethnic complexity of the population resulting from the state's location along
the Mexican border, and Texa~' vast public domain as determinative factors.
These realities produced a Democratic Party factionally more complex and
consequently less coherent than that found elsewhere in the South. more
activist because of its ability to use public lands to support government pro-
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grams, yet ideologically dependent on a Southern identity to weld together the
disparate interests it contained.
Be)'ond Redemption is an important book. offering a significant new interpretation of post-Reconstruction state politics. It should be of interest to any
serious student of Texas history.

Carl H, Moneyhon
University of Arkansas at Little Rock

Lone Star Rising: The Texas Rangers Trilo~y, Elmer Kelton (Forge Books,
175 Fifth Ave, New York, NY 10010) 2003. Contents. Fiction. P. 704.
$17.95. Paperback.
Those who are familiar with Elmer Kelton's work will not question why
a fiction book, really three fiction books combined in a single volume, is
reviewed in an historical journal. Kelton researches and knows the historical
background for all of his books. The Mory may be fictional but the historical
background is factual. Many historical accounts passed off as factual would be
more accurate if their authors had been as diligent in their research as Kelton
is in his, In reading The Buckskin Line, Badger Bo)', and The Way of the
Coyote. the three books contained in this trilogy, it is evident that Kelton has
done his historical research.
The book relates how Rusty Shannon, the principle character in all three
books, and a young boy captured by the Indians when his parents were killed
in the notorious raid on Linnv1l1e and Victoria in 1840, was recaptured by
Michael Shannon and his circult-riding preacher friend Warren Webb during
the ensuing running fight at Plum Creek. Rusty joined and rode with his adopted father in various ranging companies until the outbreak of hostilities brought
about by the Texas secession debate. Mlchael Shannon's Union sympathies
got him murdered and since Shannon's wife had predeceased him, Rusty was
on his own.
The problems that Texans had to endure due to the secession movement
as well as those brought about because of the Indian problems along the frontier which were exasperated by the removal of federal troops during the Civil

War and the Reconstruction efforts after the war, are all given their duc in
Kelton's book. Until they are killed, the characters introduced in The Buckskin
Line remain the principal characters in the other two books that complete the
trilogy.
This is vintage Kelton and though it may not reach the heights attained in
The Time It Never Rained (and few books by any modern western writer evcr
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reach those heights), it is well worth reading. and considering that you get
three books for the price of one it is a bargain.
Tom Crum
Granbury, Texas

Captain lA. Brooks: Texas Ranger, Paul N. Spellman (University of North
Texas Press, P.O. Box 3 J 1336, Denton, TX 76203-1336) 2007. Contents.
lIIus. Map. Endnotes. Biblio. Index. P. 272.524.95. Hardcover.
James Abijah Brooks participated in numerous gunfights, successfully
pursued outlaws on horseback, and impressed his superiors sufficiently to rise
in the ranks from private to captain in the Frontier Battalion. Paul Spellman
chronicles this Texas Ranger's life from birth in Kentucky in 1855 throughout
his adventurous career. Brooks became a Texas Ranger at the age of twentyone and he remained a Texan until his death in 1944.
Spellman presents Brooks' life chronologically, describing the actions
which brought his name to the attention of his superiors based on official
reports, his memoirs, and other contemporary documents. Brooks' duties
called for him to cover the entire state from La Salle County in South Texas,
to Fort Worth and EI Paso. He was seriously wounded in an East Texas gun
battle with the Conner gang. Spellman was most fortunate in locating descendants who cooperated with him in providing material on Brooks' life which
otherwise would have remained unknown. The numerous photographs made
available by the family greatly enhance the book.
Although Brooks is considered one of the fOUf great Ranger captains, his
personal life revealed many weaknesses. He struggled with alcohol and neglected his family to the point of estrangement. These are character traits which
another historian might have ignored in favor of praising his subject.
Spellman's biography presents James A. Brooks with both his strengths and
frailties intact.
Chuck Parsons
Luling, Texas
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The New Frontier: A Contemporary History of Fort Worth and Tarrant
County, Ty Cashion (Historical Publishing Network, 11555 Galm Road,
San Antonio. TX 78254) 2006. Contents. B&W and Color Photos. Notes.
Index. P. 272. $49.95. Hardcover.

This is an outstanding popular history of Fort Worth and the surrounding
county. Ty Cashion's writing style is well-crafted and readable throughout, and
he is especially adept at dlstilling national trends into a few well-crafted paragraphs and then illustrating how those trends have been reflected in the local
history of the Panther City and its environs. The author has also done an ex.cepti(mal job of selecting historical photographs that capture the essence of the city
and county as they ex.isted during different eras. The net result is an attractive
and informative portrait, in words and images, of a place and its people.
Following an Introduction entitled "The Old Frontier," which traces the
story of Fort Worth from its founding as a military outpost in 1849 to the end
of the nineteenth century, the book is organized, simply but effectively, into
ten chapters, each dealing with a decade of the twentieth century (ex.cept for
chapter 10, "Cowboys and Culture:' which covers the fifteen years from 1990
to 2(05). Along the way, Cashion treats the reader to well-researched information on every major institution and event to make an impact on the area's consciousness: the creation of the Armour and Swift packing plants in the infant
Stockyards district in 1903; the arrival of Texas Christian University and
Southwestern Bapti st Theological Semi nary in 1910; the indefatigable boosterism ofAmon Carter from the 1920s to the mid-1950s; the imprint of the New
Deal on Fort Worth through such federally funded projects as Will Rogers
Memorial Center, the Botanical Gardens, and Farrington Field; the city's role
as a center of bomber production during World War II; the construction of the
Children's Museum and the current incarnation of Casa Manana Theatre in the
1950s; the opening of DFW Airport in 1974; and the revitalization of the
downtown area in the 1980s and 1990s. A recurring theme throughout the
book is the area's success at recalibrating itself economically as times and conditions have changed, from Fort Worth's heyday as "Cowtown," to its World
War II and Cold War prominence as a center of defense industries, to its current romance with the natural gas-rich Barnett Shale.
As all talented historians try to do, however, Cashion provides more in
these chapters than mere infonnation and dry demographic statistics. He successfully captures the spirit of the region he portrays, and the spirit of Fort
Worth in partlcular. Having grown up in that city in the 1960s and 1970s, I
found myself recalling long-forgotten episodes of my childhood as I read
Cashion's chaptcrs on those years: rides on the Leonard's Department Store
subway at Christmastime; elementary school field trips to Heritage Hall and
Log Cabin Village; being regaled by my older brother with talcs of "Lake
Worth Monster"' sightings in the spring of 1969; the sound of sonic booms
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from General Dynamics-built F-III fighter jets; and stolen minutes of fun
watching Icky Twerp on Channel II's Slam-bang Theatre mornings before
being force-marched to school. To Fort Worth-lovers like me, The Ne~v
Frontier is priceless. To non-Fort Worthians who would like to know more
about the city and who appreciate well-written and well-illustrated history, it
should be almost equally valuable.
Troy Davis
Stephen F. Austin State University

Road, River, and 0[' Boy Politics: A Texas County's Path from Fann to
Supersuhurh, Linda Scarbrough (Texas State Historical Association. 1
University Station D0901, The University of Texas-Austin, Austin, TX
78712) 2005. Contents. Maps.lIlus. Biblio. Index. P. 404. $39.95. Hardcover.
Williamson County is located just north of Austin. Texas, and includes the
cities of Round Rock and Georgetown, which experienced four decades of
stagnant or declining population after 1930. It was an agricultural county
dependent upon Czech fanners who suffered periodic floods of the short San
Gabriel River that flowed from the Balcones Escarpment into the Brazos
River. Beginning in the 1970s the population of the county began to double
every tcn years and reached 250,000 by the end of the century. How and why
this happened are the central questions and the answers of this hook are found
in the title, Road. River, and 01, Bo)' Politics.
It was not simply Austin's explosive growth that pushed home seekers
into Round Rock and Georgetown. Changes in Williamson County made it
possible. The U.S. Army Corps of Engineers, concerned primarily about
downstream users, fon.:cd out the Czech farmers, dammed the San Gabriel
River. and inadvertently provided water for the county's western towns. The
construction of Interstate Highway 35 made access to Austin easy. The reservoirs and Interstate, however, were not dictated from Washington. D.C. Local
businessmen and politicians participated in these structural changes that transformed the county into a suburban haven.
Scarbrough, a newspaper publisher in Georgetown with environmental
sensitivities. based the book on her doctoral dissertation directed by William
H. Goetzmann at the University of Texas at Austin. The study is well written,
well researched, and convincing. She answers the questions about the spectacular growth of Williamson County and provides a case study for other metropolitan regions.
David G. McComh
Colorado State University
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Black Gun, Silver Star: The L(fe and Legend of Frontier Marshal Bass Reeves,
Art T. Burton (The University of Nebraska Press, 1111 Lincoln Mall,
Lincoln, NE 68588-0630) 2006. Contents. Illus.Appendix. Notes. Biblio,
Index. P. 347. $24.95. Hardcover.

There have been untold numbers of stories, ladio and television shows, and
movies developed out of the factual existence of Federal Judge Issac C. Parker,
his famous courtroom at Fort Smith, Arkansas, and the men who served under
him as United States deputy marshals. Art Burton, a professor of history at
South Suburban College in South Holland, Illinois, serves up the interesting
accounts of one of the those deputy marshals in his life story of Bass Reeves.
As revealed by Burton, Bass Reeves was the real-life character that legends are made of, and his exploits were the kind of stories often deemed unbelievable, Burton does an excellent job of blending the near fable-like activities
of the western lawman with the sad truths of his trials in being an African
American in a time when many viewed his services as an affront to their existence. One will find that Bass' unique style of bringing in the bad guys often
added fuel to the fire of the racism he faced in his life.
Burton includes maps and photographs to help readers understand the
story of Bass Reeves. In places the details may get to be a little burdensome,
but tum a few pages over and get back into the action and don't give up on the
story. A second story line that threads through the book is the movement of
time that carries Bass Reeves from western frontier lawmen to serving as a city
police officer in Muskogee, Oklahoma, until 1909. Burton provides an excellent and informative reading opportunity that should prove enjoyable to anyone interested in the history of African Americans or frontier law enforcement.
George R. Franks, Jr.
Stephen F. Austin State University

The Robertsons, The Sutherlands. and the Making of Texas, Anne H.
Sutherland (Texas A&M University Press, 4354 TAMU, College Station,
TX 77843-4354) 2006. Contents. Illus. Notes. Biblio, Index. P. 222.
$29,95. Hardcover.

When Brazilians asked about her home during her first trip outside the
United States, Anne Sutherland replied that she was from Texas. She discovered that she was clear about her Texas identify and less so about her identity
as a citizen of the United States. The Robertsons, The Sutherland.'l, and the
Making of Texas is the result of her search for the origin and evolution of her
Tex.as identity, and in the process she has produced a book that is a delight to
read as well as a fount of information on two families that received land grants
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from the Mexican government and survi ved and thri ved through the turmoil of
nineteenth century Texas.
Sutherland, an Oxford University PhD in social anthropology, applies her
professional skills to the documents left by her ancestors in the Robertson and
Sutherland families to describe the emergence and evolution of their identity as
Texans. These families, in Texas before the Texas Revolution in which both participated, were involved in the Indian conflicts of early statehood, in the Civil War,
and in the Reconstruction era, about which they had strong, negative feelings.
The Robertson clan is the better known of the two, beginning with empresario Sterling Clack Robertson, who challenged Stephen F. Austin for control of
a major part of present-day central Texas north of the San Antonio-Nacogdoches
Road. Read the interesting summary of the conflict between the two empresarios
that reflects the great land grab of early Texas, as well as the history of the
Sutherlands and related families, known as the "Alabama Settlement," who
moved to Austin's original colony on the lower Brazos and Colorado rivers. Both
families were filled with enthusiastic storytellers and writers, the Robertson~
more than the Sutherlands. Anne Sutherland offers a glimpse at Texas history
through the eyes of a group of people who do not get a great deal of attention in
the general histories of the state, but who, through her efforts, add their local
myths to join the more general myths of the Texas Anglo cultural identity.
Sutherland makes it quite clear that she is not attempting a general explanation of
the Texas cultural identity, but rather of the Anglo Texan identity.
The stories about the path the Robertson Papers took to reach the Archives
of UT-Arlington and about the best known of the present-day Robertson, her
aunt, Liz Carpenter, arc entertaining reading. Treat yourself to this collection
of fascinating information drawn from the written records and oral tradition of
these multigenerational families of Texans.
Jo Ann Stiles
Lamar University

Getting Away With Murder on the Texas Frontier: Notorious Killings &
Celebrated Trials. Bill Neal (Texas Tech University Press, P.O. Box
41037, Lubbock, TX 79409-1037) 2006. Contents. Illus. Notes. Biblio.
Index. P. 308. $27.95. Hardcover.

Bill Neal, a practicing criminal lawyer from Abilene, Texas, decided to
record some of the frontier court stories he has heard about in the course of his
career. Neal focuses on the period from the 1880s through the 1920s in northwestern Texas and western Oklahoma. The book includes a series of well-writtcn stories connected by the theme that defendants who had almost certainly
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committed murder ended up going free because of the inadequacies of the
frontier justice system.
Although the work is anecdotal, Neal backs up his arguments with
impressive primary research gleaned from courthouse rccords and newspapers
throughout the region. The bulk of each chapter covers the crime, the original
trial, and any appeals. The author concludes with an "Aftennath" and a useful
"Off The Record" section which summarizes the reasons for the defense vic·
tory in layman's tenns.
Neal argues that several factors tilted the frontier justice system in favor of
accused murderers. Most importantly, the system itself barely resembled courts.
in morc settled areas of Texas. The frontier insured that many prosecutors and
judges lacked basic legal skills. Defense lawyers, including Sam Houston's
youngest son, Temple Lea Houston, often secured an acquittal for their clients
on technicalities or courtroom dramatics. Appellate judges frequently overturned convictions because of the flawed legal reasoning of frontier jUdges.
Juries also contributed to the difficulty of getting convictions. The author
argues that attitudes of frontier individualism and the Southern background of
most West Texans meant that defendants who took the law into their own
hands often got a sympathetic hearing from their peers. Juries believed that all
men had the right to kill in self-defense. over a stolen horse, a wife's lover, or
simply to maintain personal honor. In the hands of a good defense attorney,
these attitudes often resulted in an early form of "jury nullification."
Getting Away With Murder on the Texas Frontier represents a highly readable and insightful analysis of criminal justice on the Texas and Oklahoma
frontiers. Although prosecutors and judges did their best under primitive conditions, their shortcomings and prevailing social attitudes often tilted the decision in favor of the defendant.

Charles Waite
University of Texas-Pan American

Tascosa: Its Life and Gaudy Times, Frederick Nolan (Texas. Tech University
Press, P.O. Box 41037, Lubbock, TX 79409-1037) 2007. Contents. Hlus.
BibJio. Index. P. 361. $39.95. Hardcover.

Not since John L. McCarty's Maverick Town (1946) has any writer
attempted to chronicle the history of Tascosa, Texas. Nolan's work provides a
serious study of the elements which contributed to the town becoming a potential queen city of the Panhandle, as well as the factors causing it to become a
ghost. In 1939 the creation of Cal Farley's Boy's Raneh brought it back to life.
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When the buffalo were wiped out, sheep and cattle herds ftlled the space~.
Cattlemen such as George Littlefield of the LIT and David T. Beals of the LX established huge ranches. Cowlx)ys and all the various specimen of humanity contributed
to the wild region: gunmen, rustlers, fugitives, all hard men, and a few women.
Many relatively unknown men and women are fleshed out in Nolan's
work, men who had reason to be there for legjtimate purposes. Some were
killed there, adding to its gaudy and colorful reputation. Men such as
Emmanuel Dubbs. Henry Russell, James McMasters, the Amim brothers,
Cape Willingham. Tom Harris, Ellsworth Torrey were but a few. There is a
wealth of new information; no rehash of secondary sources here!
Nolan is an established authority on several aspects of southwestern history, and readers will be somewhat familiar with names and events described
here, but his intense digging into virtually every possible archive, public and
private permits him to assimilate and write a fascinating narrative. This work
will serve as the final authority if not the last word on Tascosa.
Chuck Parsons
Luling, Texas

Tio Cowboy: Juan Salinas, Rodeo Roper and Horseman, Ricardo D. Palacios
(Texas A&M University Press, 4354 TAMU. CoJlege Station, TX 77843~
4354) 2007. Contents. Map. THus. Index, P. 195. $22. Hardcover.
The author, an attorney and rancher in Encinal, Texas, has written a sensitive and delightful biography of his 1'[0 (uncle). Juan Light Salinas' father
was Mexlcan and his mother and his wife Anglos. He was a large man who
looked Anglo but spoke English with a Spanish accent. In the complex ethnic
communities of rural South Texas he was considered a "Mexican," the term
that his family and community used for those of Mexican descent.
Juan Salinas was a champion calf roper. Rodeo promoters recruited him
because a Mexican was a novelty in the rodeo at the time. Ironically, "centuries
earlier the Spaniards introduced calf roping rialas, chaparreras, e,\puelas, ranchos, and every thing cowboy, even the very word rodeo to the Americas" (p.
xv). Salinas roped in New York's Madison Square Garden Championship
Rodeo for ten years, 1936-1946, and in local rodeos until the J 960s. He worked
cattle from the age of eight until eighty-five. TIo Juan became a member of the
National Cowboy Hall of Fame in Oklahoma City in 1991. As age and loneliness descended upon him in his last five years, each evening he revealed to his
nephew oral traditions and stories about his life in rodeoing and ranching.
Setting the context for this unusual biography, the account begins with
family genealogy and a description of Webb County in Deep South Texas - the
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rainfall, flora, fauna, agriculture, cattle ranching, and early history of Laredo.
The chapter on "Life on the Rancho Las Blancas" describes changes from
Spanish haciendas to early twentieth century south Texas ranching. Topics
include culinary practices, religious celebrations, ranch fencing, snake lore, cattle drives, landmark names. Spanish language curiosities, and cowboy humor.
This volume includes more topics than those listed above. It touches upon
changes in ranching in the nineteenth and twentieth centuries, crafts, ethnic
relations, prejudice and discrimination, and family life. Over thirty photo~
graphs illustrate the text - including family portraits of ancestors, Juan Salinas
in rodeo action, Madison Square Garden rodeo group portraits, and banquet
poses with celebrities such as Roy Rogers.
This is more than a biography - it shows the contribution that genealogy,
oral traditions, and local history can reveal about the context of history. It is
the story of "the Mexican people of South Texas, of the South Texas Brush
Country, fa genIe del terrenazo (the people of the big land), as Tcjanos call
those from South Texas" (p. xv).
Leslie Gene Hunter
Texas A&M University-Kingsville

Ross Sterling, Texan: A Memoir by the Founder of Humble Oil and Refining
Company. Ross Sterling, Ed Kilman. and Don Carlton, editor (The
University of Texas Press. P.O. Box 78]9,Austill, TX 78713-78]9) 2007.
Contents. Illus. Notes. Biblio. Index. P. 270. $24.95. Hardcover.
Using an unpublished manuscript as a wellspring, Don Carlton has illuminated the character and philosophy of a largely overlooked figure of Texas
history. Carlton has added insight into the life of Ross Sterling and also to that
of other commercial and political leaders of twentieth-century Texas.
Born to a merchant family that conducted business on the shores of
Galveston Bay and the deep southeast Texas woodlands, the events of
Sterling's life are deeply woven in Texas history. After dropping out of formal
education at age thirteen Sterling pursued commercial ventures with his father
and siblings. Recognizing business potential, in 1904 Sterling built feed s.tores
to accommodate the burgeoning oil industry of southeast Texas. In 1904 the
literal driving force in the "oil patch" were horses and mules. In 1911, while
returning home to Houston by train from Humble, Sterling struck up a conversation with a friend about establishing their own oil company - thus was born
The Humble Oil & Refining Company. In 1919 Sterling obtained financing
from The Standard Oil Company of New Jersey for construction of a large
refinery at Baytown, Texas, which operates. today as ExxonMobil.
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Commercial connections led to Sterling's acquisition of a flour mil!; construction of a railroad; establishment of KPRC radio station; acquisition of The
Houston Post and The Houston Dispatch newspapers, later combined into The
Houston Post-Dispatch; and establishment of The Houston National Bank.
In the 1920s Houston experienced unprecedented growth in trade, population, and political power. As one of the city's commercial leaders, Sterling
was well known throughout the state. His work ethic, sense of equity, and
business acumen made him an attractive candidate for political recognition.
Following the scandal surrounding the Texas Highway Commission's practice
of granting no-bid contracts, which took place during the first administration
of Governor Miriam "Ma" Ferguson, Governor Dan Moody selected Ross
Sterling to head the Texas Highway Commission. Sterling brought transparency to the Commission and reformed the Commission's structure with regard to
thrift and effectiveness. As Governor Moody's second term neared its conclusion. Sterling was persuaded to run as a candidate in the Texas Democratic primary for the state's highest elected office, a successful effort that included the
defeat of Ma Ferguson. Taking office in 1931, Sterllng faced a host of problems, two of which were dealing Texas' severe financial setbacks and the collapse of oil and cotton prices. At the depth of the Great Depression, attempts hy
state regulation to gain control of commodities prices that were already subject
to pressures resulting from globalization, while not futile, proved elusive.
Considered likely to win a second term as governor in 1933, Sterling lost
the Democratic runoff race to Ma Ferguson. Despite the defeat, his political
loss may have proved Sterling's fiscal salvation. During his tenure as governor Sterling lost control of the Houston National Bank and suffered complete
financial reversals - he was virtually bankrupt. The 1930s provided Sterling
the opportunity to start a new oil company. By the time he died in March 1949,
Sterling had reestablished himself as a successful oil and gas operator.
The Ed Kilman manuscript is located in the Ross Sterling papers at the
Center for American History at the University of Texas. Kilman worked indirectly for Sterling as an editor of the Houston Pust. Carlton's not insignificant
task included revision and footnoting of the Kilman work. Carleton changed
the manuscript's voice from third to first person and placed Sterling's life and
numerous achievements - and setbacks - in historical context.
Ross Sterling's life, both personal and public, which for fifty-seven years
has "flown beneath the historical radar," has at last been revealed. mueh to the
benefit of those who read Don Carleton '5 superb book.
Page S. Foshee
Austin, Texas
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Angel in the Cockpit: A story of a Naval Aviator's experiences through three
wars spanning 3 I years in the Navy. Captain Arthur Ray Hawkins with
Louise Bancroft-Hawkins (Louise Hawkins, 28496 Perdido Pass Dr.,
Orange Beach, AL 3656l) 2006. Contents. Illus. P. 268. $17.95. Paperback.
Zavalla, Texas, native Ray Hawkins ha'\ written a sensitive, humble, and
straight forward account of an Angelina County man's journey from an
inductee into the military to avenge his brother's dcath to an administrator and
leader, or from Ensign on January 1, 1943, to commanding officer of the
Master Jet Base, Atsugi, Japan, when he retired in 1973.
Written in a simple, readable style, without self-glorification, it is not so military-minded in its approach that the general reader would not enjoy reading it; to
hclp those less militarily inclined, the book includes insets providing infonnation
about the various airplanes he flew and carriers on which he served. Preserving a
balanced, brief treatment of his life, he gets the reader to his World War II partie·
ipation by page thirty-three and concludes it by page 107. With the exception of
some comments about President Harry S Truman's handling of the Korean War
(p. 169), protests of the war in Viet Nam, the commander-in-chief, the progress
of the war there (all on pp. 249-250), working with McNamara's "Whiz Kids"
twice (pp. 228-229 and pp. 244-245), and the secretary's micromanagement (p.
229), Hawkins avoids political comments. Registering his individual responses as
an exemplar of these three wars, he includes his own reaction to his brother Guy's
death, his comments about the deaths of his comrades, and hands-on particulars
ahout missions and flying specific airplanes, from training in an F2A Brewster
Buffalo to test piloting the Lockheed Sea'\tar (TV-2).
Ray Hawkins' work has done the public a service by chronicling his experiences of thirty-one years in the military, demonstrating sensitivity to the ones
with whom he worked and finesse in the manner he described what it was like
to serve day in and day out for his country.
Hershel Dixon
Lufkin, Texas

Wnrld War 11: Day by Day, Anthony Shaw (MRI Publishing, 729 Prospect Ave
- P.O. Box 1, Osceola, WI 54020-0001) 1999. 2004, Reprint. Contents.
B&W Photos. Acknowledgements. Index. P. 192. $9.95. Paperback.

Anthony Shaw's Wnrld War II: Day by Day is a valuable reference tool.
The book can be read straight through but it serves better as a chronological
source of lnfonnation. There is a brief, four-page introduction outlining the
origins of World War II. After the introduction, seven chapters cover one of the
years from 1939-1945. Each chapter covers the year's events day-by-day with
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a paragraph commenting on the day's significant event. The chapters contain
subsections titled "Key Moments, Key Personalities, Decisive \Veapons, and
Strategies & Tactics," These subsections contain more in-depth write-ups on
national and military leaders. battles, weapons. terminology, and strategies.

The best features of the hook are the illustrations and presentation. The
<.:ol1cction of photographs that cover the pages is outstanding. They bring to
life the people, places, and things of World War II. The presentation of the
book makes it quite attractive. Each chapter and day are distinguishable with
a clear heading introducing the new year or day's event.
The book provides a valuable resource for a historian, lay reader, and educators. It could be used as a quick overview for someone teaching on World
War 11. While the study of history is not just a bunch of dates, December 7,
1941, and June 6,1944, arc important dates that our children need to know and
respect. Hopefully this book can emphasize that part of learning history and of
our own history. The book also serves as a good this-day-in-history source for
those like myself who are interested in things like that.
John W. Garbutt
Nacogdoches, Texas

Comhat Loaded: Across the Pacific on the USS Tate, Thomas E. Crew (Texas
A&M University Press, 4354 TAMU, College Station, TX 77843~4354)
2007. Contents. Maps. llius. Appendices. Notes. Biblio. Index. P. 232.
$29.95. Hardcover.
In times of war it is common for nations to look to the past for inspiration.
understanding, and relevance. In the United States, that collective reflection,
coupled with a realization the human resources of World War II are rapidly
diminishing, has led to a number of focused hi~torical explorations, from
memoirs and oral hi~tories to unit and community studies, that seek to present
and preserve the human side of the global conflict. The results too often are
limited, in part hecause tightly focused studies can be pedantic and lack the
contextual backdrop necessary for historical relevance.
Such is not the case with Combat Loaded. which, at first glance, is more
focused than others. Central to the story is the USS Tate, one of only a few
hundred attack transport ships constructed late in the war to support and sup~
ply amphibious assaults in the Pacific Theatre. The crew of the Tate saw
wartime action at Kerama Retto, Okinawa, and Ie Shima. where war correspondent Ernie Pyle visited onboard shortly before his death. Vital to postwar
efforts in the Pacific. the ship nevertheless faced decommissioning in 1946,
less than two years after its launching.
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What makes Combat Loaded successful is emphasis on context and the
personal side of war, including reflections of the author's father, who served
on the Tate. It contains ample detail for students of military history but tempers the technical with the range of human emotions, from tragedy and depression to humor and pride. And throughout, the narrative flows effectively and
dramatically. The book is the first for Thomas E. Crew, longtime stafr member of the National Oceanographic Office, but given his talent for weaving
details of history with complexities of humanity, it should not be his last.

Dan K, Utley
Texas Historical Commission

LBJ:,' American Promise: The 1965 Voting Rights Address, Garth E, Pauley
(Texas A&M University Press, 4354 TAMU, College Station, TX 778434354) 2007. Contents. Notes. Biblio. Index. P. 180. $16.95. Paperback.
$29.95 Hardcover.
Changing minds is a difficult task - especially for politician~ seeking to
t:hange the collective mind of society. On March 15, 1965, President Lyndon B.
Johnson sought to do just that with a televised speet:h, delivered hcfore a joint
session of Congress. His speech, entltled "The American Promise." proposed
what became the Voting Rights Act of 1965. In Garth E. Pauley's LBJ's
Americun Promise: The 1965 Voting Rights Address. the author seeks to put the
speech within the contexts of both history and rhetoric, Pauley investigates "the
way Johnson made the principle of equal voting rights meaningful and compelling through a public vocabulary of shared interests, motives, and aspirations
in order to secure passage of the U.S.' s most important civii rights laws" (p. 18).
The author beglns with the complete text of Johnson's speech, immediately exposing readers to its rhetoric. Scholars regard Johnson's decision to speak
the result of demonstrations in Selma, Alabama, and "Bloody Sunday." Pauley
opposes this viewpoint, noting that Johnson had made voting rights legislation
a priority as early as December 1963. According to Pauley, the demonstrations
were the "critical element" that provided a "window of opportunity" for the
enactment of a new voting rights statute (pp, 19,99). Their violence greatly
contributed to the readiness of Americans to hear Johnson's message. The
president and his speechwritcrs carefully crafted the address' rhetoric, appealing to American ideals of fairness and patriotism, Johnson transcended his
own limitations as an orator while using all of his political power and talent to
widen the franchise.
Tn LBJ:f) American Promise Pauley has shown how rhetoric can have a
major impact upon society and history. The author uses established historiog-
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raphy, government reports, and archival resources including the Johnson.
Kennedy, and Eisenhower presidential libraries to make this important contribution to Civil Rights history.
Mark Stanley
Denton, Texas

Shadm1.-' & Stinger: Developing the AC-119GIK Gunships in the Vietnam War,
William P. Head, (Texas A&M University Press, 4354 TAMU, College
Station. TX 77843-4354) 2007. Contents. llius. Glossary. Notes. Biblio.
Index. P. 340. $29.95. Hardcover.
Wilham P. Head delves into the world of fixed-\ving gun platforms. Since
the end of the first "helicopter war," much attention is paid to the development
of helicopter gunships, first successfully attempted by the French in the early
1950s. Mounting machine guns and rockets on rotor-wing aircraft resulted in
the American UH-l "Huey," and development of a dedicated gunship. AH-I
"Cobra;" both were off-spring of that war.
A lesser-known gun platform that also appeared during the period was the
side-firing, fixed~wing gunship, which carried advanced avionics, illumination
systems, and some combination of 7.62mm mini guns, 20-.30-, 40mm cannons, and to5mm recoilless ritles. Most troops who served in Vietnam are
familiar with the AC-47 Spooky and Puff variants, and the more deadly AC130 Spectre and Spooky.
Success of the AC-47 was tempered by its limited range and firepower,
but development of the more sophisticated and powerful AC-130 was delayed
because of the shortage of those airframes available for conversion. The quickfix was conversion of the Korean War-era C-119 Boxcar.
First flown in 1947, 1100 C-119 cargo aircraft were designed and huilt by
Fairchild-Hiller, before production ceased in 1955. It performed well in Korea
and. after, around the world. For use in Vietnam, fifty-two aircraft were converted to gunships, beginning in 1967. The project, known as "Combat
Hornet," ultimately co~t $140 million. but the resulting aircraft performed
admirably.
Head masterfully traces the development and history of the AC-119G
Shadow, and -K Stinger gunship variants. His effort is well researched and
meticulously documented. He relies on extensive project notes, insider
memos, and correspondence, as well as technical publications. various military and background reports, secretary-level briefings, various governmental
agency testimony, speeche5>, press releases, and transcripts.
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A lack of scholarly publications on the C-119 cnsures that Shadow &
Stinger is an important addition to the historiography of aviation and the
Vietnam War.
Dennis Bradford
Nacogdoches,Texas

Literary Austin, Don Graham, editor (TCD Office of Communications, TCU Box
297050, Fort Worth, TX 76129-7050) 2007. Contents. Acknowledgements.
Biblio. Index. P. 461. $29.50. Hardcover. $17.95. Paperback.
This collection of essays, excerpts, and poems is quite a refreshing look
at our state's capital. Literary Austin provides an historical overview of the
city's development through the words of dozens of intlucntial authors, educators. journalists, and politicians from the last century. The book is arranged
chronologically, roughly in decades, beginning with O. Henry's humorous
account of how Stephen F. Austin, Daniel Boone, Davy Crockett, and others
decided to create what o. Henry came to call the "City of the Violet Crown."
Brief, interesting author bios accompany each selection, which are takcn from
several dozen well-known works, as well as some that are rather obscure. A
bibliography of additional Austin novels is included for further reading.
Graham notes in his Introduction that although statues of notable Austin
figures are abundant throughout the city, there is not onc of Mirabeau
Buonaparte Lamar, the city's founder. Lamar valued education, and many of
the selections relate to onc of the city's most prominent institutions - The
University of Texas. Graham states, "Government, education, and natural
beauty remained the three dominant features of Austin far into the new century" (p. xiii). Politics and the landscape are certainly examined, but the topic of
education seems most prominent. Recollections of harsh but valued teachers
such as Dr. Hanson Tufts Parlin and J. Frank Dobie, Harry Ransom'5 poetic
musings about historical preservation, and even detailed accounts of the
tragedy in the Tower all focus on UT and its impact on Austin and the Texas
literary scene.
What makes this book different from othcr anthologies of Texas authors
and works, including Graham's Lone Star Literature (2003). is that these
memories, observations, and testaments offer extremely diverse perspectives-political, philosophical, and philological-all of which arc very personal. The selections reveal a loving, intimate relationship with Austin that is
unique for every writer.
Kenneth L. Untiedt
Texas Folklore Society
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Folklore: In All afUs, In All We Do, Kenneth L. Untiedt, editor (University of
North Texas Press, P.O. Box 311336, Denton, TX 76203-1336) 2006.
Contents. Contributors. Illus. Index. P. 298. $34.95. Hardcover
This, the sixty-third publication from the Texas Folklore Society and the
second under the editorship or Kenneth Untiedt, is fine fare, Untiedt's opening essay takes on the old topic, what is folklore? Oddly enough, it's a topic
that just keeps coming up. The reason, most will tell you, is be<.:ause those outside the society don't 4uite understand it and those on the inside keep adding
to the definition - like trying to herd cats. This volume may he totted around
as the folklore Bible. Untiedt says it best in his editor's page - "History and
folklore go hand in hand." Tom Crum, speaks to "First Cousins: Folklore and
History" when he remarks, "There is a great deal of history in folklore, and
that's good. There also is a great deal of folklore in history, and that's not good.
I suspect that many of you are either historians or folklorists [and J you wil1 be
able to tell which people [are which]. The folklorists are the ones who look
smug and content. That is hecause they know that unless they are t()oli~h
enough to write about the history of folklore it's impossible for them to make
a mistake. They know that no one will ever accuse them of getting their facts
wrong or of writing politically correct folklore." If accused. the folklorist says,
"That's the way I heard it."
Things just get better from there - essays on the roadrunner, totem of TFS,
cavalry traditions. women's "bidness" such as beauty pageants, cooking, and
seers. Occupational lore addresses the rural maE carrier, electronics, country
doctors, nurserymen. engineers, cops; even politicians, shady characters, and
the lore of extended care facilities - old folks homes, There are thoughts on the
Bible and the folklore found therein. and finally Meredith Abarca's moving
essay about using the family stories in a university folklore class that opens up
students to their own worth and how the kitchen - the hearth - continues to be
the most valuahle room in any house in any culture. It's the traditional miscellany marching like the Energizer Bunny into the future. If there is onc criticism
it is that Untiedt needs to work on book titles - dare I suggest. more folksy?
Joyce Roach
Keller, Texas

Texas Zydeco, Roger Wood, Photography James Fraher (University of Texas
Press, P.O. Box 7819, Austin, TX 78713-7819) 2006, Contents. B&W
Photos. Appendix. Biblio. Index. P. 323. $34.95. Hardcover.
Several years ago Roger Wood teamed with photographer James Fraher to
produce Down in Houston, a beautifully illustrated and insightful history of
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the Blues music culture in Houston's African American wards. Wood and
Fraher have teamed up again to explore African American music and culture
in southeast Texas. Texas Zydeco is a more impressive book than their first
effort. It explores the origins and evolution of this illusive musical fonn from
its roots in Louisiana black Creole culture to its maturity in the zydeco clubs
in Houston, as well as zydeco joints and gathering places scattered along the
1- (0 corridor to the Sabine River. Wood argues convincingly that zydeco is a
uniquely southeastern Texas musical form that evolved out of the musical traditions of French-speaking, black Creoles who migrated from rural Louisiana
to Houston's Frenchtown, Port Authur, and the Golden Triangle, as well as
Barrett's Landing and other small communities in between.
The center of this migration as well as the breeding ground for zydeco
was Houston. where Creole traditions and instruments blended with the Texas
blues and rhythm and blues, with touches of gospel and even rap and hip hop,
to give us modern zydeco. This is a recent phenomenon. The migrations began
in the mid 1920s, zydeco began to emerge as a distinctive musical tnidition in
the 1950s and I 960s, and was well-defined by the 19ROs and mushrooming in
popularity in the 1990s. Wood's systematic description of the origins and
development of zydeco emphasizes Houston's role in this process- 1940s
recording sessions in the Bayou City were the first to incorporate the tenn
"zydeco" in song lyrics. the word "zydeeo" and its current spelling appeared
first 1n the city. and Clifton Chenier, the premier zydeco artist, was based in
Houston for much of his career, Houston, Wood argues, "served as the primary
incubator in which black Creole acoustic music known as la-la would assimilate new musical possibilities and evolve into zydeco" (p. 65). Its role in zydeco was analogous to Chicago's role in the emergence of the Blues.
Beautifully illustrated with James Fraher's photographs and rich with
Wood's well-researched vignettes of musicians, their families, the clubs they
inhabit, and festivals where they gather with their thousands of fans, Texas
Zydeco will appeal to a wide audience ranging from social and cultural historians, musicologists, folklorists, and those simply looking [or a good read
about a music they love.
Cary D. Wintz
Texas Southern University

Western Movie Wit & Wisdom, Jim Kane (Bright Sky Press. P.O, Box 416,
Albany, TX 76430-0416) 2007. Contents. Illus. Acknowledgments.
Index. P. 272. $J9.95. Hardcover.
"After all a man says, it's what he does that counts," intoned one of the
greatest of all Western film stars. Gary Cooper, in Garden of Evil, 1954.
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"It's not very good manners tclling a lady she smells," drawled another
great Western actor. James Stewart, in Firecreek, 1968.
"It's hard to sing and be mean at the same time." observed the first great
singing cowboy, Gene Autry, in Spring Time in the Rockies, 1937.
These and more than 2,000 other dialogue quotations are presented in
Western Movie Wit & Wisdom. Jim Kane, who has spent his career in law
enforcement, is a lifelong fan of Western films. In compiling this book, he
selected dialogue from the] ,700 films in his personal collection. Kane presents these quotations without interpretation or comment, although his seleclions are categorized undcr topic headings from "ABILITY" to "ZORRO,"
and are cross-referenced in a topic index and a list of movie titles.
A large number of quotations are about "WOMEN" or "MARRIAGE:" A
puzzled John Wayne asks, in Rooster COf::burn, 1975, "Why do women always
want to change a man'?"
"Rifles and women don't mix," pointed out Chill Wills, in Kentucky Rifle,
1956.
"Cowboys don't get married unless they stop being cowboys," mournfully explained Tom Selleck in Monte Walsh, 2003,

"1 believe that a man is fire and a woman fue]," mumbled Marlon Brando
in \It"va Zapata.', 1952"

A pragmatic Rod Cameron advised, in Santa Fe Passage, 1955, "There's
nothing like whiskey for a broken heart,"
On the subject of "BULLETS:' Robert Mitchum, in Balldido, 1956.
remarked that, "There's no love in a bullet." A worried Bob Hope, in Alias
Jesse James, ]959, blurted out that, "A guy can get blood poisoning from getting killed with a dirty bullet."
Cliches arc abundant throughout the various categories. "Two's company
and three's a crowd," according to Buck Jones in The Stranger from Arizona,
1938. "A fool and his money are soon parted." said Tim Holt in Desert
PassaRe, in 1952. "Things are not always what they seem," warns Roy Rogers
in r.yes of Texas, 1948. "Still waters run deep." philosophized sidekick Pat
Buttram in Hills of Utah, 1948.
With room for such banalities, it seems curious that the most famous line
in Western fiction. "When you call me that, smile," is not included from one
of the several film versions of The Virginian. Since there is no analysis or context, this eclectic collection of Western quotations provides the reader with
only mild amusement and meager enlightenment.
Bill O'Neal
Carthage, Texas
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Texas Vistas, Third Edition, Selections from the Southwestern Historical
Quarterly, Ralph A. Wooster, Robert A. Calvert, and Adrian Anderson,
editors (Texas State Historical Association, 1 University Station D090I,
The University of Texas at Austin, Austin, TX 78712) 2006. Contents.
Maps. Tllus. Index. P. 410. $22.95. Paperback.

The editors of Texas Vistas: Selections from the Southwestern Historical
Quarterly designed it as a supplement for Texas History courses. It would be an
outstanding discussion text for graduate students at the master's level. From these
selections they could learn how to document sources and provide historiographic context, how to infer an author's bias, and how to impart significance to seemingly narrow topics. The first edition (1980) drew on a backlog of articles published in the Southwestern Historical Quarterly since the journals' beginning. A
second edition in 1987 incorporated minor changes, but the third edition is a full
revision. Only three of the eighteen articles date from the first edition. The overall goal of the new edition is ethnicity, gender, and topical diversity.
The Colonial section covers Spanish and Mexican Texas. Chipman's article on Cabcza de Vaca's route (1987), is learned and complex. Lcmec's discussion of Natchitoches (1998), centers on Louis Juchereau de St. Denis and
the connections forged as a mediator between French and Spanish empires and
indigenous peoples. Students may find this interesting, but they won't have a
clue about what they ~hould know from it for a test. Cantrell's (1995), article
on the partnership between Stephen F. Austin and Joseph H. Hawkins
describes Austin's warm friendship with an ill-fated benefactor. Cantrell
shows how empressarios depended on people with dreams and capital (or at
least a reckless willingness to incur debt), to underwrite the development of
colonies. Henson's essay on what she calls Tory sentiment in Anglo-Texas
(1986), seeks to explain why some white settlers opposed the Texas
Revolution. For students who think everyone in Texas thought alike, the article brings a sense of reality; but whether they wanted independence or not, it
still came, so the issue is ultimately a moot point.
The second part of Texas Vistas deals with the Republic through the Civil
War. Downs' article on women (1986), will be a favorite with readers, since it
shows in human terms how costly it was to move to Texas. The separation from
one's previous associates, the stress of domesticating the frontier, the fear of
attacks by Native Americans, and chaotic misadventures such as the Runaway
Scrape-these are told in the words of actual settlers woven into her prose.
Students are always curious about slavery. Campbell's article on slaves in
Harrison County in the 1850s (1973), is an excellent introduction to the subject.
Without moralizing, Campbell shows what dilemma slavery posed to owners
and other free people in antebellum society. Snider's discussion of Sarah
Devereaux (1994), portrays the down side of being a Southern belle, and Barr's
article on Civil War coastal defenses (1961), is a straightforward military his-
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tory that reminds us of how vulnerable our coastline might be in time of war.
Articles in the third section describe Texas from the end of the Civil War
until the 1920s. Moneyhon's article on the Coke-Davis governor's race of 1874
(1996), reevaluates Governor E. J. Davis by showing how Redeemer Democrats
demonized him for their own purposes after Reconstruction. Ivy's account of
Frances Willard's Texas temperance tour in 1882 (1998). shows how territorial
reformers can be, and how seldom local elites want to be upstaged. Beneath a
pose of hospitality, Texas prohibitionists made sure the trip was a non-event.
Wheeler's article on the Blizzard of] 886 (1991), shows how a cold snap popped
the bubble of "irrational exuberance" in the range cattle industry. Calvert's article
on cotton farming (1970). explains why it was such an unsatisfactory way to
make a living. and Osborn's "Curtains for Jim Crow" (2002). humorously exposes how reluctantly the transportation industry cooperated with segregation laws.
The book's final section begins with Sallee '$ account of Ma Ferguson's
governor's race in 1924 (1996). The author reveals that our first woman governor opposed woman suffrage and partly won by portraying herself as an anti5uffragette. Biles' article on the New Deal in Dallas (1 <}(1), re-emphasizes the
fact that local elites do not want outside influence to dilute their own, particularly when it threatens to blur racial lines. Zamora'5 discussion of Mexicans
working at Texas oil refineries in World War IT (1992), focuses on the "prejudice" shown towards Mexicans and the government's willingnc!o>s to cater to
corporate interests, but he presumes and takes for granted that foreigners are
entitled to American jobs. Kuhlman's article on desegregation at the
University of Texas (1995), says that student activism hastened it. Finally,
Jordan's analysis of demographics quantifies the ethnic changes that have
taken place in the years since Texas' Declaration of Independence.
The scholarship in the articles is of high quality and the editors have chosen a broad range of timely topics. Texas 'vistas is a good read, whether you
are a graduate student or not.
Jeffrey Owens
Tyler Junior College

The Courthouses Qf Texas. Mavis P. Kelsey, Sf. and Donald H. Dyal (Texas
A&M University of Press, 4354 TAMU, College Station, TX 778434354) 2007. Second Edition. Contents. Color photos. Appendices.
Bibliographic Essay. Index. P. 334. $22.95. Flexbound.
Much has been written about the county courthouses of Texas., especially
since the Texas Historical Commission launched its acclaimed effort to restore
many of the state's historic but deteriorating courthouses.
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Many of the books written and produced have been coffee-table productions with beautiful photographs but are difficult to pack around in the family
automobile while traveling across Texas.
This book is different, and handier.
With its smaller format (roughly 6x9 inches) and flexible, laminated
cover, it is a book everyone should keep in the family automobile for handy
reference,
This is actually the second edition of a book published in 1993, but it has
been greatly improved from the earlier version.
In addition to photographs and short histories of each of Texas' 254 courthouses. the Kelsey-Dyal book offers a thirty-page history of the evolution of
county government in Texas, beginning with the old municipal districts of the
Republic of Texas.
Many of the Texas courthouses are some of the most architecturally interesting buildlngs in our state. Some, however, are sorely disappointing.
In Angelina County. where I live, our county government demolished in
1950 a beloved building designed by J. Riely Gordon, one of America's premier courthouse designers.
The story goes that the commissioners court wanted a modem building
and put the issue before the public in the form of an election to approve bonds
for a new building, even though the old courthouse was sound.
As the election neared, it became obvious the bond issue was in trouble,
so the commissioners reportedly told a work crew to prop some large timbers
against the courthouse's sides, hoping to convince the voters the old building
was on the verge of collapse.
The election passed - and we got a modem, mundane courthouse.
Bob Bowman
Lufkin, Texas

Historical Markers. Monuments, and Much More in Anderson County. Texas,
Bonnie Woolverton, Photography John Ballard McDonald (Bonnie
Woolverton, 219 Trailhollow, Palestine, TX 75801) 2007, B&W Photos.
Biblio. Index. P. 417. $28.00. $5.00 SIH. Paperback.
The first section includes photographs of 127 historical markers in
Palestine and Anderson County, and material for each on the type of marker,
location, when it was dedicated, and background information. There is good
information about the CSA Ironworks, Palestine Salt Works CSA, and Fort
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Houston, the I&GN railroad in Palestine, the site of the Kickapoo battlefield
and McLean massacre, the first grave of Cynthia Ann Parker, and Governor
Thomas Mitchell Campbell and John H. Reagan.
The section is followed by more photographs and information about Texas
landmark structures. Afterward, a lOO-page section includes approximately 30{)
pictures with directions to and information on markers such as monuments, cornerstones, and plaques on buildings, businesses, cemeteries, churches, people,
places, and schools. Then comes a list of those honored in Anderson County,
distinguished high school alumni, farms held by the same families for more
than 100 years, citizens of the year, county judges, and mayors of Palestine.
The bibliography includes ninety-three sources found in the Palestine Public
Library, at the Anderson County Historical Commission, and in the Museum for
East Texas Culture. Finally, the index lists approximately 2,650 references.
The work is like visiting a cathedral or a museum. You stop and read
about a thing, then move on to the next one. It is a careful discussion of sites,
cemeteries, churches, people. Where there are discrepancies in the data, they
are noted but explained.
William Enger
Trinity Valley Community College

Texas Towns & the Art of Architecture: A Photographer's Journey, Richard
Payne (Texas State Historical Association, The University of Texas Austin, 1 University Station D090l, Austin, TX 7&712-0332) 2006.
Contents. B&W Photos. Biblio. Index. P. 151. $49.95. Hardcover.

The word «nostalgia" comes to mind when viewing a book of photographs
such a."i this by Richard Payne, but that tenn is too easy and certainly insufficient
when one considers not only the subject matter - buildings and people in small
Texas townS - but also the artistry of Payne's photography and the historical and
personal insights provided in his excellent introductory essay. The reader's initial
lmpulse to leaf through the photographs and take pleasure in an "I've been there,
I know that building!" sort of nostalgic tour quickly gives way to a sincere appreciation of Payne's journey and his unique look at the small-town past of Texas.
Beginning with an insightful foreword by respected architectural historian
Stephen Fox, Texas Towns & the Art ofArchitecture: A Photographer\' Journey
is a tlnc addition to the ever-growing body of literature on the built environment of the Lone Star State. Fox notes that the "arrival of the railroad was registered architecturally" in Texas, and Payne artfully describes the changes in
small Texas towns that accompanied the arrival of railroads between the 1880s
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and 1930s, as well as the inevitable decline of those communities when the railroads gave way to superhighways and a faster way of life. What the reader
experiences through Payne's lens is a visual journey from the grand and elaborate - architect-designed courthouses, banks, and other public buildings - to
abandoned and deteriorating vernacular structures struggling to survive the
economic downturns in their hometowns, to corrugated metal gins and other
industrial buildings, and even to whimsical expressions of roadside architecture
such as the Tee Pee Motel in Wharton (p. 145). Also included arc the faces of
people who live and work in these communities and buildings, faces that reveal
a ghmpse into both the hardships and pride inherent in small-town life. This is
a book that readers will return to many times over, one that will offer new
insights and, yes, feelings of nostalgia with each renewed examination.
Cynthia J. Beeman
Texas Historical Commission

Blue BeIllce Cream: A Century at the Little Creamery in Brenham, Texas,
1907-2007, Dorothy McLeon MacInerney (Texas A&M University Press,
4354 TAMU, College Station, TX 77843-4354) 2007. Contents_ Color &
B&W Photos. Acknowledgments. Index. P. 148. $19.95. Hardcover.
Dorothy Maclncmey, a member of the Blue Bell board of directors, has
done a wonderful job capturing the spirit of the men and the community that
built Blue Bell, "The Best Ice Cream in the Country," over the past 100 years.
More important than the pictures and the history of their favorite (and not
so favorite) flavors, is the history her book provides about how a small creamery in Brenham became a major marketing force in Houston, Austin, Dallas,
and Oklahoma, and a highly competitive market in sixteen states. This is the
story of how Brenham Creamery developed into Blue Bell Ice Cream and how
it adapted to everything from technological changes such as refrigerated trucks
and popsicle-making machines, to the Depression, World War II, and modern
marketing techniques. It is the story of how people lived their lives over the
past 100 years - the story of their work ethic and community values.
The story begins with the making of butter by the Brenham Creamery in
1907, but it really took off when E. F. Kruse became the managing force in

1919. It begins in the years between two world wars when Americans in small
towns were focused on their families and their communities, It was in this
environment that Kruse, the youngest of nine children from a farming family
at Prairie Hill, expanded the capacity of the original creamery and renamed it
Blue Bell after his favorite wildflower. To this day, Blue Bell ice cream
successfully markets itself as a small rural operation. It has clung to its small
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town image as a virtue and celebrated the values of this image invokes even
today when Blue Bell Ice Cream is ..."100 Years and Still Cranking."
Blanche Brick
Blinn College, Bryan

Texas Disasters: True Stories of Tragedy and Survival, Mike Cox (The Glove
Pequot Prc~s, P.O. Box 480, Guilford, CT 06437) 2006. Contents. lIIus.
Appendix. Biblio. P. 244. $13.95. Paperback.

During hurricanes Katrina and Rita, Mike Cox served as the communications manager for the Texas Department of Transportation. Earlier he worked for
the Texas Department of Public Safety and began his career as a newspaper
reporter. In between he has published a dozen books, many on Texas history. His
latest, Texl1s Disasters: True Stories o/Tragedy ami Sun-ivaI, is a must read.
Cox described nineteen Texas disasters that ranged chronologically from
"The Lost Spanish Fleet" (1554) to "The Crash of Delta 191" (1985). He also
briefly described seventy-eight other disasters in Texas. Cox included a large
number of disasters that occurred in East Texas. These included The Galveston
Hurricane of 1900, North America's worst natural disaster in terms of Jives
lost: the Texas City refinery exploslon in 1947, the worst man-made disaster
in North America; and the New London School explosion in 1937, which celebrates its fiftieth anniversary this year.
Mike Cox's Texas Disasters: True Stories of Traf?edy and Survival is a
good book. The writing is crisp and Cox's use of artwork to reinforce the narrative enhances the book. You should enjoy this book on a rainy afternoon.
Just hope is does not rain too much, that the sky does not tum too dark, and
that the wind does not blow too strongly, or you will be a participant in the
next Texas disaster.
Don Willett

Texas A&M University at Galveston

Journey 10 San Jacinto. Melodie A. Cuate (Texas Tech University Press, P.O.
Box 41037, Lubbock. TX 79409-1037) 2007. Contents. Ficrion.
Acknowledgments. Map. P. 165. $l7.95. Hardcover.
Journey to San Jacinto, the second in the Mr. Barrington '5 Mysterious
Trunk Series by, Melodie A. Cuate, is a great book for middle school students.

I enjoyed this book very much, and believe that many other students will
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as well. It had an amazing way of taking you to the past while still bcing tied
to the present in a cool way. I did not just envision the past but also was able
to become part of it. The details are amazing. I could easily picture the three
frightened children and sadly, the battle scene, too.
Hannah is a curious seventh grader in Mr. Barrington's Social Studie&
class. One morning she notices that her teacher is missing and his magical
trunk is open. She ha'\ her adventure by taking a trip to the Battle of San
Jacinto to rescue her Social Studies teacher and bring him back to the present.
Jackie, Hannah's best friend, helps her while they look for Hannah's
brother, Nick, Mr. Barrington, and Mr. Barrington's magical trunk, which they
need to get back home! What a load!!
Nick is Hannah's older brother and he is in the eighth grade. Nick was
mixed in with these adventures in the first of the series and decided not to miss
out on the next adventure, although he quickly changed his mind after he
ended up with the Mexican army! He deals with his problems while his sister
and Jackie deal with problems of their own.
When I read a book I hope for adventure, and this book had plenty of it.
I never put the book down whEe reading it and plan to read it again. Not aJi
history hooks are exciting, but this book linked our world to our past in an
enjoyable way. T hope you enjoy this book as much as I did.
Marie Routh NickJe
Alto Middle School

Aryan Cowbo.vs: lVhite Supremacists and the Search for a New Frontier,1970200() Evelyn A. Schlatter (University of Texas Press, P.O. Box 7819,
Austin. TX 78713-7819) 2006. Contents. Notes. Biblio. Map. IIIus.
Index. P. 250. $19.95. Paperback. $50. Hardcover.
In the decade before the September II, 200 I , attacks, most tem)rist violence
directed against America came not from foreign but from homegrown, right wing
groups that opposed the United States government and what they saw as its capitulation to Jews, women, and non-whites. Sharing a millenarian Protestantism, a
virulent anti-Semitism, a propensity for violence, and a commitment to white
supremacy, these extremists are not the fringe grouP& depicted by the popular
media. They are, Evelyn A. Schlatter argues, as American as apple pie.
Drawing on the groups' publications, news accounts, government records,
and personal interviews and correspondence with major figures in movements,
Schlatter convincingly demonstrates that groups such as the Montana Freemen
and the Republic of Texas drew upon traditional American ideas and cultural
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myths to justify their goals and to recruit new members. One main goal of these
groups - to create white homelands in the West - derives from Manifest
Destiny and the mythological American cowboy who tamed the "frontier" by
subjugating American Indians, Latinos, and others who stood in the way of
American civilization. In such homelands, extremists hope to revive "true"
American values where men protect white women from non-whites and males
once again dominate the social hierarchy. Such notions of masculinity, Schlatter
argues, tie the contemporary white supremacist movements to earlier groups
such as the Ku Klux Klan. Although she understates the historical role of
women in perpetuating white supremacy-the racist rhetoric of women's rights
activists opposing the Fourteenth Amendment and black male suffrage come to
mind-her detailed examination and fascinating analysis provide valuable
insights into the provenance and purpose of contemporary A'yan Cowboys.
Robert Shelton
Cleveland State University

Fruit of the Orchard: Environmental Justice in c'ast Texas, Tammy CromerCampbell, photographer, essays, Phyllis Glazer, Roy Flunkinger, Eugene
Hargrove. and Marvin Legator (University of North Texas Press, P.O.
Box 311336, Denton, TX 76203-1336) 2006. Contents. Essays. B&W
Photos, P. 130. $29.95. Hardcover.

What would you do if a toxic waste dump in your neighborhood was contaminating the soil. the ground water and the air, causing birth defects, cancers, crops to fail and animals to sicken and die, and filling the air with toxic
fumes that could cause ulcers'!
In the small East Texas town of Winona , Phyllis Glazer spent her inheritance
to organize "a grassroot"i nonprofit organization using education, litigation, and
service (0 preserve and protect rural, low income, and minority communities from
exposure to toxic substances and contamination by hazardous wastes" lp. 2],
naming it MOSES (Mothers Organized to Stop Environmental Sins)

Glal.er enlisted Longview photographer Tammy Cromer-Campbell to take
a picture of one of the affected children to use on a poster. A year later,
Cromer-Campbell offered to photograph other victims. The fifty-one B&W
photographs in the book are not what you might expect. Cromer-Campbell
deliberately used a cheap plastic camera with a plastic lens-one prone to light
leaks and other abnonnalities-to emphasize the atrocities being visited on the
residents of Winona. Many of her photo subjects have since died from illnesses induced by toxic waste. Roy Flukinger, senior curator of Photography at the
Harry Ransom Humanities Research Center at The University of Texas at
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Austin, contributed an essay in which he discussed Tammy CromerCampbell's choice of camera.
Cromer-Campbell contributed an essay about her involvement in the project and explains why she felt she had to do it, In addition, she provided background information for many of the photographs.
Dr. Eugene Hargrove, editor of Environmental Ethics, founder of the
Center for Environmental Philosophy, and professor at the University of North
Texas in Denton, contributed an essay discussing some of the limitation~ on
environmental justice in the United States and offering suggestions for developing preventive strategies.
An essay which seeks to dispel some of the toxicological myths used by
industries to try to avoid responsibility for the their damaging activities was
contributed by Dr. Marvin Legator, who was in the Department of Preventive
Medicine and Community Health, Division of Environmental Toxicology, at
The University of Texas, Medical Branch at Galveston.
If you care about the safety and health of people. and want to know how
one such person responded to the threat from toxic wastes, or if you like serious documentary photography, you should examine this book.

R.G. Dean
Nacogdoches, Texas

HiJpanics. Methodists, Presbyterians, and Baptists in Texa.\·, Paul Barton
(University of Texas Press, P.O, Box 7819, Austin, TX 78713-7819)
2006. Contents. Appendices. Notes. Biblio. Index. P. 246. $19.95.
Paperback. $50. Hardcover.

The writlng of history usually falls into one of two broad categories: it
tells us more of what we already know, but with some new clarity or emphasis
or angle of vision; or it tells us something we did not know before. Paul
Barton's book falls into the latter category. He tells us the history of Hispanic
main-line Protestantism in Texas, which, if it was already known, has certainly been overlooked.
Barton's approach is that of a self-professed "insider," a fourth-generation
Mexican-American United Methodist who is up-front about his "strong personal affinity for my cultural and religious traditions" (p. 8). Note that he speaks
of traditions in the plural because a major emphasis of the book is the development of a distinctive "los Pmtestantes" from the Anglo-American Protestant
denominationalism and the Mexican-American Catholic community as a way
of negotiating and straddling these two primary frames of reference. These
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Hispanic Protestants have experienced constant tension as they sought to retain
their Mexican-American identity in rclation to Anglo-American Protestants on
one hand and Mexican-American Roman Catholics on the other.
Barton limits his focus to Methodists. Presbyterians, and Baptists, primarily because these were the three Anglo-American Protestant denominations
which made missionary inroads among Mexican-Americans in Texas beginning
in the 18805 with their revivalism and its strong hymnody, emphasis on personal conversion and piety, Biblicism, and anti-Catholicism. At the same time, there
was great emphasis upon education and Anglo-American middle-class values.
and morality.
A third frame of reference beyond Anglo-American Protestantism and
Mexican-American Roman Catholicism is Pentecostalism, which has grown
among Hispanic Protestantism in the last thirty years to where it is now the dominant form of Hispanic Protestantism in the United States. This is only touched
upon in the last chapter, Even though Ins Protestantes is rapidly changing and
growing in ways beyond main-line Protestantism, Barton's helpful book lays the
groundwork and demonstrates that instead of assimilation, Hispanlc
Protestantism in Texas has emerged as a distinctive indigenous church,
The Rev. Kyle Childress
~acogdoches, Texas

Expanding the Horizons of Texas History
The 2008 San Jacinto Symposium looks at the Texas Revolution
through the eyes of a novelist. a l\'1exican borderlands historian, a
school teacher, a librarian, and a covert British agent.
Speakers include novelist Stephen Harrigan, author of
Gates ofthe AlamfJ: Mi~uel Angel Gonzale;,; QUlroga, Universidad
Aut6noma de Nuevo Leon in Monterrey; Betsy Davis, an Austin
fourth-grade teacher; librarian Dreanna Belden, Lniversity of
North Texas: and Stuart RciJ, author of Secret \Var for Texas and
great-grcat-great grandson of Dr. James Grant.
Dr. James E. Crisp returns as moderator.
The Symposium. orl'!8nizeJ hy lh~ f'riends of the
San Jacinto Battleground, will b~ on SlIlurJuy,
April 19, 20mi, lIt the Hilton Hotel & Co
nfcrcncc Center, University of Huustoll.
The $4S registrlltion fee covers lunch and parkin~.
It is approved for six hours of Certified
Professional EJucalion (CPE) credit.
For additionul information, or to register.
call (281) 496- 14SR or ~ isit the wehsite at
ww",:.friendsofsanjacint().()r~.
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The Devil's
Triangle
James M. Smallwood, Kenneth w: Howell
and Carol C. Taylor
III 'Iexd', as in the resl of the Confederacy, the
l{ewl1Struction era (l86)-1877) saw little lI10re than a
cnntinuation of the Civil War in a new guise.
The Un ion won the first phase of the waf rhat pined
professinnal armie, against each other (1861-1865), hut
the South won the sewnd pha5e that turned into guerrilla
warfare.
[n Texas. terrorist groups. such as rhe Ku Klu' Klan,
operated in at least seventy-Ieven counties. Remrning
Contederare veterans aho organi",J outlaw gangs that
funC[ioncd lIlueh like the terrorist groups.
Thi' siudy of Heniamin Bickerstaff and mher North
East Texans provides a miuo-hisrory of the larger whole.
Bickerstaff founded (<,rrorist groups in at least tWO
NOllh East Tex,,. WLI nl ie" anJ led a gang of raiders who, at
rimes. numhered up (0 500 men.

"The Devil's Triangle" is the second publication ofThe Bob and Doris Bowman Ea.,tTexa..<
llistor}' Series. Proceeds from book sales ;ue committed to an endowment for ehe Ease
Texas Hisroeical Association, to be used for fuLUre publications.

------------------~---Order Form: The Devils Triangle
Name
Addrcss
City
Phone No.

Srare

Zip
Number of copies

_
_
_
_

"'·fail otder form co; East Texas Historical A.o.sociation. PO. Box 6223. Sf-A Starion, Nacogdoches,
TX 75962-6223 or call 93G.468.2407. E-mail; amcdonald@sfasu.edu

Price per book: $25.00 plus $4.00 for postage and handling.
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UNIVERSITY OF NORTH TEXAS PRESS
Savage Frontier: Rangers, Riflemen,
and Indian Wars in Texas
BY STEPHEN L. MOORE

Volume I, 1835·1837
Volume II, 1838-1839
Volume 1111840·1841

352 pp. 34 illus. 5 maps.
432 pp. 36 illus. 9 maps.
448 pp. 42 illus. 4 maps.

Volume I focuses on the formative years of Texas and its Rangers;
Volume II details two of the bloodiest years of fighting in the
young Texas Republic; Volume III concerns the evolution of the Rangers and frontier
warfare. Each volume is available in hardcover at $34.95 or paperback at $19.95.

Folklore in Motion
EDITED BY KENNETH L. UNTIEDT

280 pp. 50 illus.
The adventurous spirit of Texans has led to much travel lore.
Stories in this Texas Folklore Society publication range from
how ancestors first came to the state to reflections on how
technology has affected the customs, language, and tales of
life "on the go." Hardcover $36.95.

Captain John H. Rogers, Texas Ranger
BY PAUL N. SPELLMAN

320 pp. 18 ilIus.
This is the first full-length biography of one of the "Four
Captains" of the Texas Rangers around the turn of the
century. John Rogers was a lawman and a man of God, wont
to use his Bible as often as his six-gun, both with dramatic:
effect. Available FEBRUARY Z008 in paperback at $16.95.

Twentieth-Century Texas
A Social and Cultural History
EDITED BY JOHN W. STOREY AND MARY L. KELLEY

448 pp. 31 illus.
An anthology of fifteen essays reflecting the transformations
in twentieth-century Texas as a direct product of social and
cultural developments. Available MARCH 2008 in hardcover at
$39.95 and paperback at $18.95.

ORDERS: 1·800·826·8911

www.unt.eduluntpress
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